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SATURDAY, JANUARY 20, 1962
A.

'It's Absolutely Necessary To Negro Leaders
Increase Bus Fare By April 1,' At Clarksdale
Free On Bonds
• Say Officials Of Company

Price 15c

Former Caddy Master
Dies In Road Mishap

Final rites for a 68-year-old ed fighters for Golden Glove
Memphian, well-known
in tournaments at Church Park
athletic circles of the Mid. auditorium, the Abe Scharff
sengers going six a n d eight
CLARKSDALE, Miss. — South for a number
By M. L. REID
of years, branch of the YMCA and MelMembers of the Memphis mile zones is '21 cents—a token Four NAACP leaders, includ- were held on Tuesday at the rose high school.
Transit Authority announced and a nickle—or 23 cents with ing Dr. Aaron Henry, presi- Lambert Church of God in
Aside from his wife, Mrs.
dent of the Association's state Christ in Orange Mound, with
list week that an increase in a transfer.
Bettie Harris, he is survived
organization, are free under the pastor, Elder E. W.
some bus fares will be asked REMAINS THE LOWEST
Rod- by seven children. Thomas L.
Contacted by the Tri-State $2,500 bail bonds each follow- gers, delivering the
about April 1, And that it is
eulogy. Harris, Jr., James G. Harris
Defender, A. Maceo Walker a ing conviction on charges of Thomas L.
absolutely necessary, if t h
Harris of 811 anti Mrs. Betty Jo Wilson of
company is to stay in business member of the MTA said, 'The conspiring to withhold trade. Hamilton st., was struck and Memphis; Pfc. Esker
Harris,
present bus fare charged in
Convicted with Dr. Henry killed by an automobile on the
and give good service.
Fort Sam Houston, Tex.: Pfc.
Col. Frank Ragsdale, presi- Memphis is less than all _cities on Jan. 3 were John Melchor, highway between Walls and George Harris, Fort Sill,
Okla.;
dent of the MTA, explained of comparable sizes and will president of the Clarksdale Lake Como in Mississippi on Mrs. Cleopatra Watson,
CinNAACP Branch; R. L. Drew, Thursday night, Jan. 11, after
that even with the increase, the still be less.
cinnati: and Mrs. Ruby Davis,
president; Rev. his car skidded on
fare for Memphis will remain "With increased costs of op- first vice
the ice and Los Angeles.
the lowest for cities of compar- eration and the increasti at cost Theodore Trammell, chaplain: left the highway.
Interment was in National
tur new bUites. It is impossible and J.W. Wright, member of He
able size.
had gotten out of the car cemetery. Southern Funeral
Bus tokens will go on sale to maintain the same bus fare. the executive committee.
and was presumably walking home was in charge of final
grooming for Negro girls.
Co-Ette„ seen at left, beams for 16 cents, and persons travel- "At all times,” he continued, Tried before Justice of the to Walls to get a
wrecker to arrangements
ORCHID FOR MRS. ELSIE
as the guest speaker on a
approvingly as Miss flieki ing in a two and four mile zone "the Memphis Transit Author- Peace Rodney Brooks in star- pull him back on the
highARCHER: The
Memphis
book review program. held
McGraw. program chairman. will tontinue to pay 16 cents, ity, of which I am a board mem- chamber proceedings from way at the time he was struck.
chapter of Co.Ettes Inc. Sunday. Jan. 7, at the new
pins an orchid on the charm. and two cents more if they ber, will continue to look out which the public was barred, The driver claimed that he did
for the best interest of the pub- the NAACP leaders were
presented Mrs. Elsie Archer
Sarah H. Brown YWCA. log Mrs. Archer. (Withers need a transfer.
not see Mr. Harris, but stopof New York City, author
Miss Jacqueline Brodnax,
Photo)
The fare proposed for pas- lice."
each sentenced to six months' ped when he felt his car
Col. Ragsdale explained that imprisonment and fined $500.
of "Let's Face IL" a book on
recently crowned "Miss
"strike an object."
by the time the increase fare The heating was held in the
HAD IDENTIFICATION
goes into effect this spring, all county jail rather than in the
Mr. Harris was identified
Seminole-Negroes to assist as
buses on the street, except dur- courthouse. A crowd of more
from papers found on him and
scouts. In return they were
ing the peak hours, will be air than 100 Negroes, gathered at
his body was carried to a
promised land, pay and rations
conditioned.
the jail, was denied admission. mortuary at Hernando before
for their families.
PAY
RAISE
DUE
DECISION
APPEAL
being transferred back
The Autress Russell AmeriThe Government could not
to
The company noted a de- The four were represented Memphis.
can Legion Post No. 27, locathave made a better selection
crease
in
fares
for
the
first
part
Jack
Attorney
NAACP
by
A
ed
veteran of World War 1,
at 393 Beale st., has made
of men. By nature the Semiof 1961. but regained a good Young who following the Mr. Harris had worked as a arrangement to assist
nole-Negroes were a peaceful
widows
portion of them after putting conviction, announced that an caddy master at Chickasaw. and veterans in filling out
the
friendly tribe with a strong
the new air conditioned buses appeal would be made im- Colonial, Memphis and Ridg- proper questionnaire
required
sense of justice and love of
on the streets.
of
citizens
Negro
mediately
way
to
Country
clubs
continue
to
and had
obtain Veteran
their way of life. As scouts
Col. Ragsdale said that 10 Clarksdale promptly posted Cafe at Third and Union be- Pension.
they equaled and surpassed the
(Part Three of Series)
man was an expert. riding
new buses will be delivered the bail bonds.
fore
his
retirement.
Commander
of the p o at,
Apache in fighting prowess
By RAYMOND PATTERSON under the command of John
to the city this year, and that
The NAACP leaders were For several years he train- Grover C. Burson, said the
in hunting and tracking.
wiry,
ironL. Bullis, a tough,
all bus company employees will arrested early last month
Bea le Street office will be
copyright 1962
nerved Army lieutenant called UNEXCELLED
get a six cent an hour increase after they had initiated a seopen Wednesdays from 6 p.m.
The story of how the SemiRegula r Army cavalry,
in pay in April, and the new lective buy i n g campaign
the Thunderbolt.
until the last person is served.
nole-Negro
Indian
Scouts
which sometimes went into
fare wlil be needed for that shortly before Thanksgiving
And Saturdays from 1 p.m.
helped establish law and order ONLY SO SCOUTS
the field with them, could
purpose.
Day. The campaign was diuntil all persons are served.
along the Texas border during The Seminole-Negro Indian seldom keep pace on the trail
Operating on an ideal plan rected again at downtown
The questionnaire must be
the turbulent 1870's is a chron- Scouts never numbered more or match them in endurance
would demand that 59 of the stores
discriminate
which
in the Nashville Veterans Adicle of heroism, daring and than fife/ men. All were Ne- Generally they operated alone
WASHINGTON,
D.
C.—The
present
buses
be
taken
out
of
against Negroes.
descendents
of in small squads, sometimes DR.WALTER W GIBSON
adventure seldom equaled in groes, or
Commission on Civil Rights ministration office not later
service at the end of 1962, he
At the time of the arrests.
than Jan. 31. Failure to meet
the history of the Arriprican Negroes who had escaped from engaging an enemy outnumsaid, Isitt tpeicompany will have NAACP Executive Secretary announced today that it will
the deadline "could possibly
slavery into Floritla,and mar- bering them six to one,
111*Test.
hold
a
one-day
hearing
in
0 retain II' of them for three
result in pensioners being reRoy Wilkins sent a telegram of
In a nine-year period, from ried into Seminole tribes. A In their colorful combination
years before replacing them. protest to Atty. General Rob- Phoenix on Saturday. Feb. 3, quired to
pay back the penEnglish.
The of Army uniform and Indian
spoke
1873-1881, this hard-riding de- few
to assess the status of civil
"We can do this," he said,
sion they received lest year,"
ert F. Kennedy asking that the
tachment of U.S. Army scouts younger ones spoke only dress, they were a distinctive
"but it will require excessive Department of Justice "inves- rights.
said Commander Burson.
made 26 expeditions against Spanish and the Seminole di- and unbeatable arm of the
The Commission is an inmaintenance."
Assistance is also being oftigate this matter and take
the elusive Comanche, Apache alects, the tribe having moved military.
VITAL TO SERVICE
dependent
bi-partisan
factofficials."
fered in filling out questionaction against state
Mexico Story after story records
Florida
to
and Mescalero raiders who from
finding
agency
established
by
If the present company were
clear,
"are
arrests, he said,
naires at 11 N. Manassas at.
swept across the Rio Grande around 1849.
their heroism, but one stands Dr. Walter W. Gibson, chair- required to give the bus-riding The
Congress in 1957.
When the Civil War ended out in all the colors of true man of the department of nat- public the same service that it open and notorious violations According to Berl I. Bernto steal cattle and horses and
of
rights
civil
in 1865, the American Gov- courage by which they are ural sciences and professor of was getting in 1960 he said,, it of the federal
then disappear into Mexico.
and the others." hard, commission staff directThe bravery with which ernment, then engaged in put- remembered.
biology at LeMoyne college, would mean laying off 25 op- Dr. Henry
NAACP field or, the Phoenix hearing is
they fought the renegade ting a stop to the Indian raids On April 25, 1875, Lt. Bullis, has been invited by the Nat- erators including eight Negroes Medgar Evers,
part of a long range project
secretary for Mississippi, this
Indian made a legend. Every based in Mexico, invited the Sgt. John Ward, Trumpeter ural Science Foundation to new driving.
reported that the selec- which includes the study of
Isaac Payne and Trooper serve on a panel which will "These 25 operators are vital week
civil rights of minorities in a
buying campaign is being
•,
Pompey Factor set out on a review and evaluate requests to the superior service that we tive
diverse group of urban centers.
continued and has been 90 to
routine assignment to track from colleges and universities
The Commission's past stud- Three coeds are competing
95 per cent effective.
(See BUS FARE, Page 2)
down 75 stolen horses. All seeking aid in purchasing
ies in the fields of voting, for the title of "Miss United
signs pointed to Comanches, scientific equipment.
education,
housing, Negro College Fund of Lepublic
•eand the trail led down to the
employment, and the admini- Moyne College." The winner
Several panels have been
. - •
Pecos river, towards Eagle's selected by the foundation and
stration of just show these will attend the annual meet-72
Nest Crossing.
areas are so closely ocnnected ing of the National Council of
they will convene Feb. 6-7
At Eagle's Nest the four in Denver. Dr. Gibson has
that they are best studied in UNCF Alumni in Washington,
scouts sighted
the horses. agreed to serve on one of the
relationship to each other.
D.C.. Feb. 10-11, where she
being
driven panels.
They
were
Cities to which minorities will be in competition with
across the river to the Western
continue to migrate provide a 32 other young ladies for the
The Natural Science FoundaMrs. Bate,, wife of Rev. L. good context for the conduct national title of "Miss UNCF."
shore. Cautiously Bullis and tion, with headquarters in
Final rites tor Mrs. Lucretia
died
st.,
his men dismounted and crept Washington, D. C., has an- Bates, wife of the pastor of C. Bates of 742 Hanley
of a study.
- LeMoyne's "Miss UNCF"
closer for a better view. From nounced a new activity, the Mount Gilliam Baptist church, on Jan. 9, while en route to Phoenix was chosen, Bern- will be selected Friday night,
was
death
their position they counted 30 Undergraduate I Instructional were held there on Sunday, the hospital. Cause of
hard said, because of its tre- Jan. 1, at a dance in the colComanches in the raiding Scientific Equipment Program, with four ministers delivering attributed to influenza.
mendous growth and the di- lege commons sponsored by
for
delivered
Eulogies were
party, almost all armed with designed to assist colleges and the eulogy.
versity of its minority groups. the Pre-Alumni club. Miss
CrutchC.
Mrs. Bates by Revs.
repeater rifles.
Phoenix also represents one Johnnie Mae Rodgers is presuniversities in the crucial
er, A. E. Campbell, L. A. Ham- category of city to be studied; ident.
task of meeting the nation's reSTIFF ODDS
Brewster.
Herbert
b1M and W.
a city where there are few, if
Misses
are
competent
Contestants
for
Four men against 30 were quirements
Resolutions during the funer- any, ci vii rights laws and Gloria Lewers, freshman; Jean
stiff odds, but if they could scientists and engineers.
Mitchell
Willie
by
read
al were
w her e progress nonetheless Lewis, sophomore, and Lizzie
make the Comanches believe Colleges and universities in
for the Deacons' board; Mrs. has reportedly been made.
Patterson, junior.
their force greater than it need of additional scientific
Mothers'
the
for
R,osie
Tyus
Bernhard emphasized that
actually was, perhaps they equipment have been asked to
for
Cummings
Mrs.
G.
board,
the Commission is not going to
could frighten them off and submit their requests, which
the No. 2 choir; Porter Osby, Phoenix in response to comretiieve the horses. It was will be reviewed and evaluated
for
Nichols
and
Aileen
BTU:
plaints but to gather facts with
worth a try.
by the panels next month. All
the No. 3 choir.
which to assert the current
A hasty plan was laid, and individual grants will be
KAMPALA, Uganda —(UPI)
FIVE SOLOISTS
status of civil rights.
the scouts moved forward un- under $25,000 and these must
Others were read by Mrs. Members of the bi-partisan — Nine natives were killed and
der cover. Within 75 yards of be matched by the schools reIrene Richmond for the church, Commission are: John A. Han- 5.000 cattle stolen in battles bethe Comanches, the signal was ceiving them.
L vesses
Mrs. C. J. Gaston for the Shel- nah, chairman; Robert G. tween two tribes in norther%
given. Trumpeter Payne Dr. Gibson is now conductby County Women's depart- Storey, vice chairman: Rev. Uganda last week end, police
sounded the shattering blasts ing the third Natural Science
ment; Rev. L. H. Aldridge for Theodore M. Hesburgh, C.S.C., reports reaching here said.
of a cavalry charge. Shouting Foundation-sponsored science
the Baptist Ministers confer- Ervin N. Griswold, Robert S. The reports said 17 interlike demons, the three men institute at LeMoyne and a
ence, and Rev. Harrison Brown Rankin, and Spottswood W. tribal raids have occurred in
opened fire.
fourth is being planned for
MRS. LUCRETIA BATES
of the Shelby County District Robinson, III, commissioners. the last 10 days, killing 13
The surprise stampeded the next summer.
operated the Paradise Grill in natives and injuring four
association.
horses and sent the comanches
Soloists were Mrs. Estell Binghampton and the Loop others.
ducking for cover, expecting
Moody, Mrs. Anna Smith, Mrs.
at any moment to see an enLeslie Johnson, Mrs. C. M.
tire troop of cavalry gallop
Spight and Andrew Harris.
down on them. For almost 45
The United Negro College don, Mrs. Juanita Stanback,
Mrs. Ardena Porter read the
minutes the scouts kept up the
wr,1und campaign in the Memphis Mrs. Helen Waterford, Prof.
obituary a n d acknowledged
ruse, firing rapidly and shiftarea went over its goal by R. J. Roddy, Elder Blair T.
cards and telegrmas of syming positions to give the illu$254. The sum of $990 was re- Hunt, J. A. Beauchamp, T. R.
pathy to the family.
sion of a heavy force.
ported at the final meeting, McLemore, Miss Erma Laws,
SURVIVORS
'RACE WITH DEATH'
bringing the overall total to Miss Eunice Carruthers, prof.
Aside from her husband, Mrs
But the Comanches finally A 92-year-old Orange burning garments.
Howard Sims, John J. Taylor,
$15,254.
saw through the. trick. Quick- Mound wom a n became the "The whole room seemed to llatesis survived by her
Contributions to the fund James Leaks, Mrs. Ann L.
first 1962 fire victim for Mem- be on fire," she said, "and my
Graham, ly they began circling the phis last week after her cloth- aunt came out and did not daughter, Mrs. L. A. Cloud of
represented gifts from a cross- Weathers, Calvin
811 Hanley st., and three grandscouts, attempting to cut them
section of Memphians, includ- Booker T. Banks, Mrs. Alzora off from escape. If it could be ing caught fire and burned 98 utter a word. She never daughters, Misses Ann, Betty
ing city and county school Haste, Alfred Rudd, Mrs. done, the scouts were as per cent of her body.
screamed, and I did not tell Jane and Karene Cloud of the
teachers, churches, clubs, or- Fannie Smith, Miss Johnnie
The victim was Mrs. Annie anyone that she did."
same address.
good as dead.
ganizations, postal workers, Rodgers, Dr. W. W. Gibson,
Palmer, who lived with her Carried to John Gaston hos- Pallbearers were Henry Mcplan.
Bullis
gave
the
Seeing
hotel and motel employes, Dr. Peter Cooper, Jefferson
Brypital,
Mrs.
Corinne
Palmer
died
early
great-niece,
Mrs.
Gregory, Eddie Holmes, L. C.
the signal to run for the
physicians, dentists, business- Taylor and many others.
King, Eddie Wilson, B. J. Harhorses, and amid the flying ant and members of her fami- last Thursday morning.
UNCF raises over $2 milShe
was
a
men and business firms, teenat.
native
of
Moscow,
ly
at
758
Hanley
ris and Joe Allen.
pellets the four men leaped
agers and LeMoyne college lion annually in campaigns up and made amad dash to
Mrs. Bryant said that she Tenn., and had been a widow Interment was in New Park
conducted in major southern
faculty and students.
cemetery. Victory Funer a 1
where t h e animals were teth- was attracted to her aunt's for more than 30 years.
Pushing the campaign to a and northern cities and divides ered. Bullets cut at their heels room after she heard someone ACTIVE IN CHURCH
Home was in charge of final arsuccessful ending were two the money among 33 private an d slapped t h e air around stomping on the floor early
Up until her d eat h, Mrs. rangements.
chairmen, Edwin Dalstrom, and accredited colleges and them. The Comanches whooped Wednesday morning.
Palmer was an active member
LeMoyne
of
retired businessman and chair- universities.
and charged. It was a race She said that at first she of the Castalia Baptist church.
thought some of her boys Funeral services for Mrs.
man of the board of trustees Memphis receives over $33,- with death.
Words of the Wise
f LeMoyne and the Memphis 000 a year from the fund.
In A flash, Ward. Payne might have been wrestling, Pa 1 m Cr were held at the
What Is done In our chumTHIRTY-YEAR FREEDOM bute dinner for Mr. Wilkins
Other schools in this area
church
hall
on
night,
with
down
the
Tuesday
after
going
Urban League; and A. C. Wilbut
and Factor were in their sadrooms today will be reflectat New York's Hotel Roose7ruslide—Roy Wilkins. right.
hams, popular program con- sharing in the fund are Lane. dles, digging spurs into their she discovered the noise was the castor. Rev. Calvin Mims
ed in the successes or failNAACP executive secretary. velt. A distinguished array
„,ltant for WDIA radio ste- Fisk and Knoxville in Ten- leaping mounts. But Lt. Bul- coming from the room occu- delivering the eulogy.
ures of civilization tomorreceives scroll honoring his of civil rights leaders was
nessee; Philander Smith in lis ran into trouble. His horse pied by Mrs. Palmer.
The Hollywood Fu n era I
t on.
30 years' service with the on hand to honor the NAhome was in charge of ar- row.
Arkansas: Tougaloo in Missis- balked when he attempted to DID NOT SCREAM
OTHER WORKERS
(I.Andly C. Baxter)
association from Arthur B. ACP's top staff executive,
When she opened the door, rangements. Interment was on
They received untold sup- sippi; Xavier and Dillard in leap astride. The frightened
Springarn. president, Some President Kennedy and
Mrs Bryant said she saw her weineaday morning in Mount
port from such volunteer Louisiana. and Talladega and
others sent warm greetings.
1.000 persons attended
aunt trying to pull off her Cal mel annex.
(See SCOUTS, Page 2)
workers as Miss Naomi Gor- Tuekegee in Alabama.

Deadline For
VA Pensioners
Last Of Month

From Our Past

Negro Indian Scouts
Upheld Law On Border

U.S. Civil Rights
Commissioners Go
To Phoenix. Ala.

Gibson Invited To
Denver To Review
Requests Of NSF

I 0Mmino CoPrk Sewk
'Miss UNCF' Title;
Winner Gets Trip

Flu Blamed In Death
Of Mrs. L. C. Bates

9 Killed In Tribal
Fight In Uganda

UNCF Workers Exceed
Their Goal Of $15,000
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Elderly Woman First
Fire Victim Of 1962
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REAL ESTATE DIGEST

aLty"

By Jesse L. Williams'
Diadri Lynette.
AT E. H. CHUMP HOSPITAL AT JOHN GASTON
. "Finally, brethren, whatso- slum clearance program has
Mr. and Mrs. Vernell Kirk,
HOSPITi1L
Dec. 29.
ever things are true, whatso- steadily earned broader and
240 Baltic; boy, Terry Joe.
B.
Jan.
ever things are honest, what- broader public support.
Mr. and Mrs. Warren Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Holt- Mr. and Mrs. Willie Tuggle,
soever things are just, what- One of the early experiences
2394 Shasta; girl, Damita man, 878 S. Fourth St.; girl. 1184 Saxon; boy, Antonio
soever things are pure, what- of cities which chose to avail
Joyce.
Keith.
Earnestine.
soever things are lovely, what- themselves of the slum-clearMr. and Mrs. Richard Hill, Jan. 0.
30.
Dec.
soever things are of good ance opportunities afforded by
Mr. and Mrs. Roy DeWalt, 903 Trask, girl, Kathy Denise. Mr. and Mrs. Clafford Marr,
report; if there be any virtue, government grants and loans
Mrs. Andrew 1211 S. Main; girl, Debbie Ann.
Castalla rd.; boy, Brian Mr. and
1443
end if there be any praise, for public housing and comOwens, 1586 Havanna; girl, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel
Edward.
think on these things." Philip- munity development and redeMr. and Mrs. Eugene Myers, Andrea Yvette.
Jones, 966 S. Somerville; boy,
pians 4th chapter, 8th verse. velopment was that slumfrom the home office Gilbert. inspection supervi- 1020 N. Second; boy, Gary Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Mc- Nathaniel Jr.
flew
OFBRANCH
MEMPHIS
The entrance of local, state, clearance activities alone are
J.
Managers
boy,
Mall;
Debit
Brown
and
t596-D
sor
Ghee,
lei
Above,
Eugene.
Atlanta Life in- in Atlanta. Ga.
Mr. and Mrs. Berl McKinand federal government into not a solution to the problem of FICE of
Leroy Dunyea.
staged its right. are: Simon, Mrs. Bo- Gales, G. B. Walk, Clarence Dec. 31.
nie, 24 Falls; girl, Jacqueline
the area of the control, financ- providing a "decent, safe, and surance Company
Gaston.
Caples,
L.
J.
David
Leon.
Mrs.
and
Johnson,
Walker,
Mr.
dinner last wen, McMillan,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F.
Renee.
ing and creation of real pro- sanitary" housing unit for 1962 kick-off
at the Whitney and George W. P. J. Britt. Calvin Grant Brooks, 11290 Highway 64, 2388 Zanone; boy, David Jr.
Rich- &
perty met with formidable and every urban American family. Saturday. Honored
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Bec- Mr. and Mrs. Walter girl,‘
manager of the Mem- Melvin Foster, and MesLee,
Alma
Mrs.
were:
dinner
1
"
,
an
Arlington; girl, Sheila Fay. ton, 3028 Tillman cove; boy, ardson, 427 Brooks rd.;
continuing opposition on
The wholesale clearance of
C.
M.
Foster,
Alma
dames
particiOthers
office.
phis
supervisor
Dwania Dyshelle.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Car- Willie Floyd Jr.
ideological as well as a practi- slum buildings and the con- Bowen, leading
A.
M.
Irving,
P.
,Ida
Hicks,
Mesdames
included:
with pating
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Singlepenter, 287 Edsel; girl, Rosa- Jan. 7.
cal basis, whereas some of sequent displacement of slum who's staff closed 1961
increase, B.M. Rhodes, cashier: Iva Johnson, Margie Leake, R. lyn.
ton, 1657 Kansas, Apt. 1; boy,
these attitudes were undoubt- families - unless paralleled by more than $300 net
717
Thomas.
Lowe,
M.
Earl
Grace
Mrs.
West,
and
E.
Mr.
TurnAnnie
Buchanan,
of the Mae
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Harris, Peebles; girl, Joyce Ann.
Gary Godfrey.
edly influenced by self-interest, concomitant steps to safe-guard W.C. Whitney. agent
er, Polly R. Walker and Miss N. E. Co.. Anna Brooks. Besse Mr. and Mrs. Harry Kelley, Mr. and Mrs. Eddie McNeil,
a.rown ave.; girl, Denise
OinB
many people and organizations the physical integrity of neigh- year and W. W. Walks:, proWashingM.
W.
Jackson,
sie
clerks:
all
Patton,
Arline
Denise.
Regina.
felt genuine and sincere over boring properties - often mere- ducer of the year. Highlight492 E. Olive; boy, Harold 784 Edith; girl, Pamela
E.L. And S. S. Sartin. executive ton, Clarine Washington,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Beaty,
Mr. and Mrs. James Lynn, Antonio.
what they described as "creep- ly clear slums in one area and ing the occasion were
Rhodes.
J.
A.
Dixon,
Nannie
Johnson.
E.
W.
supervisor,
agency di124 Dove ave.; girl, Valerie Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Brown, 1378 Doris; boy Ricky Renee.
ing socialism" of government create new ones in their stead. Simon, FL.M.I,
rector: and N.K. McMillan. supervisor: A. J. Lewis, pro- Helen Phillips, Alice Wil- Rae.
Mr. and Mrs. Osice Ford,
• • •
intervention in the real estate
Roberts.
fester
358-D S. Fourth; a girl.•
and
liams
G.
A.
supervisor:
duction
assistant agency director, who
economy.
Jan. 1.
467-CI.. Brokerage.
This
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd L. Mac- 1428 Azalia; girl, Sharon.
—
Mr. and Mrs. James White lin, 364 Greenwood; boy, Floyd Jan. 9.
Because, slum properties con- course covers the entire field
Mr. and Mrs. Adolph Butler,
1743 Ragan it.; girl, Dorothette Lee Jr.
tinued to be valuable to their of agency operations. Included
Seretha
Yvonne.
owners, it proved economically is an examination of applicable
Mr. and Mrs. James Wilkins, 972 LeMoyne; girl,
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Mc 1036 N. Seventh; girl, Sophia Renee.
Unfeasible for redevelopers to licensing laws, as well as
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Hardy,
Cray, 1473 South ave.; boy, Annett.
acquire slum buildings, de- other legal and ethical restricJoseph Lee.
molish them and redevelop the tions applicable to the real
Mr. and Mrs. James Riley, 1323 Kennedy; a boy.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Mid- 669 S. Parkway east, Apt. 2; Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Powell,
cleared land. Some govern- estate profession. An examina2388 Donald rd.; girl, Sharon
dleton, 1377 Woodbine at.; boy, girl, Terry Lynn.
mental assistance would be re- tion is made of the various
"
bathes
of
election
NEW YORK-The
Michael Vaughn.
Mason Payne, Renee.
Mrs.
quired as a means of "writing means of securing listings
and
Mr.
Miltwo new members to the Board Board members are elected Mr. and Mrs. Jonas Whiteatt" the residual value of the maintaining current listings,
3027 Park rd.; boy, John Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey
of Directors of the National by vote of the Association's low, 1207 N. Evergreen; boy, Henry.
ler, 1060-A Tully; girl, Jacslum buildings which were a securing prospects, effective
AdvanceAssociation for the
branches throughout the coun- Jonas III.
advertising, showing the proMr. and Mrs. William Glov- queline.
plague to urban society.
Jefferment of Colored People was try. Ballots were counted dur- Jan. 3.
Actually t h e government perty, and closing the sale.
er, 1705 Harrison; boy, Victor Mr. and Mrs. Willie
Association's
announced at the
ing the annual meeting and Mr. and Mrs. James Jones, Jerome.
son, 368-F S. Fourth; boy,
IRibsidy required in the typical Sixteen assignments. Three
week.
annual meeting last
announcement of the results 1199 Louisville, boy, Warren Mr. and Mrs. Freddie Wil- Reubin James.
instance is a sound public in- hours credit.
(From correspondThe two new members are made.
Derek.
liams, 656 N. Third, Apt. 5, Mr. and Mrs. Joe Cartvestment. This has proved
Long
a
Reed,
T.
Eugene
Dr.
wright, 3424 Allen rd.; girl,
true because the substitution of ence study catalogue-the Uniof
president
and
dentist,
Island
Shelia Ann.
new property raises the tax versity of Tennessee record).
the New York State Conference
Jan. 10.
base of the area; it eliminates
of NAACP Branches: and James
Mr. and Mrs. Lua Mitchell,
the heavy expense of providG. Blake, a student at More1959 E. Person; boy, Darryl.
ing public services to slums;
house college in Atlanta, and
Mr. and Mrs. James Parker,
it creates higher values in adJOHN W. WORK
chairman of ilie Association's
2240 Howell; girl, Helena
jacent properties, and stimuNational Youth work comYvette.
lates other rehabilitation and
mittee.
Mr. and Mrs. James Coleredevelopment.
candidates
other
Fourteen
man, 3074 Crystal, girl, Elaine.
(Continued From Page 1)
NEW ONES
were re-elected to three-year
Mr. and Mrs. Preston Evans,
On the basis of many de- animal pranced madly about,
terms on the 48-member Board.
556 Laclede; boy, Preston Jr.
monstrations of these facts, the shying
They are Kelly M. Alexander,
away as the fatal secMr. and Mrs. Ulysses GilCharlotte, N. C., president,
len, 1328 Vollintine; girl,
onds ticked by and the coN. C. State NAACP; Dr. Nathan
Ylonda Yvette.
manches closed in.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Mack,
NASHVILLE - As Fisk K. Christopher, Cleveland,
THREE GOT MEDALS
725 Alaska; boy, Angelo.
University prepare to cele- treasurer, Ohio State NAACP;
Ward, Payne and Factor
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis Blakney,
brate its centennial in 1966, Dr. W. Montague Cobb, Washturned in their saddles and a look in retrospect is taken. ington, D.C., professor of an3021 Yale; girl, Marlene.
saw what was happening.
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Hill,
Among the illustrious gradu- atomy at the Howard UniverQuickly they wheeled about ates are Frank Yerby, author; sity College of Medicine and
1426 Breedlove; boy, Larry
and raced back, ducking low
Gene.
A. Maceo Walker of Memphis, chairman of the Association's
in their saddles, firing and
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Wright,
insurance and ban k execu- National Health Committee;
riding down the renegades.
3725 Lamar; girl, Deborah
tive; William L. Dawson and Mrs. Doretha Combre, Lake
In superb Indian fashion,
Renee.
Charles Diggs, both U.S. Con- Charles, president, Louisiana
Sgt. Ward galloped through to
Jan. 11.
gressmen; Carter Wesley, pub- State NAACP.
Hollis and snitched him up
Mr. and Mrs. William Henry
lisher; and Roland Hayes, WEAVER RESIGNS
While Payne and Factor fought
Also Earl B. Dickerson, ChiHouse, 1487 Monsarrat; boy,
singer.
off the attackers. Then the
William Henry Jr.
In January, 1966, Fisk will cago, president and general
four men rode out, bullets
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Futbecome 100 years old. It was manager, Supreme Liberty Life
raining about them.
rell, 1956 Rayburn; girl, Sara
founded on little more than Insurance company; Dr. George
Smoot,
a
H.
POSTAL
after
period
retiring
HEADS—James
remarkable
SERVED 8
Miraculously all escaped faith by white members of D. Flemmings, Fort Worth,
Louise.
without a serious wound and the Congregational church and Texas, president, Fort WorthMr. and Mrs. Walter Lampof Federal service in Washington. D.C., receives a certificate of recognition for outfor their heroism, Ward. Payne the Freedmen's Aid society. Tarrant County NAACP branch;
kin, 2354 Verdun cove; girl,
standing service under 8 Postmasters General from Deputy Assistant Postmaster General
and Factor were each awarded Fisk, against the backdrop of Dr. Buell Gallagher, SacraSherrill Melissa.
James R. Thomason. Mr. Smoot, whose son Roland is a physician in Baltimore, Md.,
the Congressional Medal of a nation recovering from a mento, Calif., chancellor, CaliMr. and Mrs. K. C. Johnson,
DIM ES SCHOLAR-To en- Honor. .
and
Wasisington
Smithsonian
ia
the
with
Federal
Institution
his
1917
in
began
service
1955 Perry rd.; Casey Andercivil war, had the initial pur- fornia State colleges; Dr. H. J.
courage more young peoille to
son.
moved to the Postal Service in 1924, where he worked with and was well known by Post..
pose of training and educat- Greene, Philadelphia, past
choose careers in health. the
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Edward
ing young men and women ir- president, Philadelphia branch
masters General Harry S. New, Walter Brown, James A. Farley, Frank Walker, Robert
March of Dimes gives SOO
n
a
d Pennsylvania State
Sartin, 1366 Wabash; girl, Varespective of color.
an
J.
and
scholarships of $2,000 each
During
Day.
Summerfield,
M.
E.
Edward
Jesse
Arthur
Hcamegan,
Donaldson,
lera Louise.
It sought to help educate a NAACP; Dr. Lillie M. Jackson,
every year to future health
that time, Mr.Smoot took no sick leave whatsoever.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Lee
newly freed people by pro Baltimore, president, Baltimore
Workers. Typical of the 1,550
branch
and Maryland State
Shell, 1414 E. Mallory; boy,
ducing Negro teachers to radi
young oeople now studing for
NAACP.
Robert Earl.
I eral Systems Research.
ate across the country. Thei
such careers of service to re(Continued From Page 1)
' World Religion Day is spon- Mr. and Mrs. Mel Brookins,
mission: to make citizens ou
lieve sufferina humanity is
president.
e
G
or gi a Statel
sored by the Baha'is of Mem- 2433 Deadrick; girl. Betty
of former slaves.
Miss Edna Womack of Jack- are rendering now," he said
NAACP and Savannah branch.
phis and 6,000 other commun- Jonice.
son. Tenn.. now studying at Col. Ragsdale explained that DREAMS
Mr. and Mrs. John Eddie
Fisk, as the long list of its William R. Ming, Chicago
ities around the world.
the School of Nursing at Tus- the company now employs drivmember,
help
NAACP
graduates
Kiles, 288 E. Essex; girl, SanNational Leoutstanding
Ward's
Dr.
topic
be
will
keg** Institute in Alabama. ers without regard to race, and
Committee;
underscore, moved beyond the gal
"Faith For an E v o 1 v in g dra Kay.
Theodore Dr. Allan L. Ward, profes- ciology.
predicted that a number of Ne- dreams of its founders to be- Spaulding, Philadelphia, Mun- sor and head of the depart- He did the art work ror World." The public is invited.
groes will be on the lines in come one of the outstanding icipal Court Judge, former ment of speech at Lane col- speech textbook, "Speech for
liberal arts colleges in Ameri- president, Philadelphia NAACP lege at Jackson, will be the Everyday Use," published by
the future .
branch; and Samuel A. Will- guest speaker at a World Re- Rinehart and company, and
"We employ those who meet ca.
The list continues: Martha iams, East Orange, N. J., presi- 1 i g i o u s Day observance on wrote "Seven Thousand Years
our standards," he said.
Flowers and Lenora Lafayette, dent, New Jersey State NAACP, Sunday, Jan. 21, at 3 o'clock in Rotroep„tp published by
international concert and Robert C. Weaver, Washing- in the Baha'i Center, 1352 the Baha'i Publishing Trust.
Are\I"
Starts SATURDAY
opera stars; Harry Schell, city ton, D.C., administrator of the Madison St., second floor.
He is a Baha'i teacher and
attorney far Gary, Ind.; Warn- Housing and Home Finance Dr. Ward received his bach- lecturer and member of the
January 20
er Lawson, Howard university Agency, was also re-elected elor and master of art degrees Area Teaching Committee of
5 - BIG OATS - 5
school of music dean; John W but declined to serve because from the University of An- the Baha'is of the U n it e d Final examinations for the
Work, author, composer, Fisk he felt it "inappropriate" to zona and the Ph.D. from Ohio States for the Tennessee Val. first semester are underway
Music by Squash Camp- professor of music; Charles H serve in "a policy-making pos- university. His major areas of ley States.
this week for LeMoyne colbell's Combo will be one of Wesley, president of Central ition in the Association in study were public address and '
lege's 550 students. The exams
the features of the Alumni- State college; Dennis D. Nel- view of my official responsi- speech therapy, and m in or He is a member of Speech began Monday morning, Jan.
areas of psyznology and so- Association of America and a 15, and will continue through
Faculty Soiree which will son, author. first Negro to
highlight Le Moyne Alumni reach the rank of lieutenant ITALIAN MOTELS
member of Society for Gen- Friday, Jan. 19.
Day. Sunday, Feb. II, in Le- commander in the U.S. Navy.
,
F
ROME
(UPI)- The motel
"Rough game."
Efforts this month at Fisk
Moyne's Commons.
business
is
booming in Italy.
The soiree will be one of are centered around assuring
But Italian motels differ in
the standout affairs of the that the 100th milestone four
one
important
respect from
season and is under the able years from now will add conthose in the United States.
50 DOUBLE SHEETS
50 ENVELOPES
CAN YOU USE
direction of Misses Thelma siderably to the list and to the
park
You
your
car
under your
World's finest stationery in color — blue, white or
Townsend and Frances Thom- claim of "outstanding liberal
room, not in front of it, and
MORE
as. Mrs. Charles P. Roland, arts college." A $6 million
pine. Printed with your name; address; city and state,
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program chairman, said other centennial development prosleep. The reason - land is
$1.50 per box
outstanding talent will be gram, launched last year by
PE PPE R
the board of trustees, is the ve- scarce.
featured.
LeMoyne Alumni Day is an hicle through which the as(ROUND FLOOR
of out
Right
annual affair sponsored by the surance has hopes of being at ford the high cost of low qualSTERICK BUILDING
ity education."
LeMoyne Club of Memphis. tained.
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The record, re f lected
Mrs. Ann L Weathers is pres- STEADFASTLY
Gil PrilltRfNitiAl
tho Twist
Slavic(
ident. Elmer Henderson serves The completion of the ni- through its graduates, shows
whorl, it
its
in
Fisk
centurf
that
first
program
tionally conducted
as vice president.
el began!
held
kinds
steadfastly
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to
Fisk's
to
million
will add $3
endowment; a $1 million au- of programs that produced the
DR. ALLAN L. WARD
ditorium and fine arid build- highest quality of education.
You get Fast Convenient Service at
ingt a biology and physics
ANCE AVENUE
building costing $600,000;
$800,000 to renovate Jubilee
and Livingstone halls; $250,000
for physical education facilities; and $285,000 to rehabili- =
614 Vance Ave., at Cynthia
tate the campus.
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Dr. Stephen J. Wright, Fisk
president, underscored why a
successful centennial program
must be realized when the uni•
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for her high scholastical averFASHIONS AND FADS
With old man Winter here age but for her geniune charm
at last many students of Ma- and dignity.
nassas have donned the flashy Our KEEN TEEN of the
fads and fashions of the year week is Betty Hurst, a senior
'82 and many look as though in the 12-5 homeroom in which
Members of the Yannette
they had just stepped out of Mr. J. Jones is instructor. Social club held their first
IT WAS SUGGESTED by employed at a public relations
Seventeen, Charm or Made- When asked what her hobbies meeting of 1962 at the home
one of our newspaper's avid firm, must have picked up
are she listed them in this or- of Mrs. Louise Hooks, 591
moiselle magazines.
readers that we conduct a several pointers ... now she
The secret is GOOD- der: singing, reading, and lis- Pontotoc ave. Plans for the
popularity contest among Ne- has gone completely commerGROOMING, the key to hap- tening to jazz music.
first project for this year were)
gro Civic Leaders in Memphis cial in her New Year's resolupiness and friends. So let's Betty, with her numerous discussed. The project is a
to ascertain who the public tion. She is reported to have
take a fashionable look at assets and talents, devotes "Sweetheart
Drive." Each
thinks is the most worthy of resolved not to be passing out
some of the truly "neat" coeds most of her time to the Gra- member will be requested to
the title "Civic Leader." What any gifts during 1962. More
cious Ladies, a social club on sponsor a man in the project
and guys of our schooL
do you think of the idea, accurately, she said she is not
Bulky knit sweaters of vir- our campus where she serves The man chosen will be
readers?
giving up anything this year.
gin wool or mohair seem to as president. Other school or- crowned the club's sweetA FEW INCHES OF SNOW AFTER THE INTERNAL
ganizations and clubs of which heart at an affair shedulitel
be the "thing."
paralyzed the town last week. REVENUE officials here had
Sporting these "bulkies" are she is a member are: Mixed for March 3, at the home a
Chorus
We are given the shakes invited a man to "come see
and the Future Busi- Mrs. Sarah James, president..
Mary Williams, Mary Montwhenever 'we think of the pos- us so we can have a little
gomery, Jerline Shaw, Geral- ness Leaders of America.
Other members of the club
sibility of something worse chat,' he came to the concludine Seay, Millie Royal, and Religiously she is an active include: Mrs. Janet William*,
than a few inches of snow hit- sion that MEMPHIS INTERNOphelia Rainey. Magenta, a member of the Greater New vice president; Mrs. Nellie
ting the town.
new shade and the most popu- Salem Baptist church, where Taylor, secretary; Mrs. Eva
AL REVENUE officials have
lar of the season, comes in or- the Rev. R. D. Brown serves Ford, assistant secretary; Mrs.
POLITICAL
QUESTIONS dealt with small amounts of
ANSWERS 1962 CALL — Master James Gilliam of for the National Foundation. lon sweaters. Wearing them as eminent pastor..
Julia Pollard, business manaof the week are: "What's hap- money all their lives. He said
The Masons of Mississippi Clarskdale, righ t. is seen Gifts to the National Foun- are Claudia Nevels, Marva Upon graduating from Ma- ger; ,Mrs. Louise Hooks, -treapening on the political front? "no other persbns would know
nassas,
Betty
answered
"yes"
to
the
representingplans
to
further
their
annual
gift
dation
through
the
New
Lovelace,
pressurize
poor
peoand
Gwendolyn
how
to
surer; Mrs. Armetta Lawson,
Who do you think is a good
her education at the Univer- chaplain.
man for the governor's seat ple so cruelly unless they, quest for funds for the 1962 of $500 to Charles Bynum, March of Dimes support re- Robinson.
March
of
sity
Dimes,
of
California
in
Los
and
Grand
Relations
officer
search
in
birth
AnIntergroup
defects
and
little
peoTo
accentuate
these
sweatthemselves
were
...for U.S. Congress. Are you
arthritis, as well as polio.
ers and give them that "dres- geles in the field of business
committed? Who are you back- ple with little money.
sy-casual look" are sautoirs in administration as an executive
ing?" At this stage of the TALKING ABOUT SOMEgold, pearl or opaque jewelry secretary. "May success be
game, all guesses are good. THING NEW—listen to this
and sometimes with all com- yours in the coming years!
IF YOU SEE HIM with his one. Johnny Arnold of the
bine d. Sautoir-wearers are JUICY TIDBITF
chest stuck out it is because Arnold & Association public
Helen Colema n, Lutysia Semester exams will upset
of his grandson who is named relations firm is complaining
Miss Nannie Marie, BradWyat t, Margaret Neuman, a many seniors plans (plans
Frank Kilpatrick, Jr. II. If he about how much wetter one
Gwendolyn Ficklin, Mattie to graduate that is!) ... Frank ford, daughter of Mrs, NaMtie
takes after his grandpa, he will can become by walking out of
McGraw: when are you go- Pearl Bradford of 458 George
James, and Beverly Allen. •
spend many hours politicking doors when the rain is dropBoots! Stacked heels, square, ing to pop the question to rd., in Lakeview and the late
and doing community work. ping ... "as he says" straight
crescent, and pointed! ! ! Bev- Evertina Roderick (to BE or Mr. Freci L. Bradford, became
THOMAS WILLIS, a vice down. He contends that if rain
erly Dukes and Betty Hurst NOT TO BE!) . . . Marieta the wife of J. Prentiss Thorn!).
president at Universal Life struck one sidewise. one would
have certainly brought back Wells is having troubles again son during a ceremony perInsurance Company, is on his not become as wet. His top
the "boot look"; quite prac- (her theme song is "You formed quietly by the Rev.
road to recovery, after under- side-kick, Lawrence Stanley Chicago—The National Friday afternoon, will be furDon't Miss Your Water 'Til Calvin Mims, 2099 Claremont
tical for cold wintry days.
going an emergency operation Wade—told Arnold that his
Newspaper Publishers Associa- ther concerned with the "OutStacked heels have broken Your Well Runs Dry")... Ed- Circle at his home on Christseveral weeks ago. He was still whole idea was "all wet." tion has made plans to hold
look for Increased Advertisout with many senior girls ward Harris is back on the mas Day.
in E. H. Crump hospital. But Wade said what Arnold was its 1962 Mid-Winter Working" and "Cooperation of
and it gives them that sophis- trail (the wreckin' trail). Al- The bride was graduated
not confined to his bed. As a really saying that "clouds need shop in Washington, D.C., Jan.
Publishers in Selling Adverticated "career-girl look.' right, Bobbie Agness: who's from Booker T. Washington
matter of fact he was seen a good public relations job." 25-27, at the Dupont Plaza tising."
Wearing them are Shirley the fellow from St. Louis? Don high school in the class of 1958.
THE JANUARY 13th ISSUE
walking the corridors.
Hotel, announces John H. Boards of Directors meetReed, Marieta Wells, Mattie Cook believes in variety (a Thompson, the son of Mr. and
GEE! DID YOU EVER listen of the Saturday Evening Post Sengstacke, NNPA president
ings for NNPA and API will DOUBLE FIRST FOR '62 — James, Melba Watson, and variety of girls that is!) Cly- Mrs. Webster Thompson of
to New Year's resolutions? was being gobbled up by Ne- and head of The Chicago Daily
dean Cooper keeps everyone Oxford, Miss., attended Lincbe held Saturday. morning. Eigh t-m o n t h-o 1 d Sheila Martel Weaver.
A secretary who was formerly groes in Memphis. What is in Defender and the Defender
Other program participants Magdalene Cason, daughter
Hour-glass heels, too, are filled in on the "latest news." oln University in Missouri
the attention-claiming articles?
include P. L. Prattis, Pitts- of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick quite popular in footwear. What's to Frankie Matthews several years. He is self emThere's a spread on the Negro Publications.
Cason of Kansas City. Mo.. Sporting these "crazy-spool and Eddie Walsh (a cute two- ployed
elite around the country. Sengstacke will keynote the burgh Courier; Claude Barwas recipient of the heels" are Millie Royal, Ern- some!) Milton Brook: what's
Several Memphis families were conference on its theme, "The nett, Associated Negro Press:
orary member of the HighChallenge of 1962" as a lead- Daniel Day, NNPA-press bur- NAACP's fixst junior life estine Hollowell, and Emma your claim to fame?
mentioned.
membership officially pro- Hollowell.
Osbern Taylor believes that way Patrol! ... Lutyshia
MAYOR HENRY LOEB was off to a variety of sessions on eau chief; John Jordon, JourHUNTSVILLE, Ala. — the only one of the city offi- matters of concern to members nal and Guide; Howard B. cessed during 1962. She is
Knitted hats, with or with- going with a girl is just like Wyatt: who's your "beau?"
Twenty members of Hunts- cials who failed to vote for of the publishing business. Woods, St.. Louis Argu s; also the association's first out sequins in various shades a contract (easily broken or Gwendolyn Robinson is
ville CORE were arrested in the approval of Dr. Charls L. Treatments. of. the. Russ- Chuck Stone, Washington junior life member in Kan- .of blue, brown, black, etc., are renewed . . . preferably brok- wearing "Arpege" (sent
L. sas City. NAACP junior life a fast approaching fad and be- en!) . . . John Greene loves to through the mail)! . . Jerline
sit-in demonstrations at local Dinkins, Owen college presi- wurm Awards and National A f r o-Americatu Frank
Walgreen and Liggett stores. dent, being appointed to the Negro Newspaper Week are Stanley, Louisville Defender; memberships. such as Shei- fore this month is ended every carry D. J.'s books! ... Annie Shaw and Delores Bent on
They were charged with City Hospital-Board. The good also scheduled for the first Fred D. Sengstacke, Chicago la's, cost only $100. payable young lady will be sporting Ruth Phillips is sporting a dared to be different in the
"carat" (everybody ain't able!) "P's" class last Tuesday! Detrespassing at the same time Mayor must have intentions session with Thomas W. Defender; John Oliver. Balti- quarterly. All youngsters 12 one of these "Knitties."
that more than 50 CORE mem- of resigning from politics. If Young of publisher more Afro-American; L. M. and under are eligible.
Knitty-wearers are Loretta . . Luware Wright and Billie lores Cleaves: why the eralet
Norfolk (Va.) Quinn, Michigan Chronicle:
bers continued to sit-in peace- not, then we accredited him the
Shores, Marieta Wells, Shir- Doss are strictly the "latest" and reserved look this yaer!
fully at Woolworth, Murphy, with more political savvy than Journal and Guide and Moss C. C. Dejoie, Louisiana Weekley Purnell, Geraldine Seay . . . Beverly Guy believes in (You aren't as innocent as you
"Tears." Henry Montgomery look).
respectively, ly; E. Washington Rhodes,
Kendrix,
H.
and Ophelia Rainey.
Sears and W, T. Grant stores. he is employing.
Philadelphia Tribune: James
Up to this point the girls and Minnie Bass are tighter CUTE COUPLES
Eight were arrested at ,Wal- WILLIAM "BILL" FARRIS, chairing the discussions.
pu- Murphy, Afro-American Newshave taken over but the "deb- than ever! Delores Purdy is Marvin Alexander and Ella
green and 12 at Liggett.
commissioner of the sanitation Williami 0. Walker,
onair look" is strictly the lat- singing "I Wanna Tell You Boyd.
Sixteen refused bond and re- department is making noises blishe r, of Cleveland Call papers; Kenneth 0. Wilson,
Morris
and Post. is chairman of the Chicago Defender; Sydney
est with the fellows in bulky He's Mine" to all girls who Helen Coleman and
mained in jail. Previously, like a .candidate for mayor.
Production Session, program- Smith, API, and Kelvin Wall,
sweaters, double-breasted and are concerned about Larry Webb.
two of the stores, Grant and
CONGRESS ASPIRANT med to consider new processes Amsterdam News.
Adell Smith and Bonnie
MitcheLL
continental suits.
Woolworth, were cleared of all U.S.
an alba- a n d techniques. Dr. C. B
Keeping in toe with fashion Roderick Diggs and Kay Joy Cash (Mel).
telephone Ross Pritchard has
customers
after
dispose of it he Powell, publisher, The Amare these- guys of our school: have called it a "day." Claudia William Harris and Claudia
operators reported to police tross he must
candidate in the sterdam News, New York, and
Earl Young, Calvin Joyner, Nevels: have you and Charles Walton.
that they were told bombs becomes a
BOLDEN
CLARENCE
By
TO ALL SENIORS: "A Letcongressional race. Disposing president of the recently
Adel! Smith, James Cox, Carl Whitsey Called it "quits?"
were planted in the store.
albatross is simple NNPA -formed Amalgamated
Brrri•rryrrr!!!
Maple, James Moss, Chester Ronald Duncan is an hon- ter Full of Tears."
No bombs were found in of an
enough . . IF IT IS NOT Publishers, Inc., will direct adeither store. The Grant store
The weather is still cold and Taylor, Don Cook, Vernon
around one's neck. In Dr. vertising session with a report
closed for the day. The Woolto Make a Success of crisp, but reading this column Hate h, Joe Duckett, Milton
Pritchard's case it will be a on API. This session, set for "How
Brooks, Eddie Walsh, Charles
worth store reopened after a
the Christian Life" was t h e might help thaw you out.
mammoth job.
two-hour interruption.
subject of Rev. R. W. Taylor, This is the first of "Club Smith and James Phillips.
The CORE group has also
pastor of Zion Hill Baptist Haps," and I hope to continue KEEN TEEN
INSURANCE UP
demonstrated at local drive-in
church, 683 S. Fourth st., dur- t. Its purpose is to spread news Capturing the spotlight this
ing his first radio broadcast of of clubs a n d organizations week is a senior young lady
theatres.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Paywho is esteemed by her fel- 1
the year on Sunday, Jan. 7.
CORE field secretary Rich- ments to American families
throughout the city.
Among those points he em- A certain club has just been low 'classmates as a young'
ard Haley and Patricia Mc- from their life insurance, anphasized were "spend much organized, the El Domingoes lady of high morals and charAlpin, coordinator of the local nuity contracts totaled a record
time in prayer:" "live in the Social club in Elliston -Height. acter. She is perhaps known
CORE group indicated that $2,872,800,000 (B) in the first
Second semester registration spirit of prayer:" "study the
the demonstrations would four months of 1961, the Instiare: President, best around our campus not
evening classes at Booker Bible daily:" "spend time in The officers
president,
contiune in spite of the arrests. tute of Life Insurance reports. or
vice
Thomas;
Otis
T. Washington high school church:" "help the less fortunMcArthur Bynum; recording reign as sweetheart.
will start Tuesday, Jan. 23 ate:" and "have a Divine love
secretary, Willei Burton; finan- CLUB PERSONALITIES
announces W. D. Callian, jr., for Christ and others."
Vernon Davis (Los Calbelcial sercetary, Clarence Boldprincipal.
Serving as narrator of the en; parliamentarian, Tommie
leros).
Regular classes will be held program heard on radio station Wilson; sergeant-at-arms, GreBilly Doss (The Crowns).
from 5:55 to 9:55 p.m. Mon- WLOK was Mrs. R. W. Tay- gory Hill; chaplain, Robert WilEdmonds White (The
day thru Thursday. Subjects lor.
Knights).
lis; a n d business manager,
offered will be: biology, Four persons joined t h e Bethel Harris, a n d treasurer
Bethel Harris (El Dominhistory, general church following the morning and advisor, Garfield CampAmerican
goes).
typing, English, problems of sermon.
Edwards Harris (Counts).
bell.
democracy, civics, Spanish, Mrs. Alma Ruth Davis is The El Domingoes Social club
Robert Wells (Los Cabelalgebra, plane geometry and church reporter.
leros).
needs new members. If you
cosmetology.
Millard Brown (Counts).
would like to get more informaTutition is set at $12.50 per There is a boom in sales of tion on the club, please call.
Larry Johnson (Los Cabalmonth.
white sidwall tires. Tire manu- Otis Thomas at Whitehall 8leros).
The General Education De- facturers say 45 to 48 per cent 5464 or McArthur Bynum at
Morris Webb (Junior Elks).
velopment Test (GED) for of the estimated 71 million Whitehall 8-2494.
Carla Allen (Orchettes).
high school classification were tires sold in the replacement If after talking to one of
Marva Bolden (Sheriettes).
SELL
TO
WANT
DON'T
WE
given Jan. 15, 16, 17 at 5:45 market this year will be of these fellows, you would like
Gwendolyn Johnson (Doubthat type. Five years ago they
p.m.
le-Ten).
join write a letter stating
to
EVERYBODY
For further information call had only 30 per cent of the your reasons for wanting t
Thelmas Jeferson (Bonp.m.
market.
JA 7-7721 after 2
dads).
join. Afer acceptance joiners
BUT WE DO WANT TO SELL YOU
Doris Rowe (Sequoita).
have to go through initiation.
Laura Wiley (Sheriettes).
So, get in touch.
Joyce Walton (Bondads).
"SPOTLIGHT"
Juliana Flotter (La JacinALL SALESMEN ARE LICENSED & BONDED
The club's limelight this
MISS COLLEGIATE—T h• Hines, second place winner
tas).
UNIVERSITY OF TENNESSEE TRAINED
week falls on the sweetheart of
State univer;a,
lor As Little
Memphis Chapter of Links, of Tenn
Ann Burford (Co-ette).
the El Domingoes Social club. ANNOUNCEMENT
Inc., sponsored its second an- sity, and Miss Gray, thir
SALESMEN
She is a junior at Hamilton If there are any clubs or or- nual collegiate hop during charming Miss Collegiate.
high school where she is very ganizations who wish to have the holiday season at Cur- Proceeds from the event help
Branch
Theodore
R.
Jones
H, 0.
active in school activities. She news printed please call WHite- re's Club Tropicana, which, support The Links' project
Modern,
Convenient
Offices
Have
One
or
Two
Can
You
U. C. Brown
Harold Moore
resides with her parents at 1507 hall 8-2494, or send it to Clar- saw the crowning of Miss in assisting and identifyitag
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
Merlin ave., and attends Wee- ence Bolden, 2034- Corry st., Geraldine Gray, LeMoyne academically talented stuJames L. Cowan
Dan Suggs
donia Baptist church.
college co-ed, as "Miss Col- dents in program of motivaDOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.
Memphis 6, Tenn.
W.T. (Jack) Simmons, Broker
She is the very lovely Miss The El Domingoes Social legiate of 1962." The winner tion and enrichment Mrs.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
Maxine Perry. On behalf of the club is sponsoring a private and alternates are seen, left James S. Byes is the presiEl Domingoes Social club and dance at the YMCA. So stay in to right, Miss Delores Joy- dent of the organization: and
myself we wish you the best tune with the column and get ner, third place winner of Mrs. Frederick Rivers, serJA 6-0249
WM 8-2034
LeMoyne college; Miss Anne ved as awards chairman.
of luck and a very prosperous these grapes!

Nannie M. Bradford
Becomes Wife Of
Prentiss Thompson

Newspaper Publishers
To Meet In Washington
For Mid-Winter Confab
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REAL ESTATE CO.
401 Linden Avenue
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TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 6-8391

CHARLES WASHBURN
*

IS NOW WITH

BILL SPEROS PLYMOUTH CITY *

:''

CHARLIE INVITES HIS FRIENDS TO COME TO BILL SPEROS
RS

•

For The Best Deal In Town On All NEW

_

Ph. 525-0581

PLYMOUTH-VALIANT

BILL SPEROS -Plymouth City 309 Union Ave.
THE BEST BUY IN USED -CABS

SAIL
.RDAY JANUARY 20 196-

DEFENDER
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Trinity Church 15 Baptist Churches
Installs New Ready For Sunday Tea
Officers Jan. 21

On Sunday, Jan. 21, at 4 in vocal and instrumenta,
p.m. at Owen college, 75 Bap- music selections? readings and
other expressions for the en:
Trinity Baptist Church, 1058 tist Churches are participat- tertainment of the large crowd
Overton Park, is making plans ing in the Fourth Annual Bap- expected.
to hold installation service for tist International Tea in an
Owen college, now in its
officers of its Sunday School effort to raise $10,000 for the eighth year of operation, is
sponsored by the Tennessee
department and Baptist Train- College.
ing Union, Sunday, Jan. 21 at The tea is sponsored by the Baptist Missionary and EduMemphis Baptist Pastors Al- cational Convention, of which
3 p.m.
liance.
Dr: S. A. Owen is President
Guest speaker will be Quin- Delicious and colorful foods Rev. B. L. Hooks, chairman
cy Campbell of New Era Bap- and beverages will be prepared of the Tea, states that the
tist church.
by 45 of the participating interest and enthusiasm thus
At 7:30 p.m, the young peo- churches representing as many far exhibited is encouraging
ple of the church will have nations. The beautifully de- and with the added partici"Honor Service" for a mem- corated tables will be staged pation of more churches this
ber. The service consists of in the dining, social and re- year, the goal can be reached.
pointing up service of the creation rooms, the gymna- Similar teas have been held
Rae, matron of honor; Emer- member to the church and sium, the music studio and the in Knoxville and Nashville
and others are planned for
son Able, the bride's son: community. The honoree's presidential suite.
Rev. and Mrs. Boyd: Bishop family will be special guest. The auditorium of Roger Chattanooga, Dyersburg and
B. Julian Smith of Chicago:
Miss Gwendolyn Seward is Williams Hall will be the Jackson.
and Prof. F. T. Jeans, finan- president, Miss Rhelia Davis scene of a program featuring Tickets are available at the
cial secretary of CME church is secretary and Miss Eleanor talent from various churches participating churches.
Jackson. Tenn.
Rainey is director.

"roe I am not ashamed to that which is good. No
of the Gospel of Jesus Christ longer can bne hold to that
far it is the power of God which has questionable goals
and expect to obtain a place
nate salvation"
—Romans lilt of worth by doing that which
A few weeks ago one of is popular. Today as never beour larger churches had a fore our chief ambition must
great dispute. Forces had taken be an adherence to those things
camp. Persons were at odds that have lasting values.
with each other over some Paul said, "I am not ashamminor issues. This picture was ed of that which is best bea picture of the whole world cause it is the power unto
today. Countless people are at greater and more worthwhile
odds over small things that living!! So this must be for
basically have little or no each of us.
REV. AND MRS. J. B. BOYD ni• Able, prcadnent religibearing on the overal outcome HERE AND NOW
of life. We are fully aware Today we find ourselves liv- . . . are seen immediately ous. social and civic leader.
that in this day there are rea- ing on the brink of the great- following their wedding held Rey. Boyd is • general ofsons for people to be at odds. est disaster ever to face man- on Dec. 20. at the First ficer of CME church. Seim
the bridal couple, left
Inn all areas of human be- kind. People in responsible Episcopal Headdliarters, with
Rev. D. S. Cunhavior today we find people positions have failed to live up Vance, avenue, Memphis. The to right are:
An. ningham, Mrs. Evelyn Mcat odds. In many respects this to all that the office entails. bride is the former Mrs.
is a healthy apsect of what is Presidents, mayors, preachers,
ness and industry."
going on. It will be a sad day mothers and fathers have forwhen all people start thinking saken that which is most
It was adopted, resulting in
the same way on all issues that meaningful in a long run to
the appointment of a Negro
accept that which will bring
come up.
assistant county attorney, hirBut with all of the issues temporary rewards. A few
ing of a Negro chemist, employdays
ago
President
Kennedy
that arise there must always
ment of two Negro nurses at a
be an ever present group of said, "Our offices must not
U.S. hospital, and appointment
be
used
as
rivals
for
power
people who have come to grips
of a Negro secretary at the
but
rather
as
partners
for
with the basic moral and spiBaptist hospital.
ritual forces at work behind progress." Maybe we did not NEW YORK—Units of the New Orleans, La.; and 21 in Also the hiring of three
Houston,
for
the
Tex.
Association
get
the
full
National
impact
of
his
stateevery discussion. Herein lies
clerks at the Regional VA ofthe real threat of our society— ment in one sense the only Advancement of Colored Peo- The year 1961 also saw the fice and the hiring of three
1,494
in
numbering
progress
to
ple,
now
which
NAACP,
we
by
the
are
stabilization,
far too many people know the
Negro clerks in the local post
moral and spiritual issues at partners is the progress mark- 48 states, maintained a broad of conditions in Haywood and office, Current reported.
throughed
bias
by
on
racial
moral
attack
and
Tenn.
counties,
spiritual
Fayette
perstake but lack the inner
suasion to go through with growth. Only to the extent out 1961, Gloster B. Current, The Association secured from
what they konw is right. As that we sell all that we have he Assoociation's director of the U.S. Department of AgriI watched the trend of this to offer in terms of our moral branches, reported this week. culture food for the beleaguered
church affair I quivered be- and spiritual obligations to all Total NAACP membership as families who had incurred the
cause knowing people as I with which we are associated of Dec. 26, he said in his re- wrath of the white community
do, I know that too many will the realization of our port submitted at the annual for attempting to register.
NAACP meeting here on Jan. "Ironically," Current
would be concerned with what dreams ever be fulfilled.
pointed
is popular rather than what is To this degree we must al- 2, amounts to 371,060. During out, "about 40 per cent of those
ways keep that which is he year 104 youth units and persons now receiving aid are
right.
At every point of activity wholesome and forthwhile be- 59 adult branches were char- white."
in our world today we are con- fore us at all times. This is tered including one in North On e of
t h e large-scale
Dakota for the first in the
fronted with these forces our duty here and now
NAACP offensives in 1961 took
history of the Association.
which are at work. People
Among the numerous high- place at the market place
are concerned about being on
lights of NAACP branch acti- where Negroes began to dethe band wagon rather, than
vity during the year was the mand equal treatment for
having an inner satisfaction
entry of 450 Negro students to equal money.
of what is right. Many people
integrated schools in Dade 'NO BUYING" CAMPAIGN
in high places of great moral
County, Fla. This was spurred The "most significant achiand spiritual persuasion satisby the legal work of the Miami evement," Current said of this
fy themselves with doing what
area, "was the successful conis popular rather than that "California labor unions and Liberty City units.
clusion in July of a 15-month
which is right. The fact that gained 400,000 members in the TWO IN TAMPA
decades ago people were con- 1950's," John F. Henning, di- On the other hand, the 'no-buying' campaign in Savcerned with the right and rector of the department of Tampa, Fla., NAACP petition- annah, Ga., led by W.W. Law,
wrong aspects of every issue industrial relations, said this ed for admission of 70 children branch president.
to "white" schools. Appeals re- The Association's units concasts a great cloud of gloom week.
upon modern behavior patterns
According to a report just sulted in admission of t w o ducted similar drives in Durham, Reidsville, Goldsboro,
and evaluations. It goes with- released by the Department's youngsters.
out saying that once again we Division of Labor Statistics Current asserted that "school Raleigh, Charlotte and Wilmust come to the point of and Research, union member- placement laws are the main mington, North Carolina, and in
fortification
against
those ship in the state rose from deterrent to school integration Florida, Tennessee, and Illinois.
forces that would destroy all 1,355.000 in 1950 to 1,756,000 in many southern states." He The NAACP's Far West units
that is worthwhile and good. in 1960, an increase of 30 per termed the 1961 breakthroughs carried on the fight in their
SAME ATTITUDE
cent. The rate of growth in as "token advances."
region, tailoring their methods
To be identified with that union membership levelled off Nevertheless NAACP units to the needs of the region.
were
instrumental
in the in- RESULTS
which is worthwhile and after the middle of the decade.
IN MUSKOGEE
wholesome carries a great It averaged 3.6 per cent yearly itial integration of schools in The
Muskogee, Okla., branch
four
Florida
counties as well
price. Many people have re- in the. first half, but dropped
presented
a
petition to the City
frained from such identity be to 1.6 per cent in the second as in Atlanta, where nine Negro Council calling
for a "nonboys and girls were admitted
of the price attached half.
discriminatory
thereto. But as one looks at Of the 400,000 added mem- to previously all-white schools. licy in local employment pogovernment, busithe life and words of Paul bers, 130.000 are employed in Five North Carolina Negro
particularly those used for the manufacturing. 92,000 in con- Youngsters integrated elemencenter of our thinking today struction, 88,000 in wholesale tary classes in Asheville, while
we will see that inspite of the and retail trade, and 32,000 in two junior colleges in the state
penalty attached to association Federal. State and local gov- were opened.
with the best available he was ernment. An estimated 76,000 ESTABLISHED BRANCHES
not ashamed. What a different of the added members are In the Southwest, NAACP
world this would be today if wome n. Throughout the de- units secured integration of 18
each of us were to assume the cade, women members have children in Dallas, Tex.: 12 in
same attitude.
comprised about a fifth of the
The same way in the days total.
of Paul that one associated
"Despite the rapid growth
LeMoyne College's regular
power with righteousness it of California unions, memberentrance examination for high
is true today. In spite of the ship did not keep pace with
school seniors will be held at
fact that many times we as- the rise in employment." Hensociate unpopularity with the ning said. "As a result, the
8:30 a.m., Jan. 20, in Bruce
holding on to that which is proportion of the State's non- The Memphis-Shelby County Hall, it was announced
this
contrary to the best in us we farm workforce that is un- Chapter of the Red Cross this week by
Dean Floyd L. Bass.
must hurriedly associate re- ionized dropped from 43 per week announced plans for a
ward with the ability on the cent in 1950 to 36 per cent in first aid review course for Students planning to take the
part of each of us to hold on 1960. Nationally, about 32 per persons interested in renewing examination will not be required to file application and
cent of non-agricultural wage current Standard or Advanced there
will be no fee attached.
and salary earners belonged first aid certificates.
The entrance examination is
to unions in 1960."
Classes, which will provide also open to high
school granine hours of review, will duates planning to
Usher Board, Deacons",
enroll at
Mathes of Church,
meet for three consecutive LeMoyne next semester.
Nunes, Missionary,
Wednesday
nights
at
the
Dean Bass explained that
Prayer fiend
Whitehaven Fire Department those taking the exam must
lesion, DOCMa, Cotton,
at
1253
East
Holmes
rd.,
beMrs.
Cleo
Dickens
of
281
also take the scholastic aptiPopfIn. Sleee 5 fa 52
Lana,Shrue seed WA 5/se vet
Jones St.. has returned home ginning Wednesday, Jan. 17, tude test before being admitted
class
session
at
7
p.
m.
Each
to the college.
1100Cff FOR "DOSS
to Memphis after having visitAND OninlletiONS
will last for three hours.
ed her two sisters, Mrs. Essie Anyone who has a current
{Pero. Mons Available
Mae Smith and Mrs. Susie first aid certificate may renew SEWING SET
MITE POI RH MIL% el
A new dressmaker's marking
&PRUNER FASHION INIFORMS Pickens, in Cleveland, Ohio. it for an additional three
, 711 11 N.E. 77 Alabama St., W.
Mrs. Dickens went to Ohio years by attending these clas- pencil set includes a two-toned
WaddietasZE.C, Atlaata 3, Georgia
ses, according to Robert Mc- pencil for marking In pink or
before the holiday season.
Kamey, jr., who will serve light blue and a white-pencil
as instructor for the review with a brush eraser.
class: however, first aid cerMembers of General Remodel ers of Memobis
tificates which have already
expired may not be renewed
CHOIR ROBES
through the review class.
High Fashion Styling
Persons wishing to enroll
Superbly Tailored
must have a current first aid
- At An Economy Price I!
certificate and may enroll by
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
calling the Memphis-Shelby
DELUXE COMBINATION ALUMINUM DOORS
UNIFORM COMPANY
County Red Cross at BR 2- 314 South Main St.
$33.95 WITH THIS AD
JA 6-'541
9631 or Chief John H. WalColl for Mn. Labe Peorcc
Baptist
ZIon
Whitehaven
Fire
(Member
of
Mt.
lace
at
the
Carports
Fiber Glass Awnings and
Church lot Information)
Department, EX 7-1443.
Combination Doors - Painting and Papering
Aluminum and Insulated Siding - Roofing - Insulation
Garages - Fences - Ornamental Iron ¶8ork
Screens - Windows - Floor and Plastic Tile
'under price et
Penes - Driveways • Fro• Estlotot•s
home cleiNered
Terms
Conventional
and
FHA
mIlk

NAACP Reports 1,494
Branches In 48 States

California Unions
Increase 400,000
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Response Good
Members of the JUGS
Club, Inc., said that a recently
instituted fund-raising effort,
Dollar Project received cooperation from fraternities,
sororities and clubs, so far.
The members said they are
"anxiously awaiting response
from other loyal supporters,"
according to Mrs. Nedra E.
Smith, club reporter.

Cl

353 LUCY AVENUE
gundas, School - 9:30 1.M.
—
6 P.M.
11.T.1'.

Morning Worship - 11 A.M.
sight Worship P.M.

RI V. JOHN S. HOWARD, Pastor - MRS. CM.WINSTON,Secy.
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SAVE
AS YOU

SPEND
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WITH

LOW, LOW EVERYDAY PRICES

p.sQUALITY STAMPS

Red Cross Offers
Refresher Course
In First Aid

LeMoyne College
Entrance Exam
Set For Jan. 20

Check your
Quality Stamps
Gift Catalogue
for all your
family's needs!

UNIFORMS

Nome From Cleveland

SAVE JACK SPRAT
LABELS!

HOME
IMPROVEMENTS

SAVE 80*

WH 8-4079

each time you buy 2 half-gallons of

Soft-lite
Fiber- Glass Construction
co., IN( oi
1211 SOUTH PARKWAY EAST

MIDWEST MILK
AT YOUR FOOD STORE

CART HOME SAVINGS!

Worth /
1
2 cent to your
church, charity or civic
group. Mail or bring to
Air-Press Advertising
Agency, 2071 Union
Ave., Memphis, Tenn.
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New Approach To Building,
Start From Top, Work Down

Mechanization
t BUSINESS Speeds Drop
In Small Farms
Other Peoples

By EDWARD COWAN
qualifications and prices
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — still have to be acceptable int'
Even the most occasional side- light of FHA appraisals. By 7.•;se
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
insuring martgages on "ex•
walk superintendent knows
WASHINGTON, D. C. —
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
construction of a perimental" houses the agency0 7..
that
in
the
Mechanization of tobacco prowill make it possible for build.-tall building the first floor is
duction may accelerate the de(Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
before the second, the ers to get loan money which
put
in
cline in the number of small
second before the third, and might not otherwise be forthcoming.
••
The Christmas and New this and other valuable pieces farms, said Calvin L. Beale,
so on.
The agency is especially inYear holidays have ended but of property the business lead- head of the farm population
But perhaps it's cheaper to
section of the U. S. Departthe memory lingers on. On be- ers said we were crazy.
construct walls and floors on terested in trying out ways to
menrof Agriculture, in an adhalf of the Cosmopolitan NO ENCOURAGEMENT
the ground, then hoist them economize on the use of land.
Chamber of Commerce, .I And when the late owner of dress recently at Tuskegee
up, building from the top Builders blame rising land
costs for increases in the price
, wish to extend our deep ap- the South Cent it building Institute, Ala., before the andown, 12th floor, 11th floor,
of houses. FHA's own experipreciation for the many calen- had the South Center Depart- nual meeting of Professional
and on down.
dars and
Christmas and ment store on his hands and Agricultural Workers.
A plan to put up apartment mental housing advisor" comNew Year greeting cards. On was worried with labor union "The stability of the numhouses in this unconventional mittee has said that the agenbehalf of myself I also express problems, he announced the bers of farms in the great flueway is one of the new ap- cy's standards for lot sizes and .
store was for sale. There were cured tobacco areas of the
appreciation.
proaches to construction which auto access are not realistic in
view of the high land costs.
One of the most striking no "theys" to prevent the side South Atlantic States has been
have been submitted to the
Officials would like to find
w Year cards which came but leaders of the then Chica- shaken," said Beale.
TWO OFFICIALS OF the ward Peal. Liberian Ambas- of Foreign Agricultural Serv- Federal Housing Administraour home was from Claude go Negro Chamber of Com- "A distinct decline in the
John P. ice; Frank R. LeRoux. gen- tion (FHA) under its new pro- builders and architects willing
Liberian government • r • sador to the U.
ahd Etta Barnett. On the cov- merce gave no encouragement number of tobacco farms," he shown conferring with offici- Duncan. USDA Assistant eral sales manager; James F. gram of insuring mortgages on to try cluster zoning, a new
er, under the caption "Peace what-so-ever to the proposal continued, "has set in. The
als of the U. S. Department Secretary of Agriculture; and Gehr. U. S. agricultural at- experimental housing. Con- term which means tighter
en Earth" was a picture of that Negroes form a company, trend will probablyy accel- of Agriculture on the purch- Steven A. Tolbert. Liberian tache to Liberia; and R. E. gress authorized the program bunching of housing—and perhaps common parking areas.
South Africa Zulu Chief Al- purchase the property and op- erate as the change in tobacco ace of U. S. grain through a Minister of Agriculture and Vickery. director of grain last year.
The agency believes it needs
bert J. Luthuli, accepting the erate the store through the farming methods picks up."
long-term dollar credit under Commerce. Standing are four and feed division of Foreign TRY TO CUT
some successful examples of
Nobel Peace Prize in Oslo. white and Negro employees Changes foreseen include the Food for Peace Program. USDA officials: Raymond A. Agricultural Service.— US- HOUSING COST
who knew the business from A mechanized harvesting, bulk
Norway, Dec. 11.
Seated. left to right: S. Ed- Ioanes. deputy administrator DA Photo
The primary goal is to find higher density building to II
curing, and chemical method
It will be recalled that the to Z.
ways to cut housing costs for persuade communities to reauthorities of South Africa, It was not too long ago that of controlling suckers. Adopowners and tenants by trim- lax lot and zoning requirewhere racial segregation is Negroes could have purchased tion of these new methods will
ming the cost of construction ments. The cost of installing
more complete than in any a sound and already well be expensive, making it imor economizing on the use of utility lines also might be reother part of the world, did established bank. Any number practical for many small proland. Other objectives are im- duced.
FHA is unable to get a
not recognize the honor and of Negroes were interviewed ducers to continue in tobacco
proving the quality, livability
were inclined to refuse to let including several who had of- farming. Beale explained.
and durability of houses and project sponsor to correct any
the chief go to Oslo. The draw- ten bemoaned the fact that It is estimated, for example,
bettering neighborhood design defects in the experimental
there was no Negro-owned and that the break-even point for
ing was by Joseph Evans.
Although FHA calls its new aspects of his house, the
owning
• self-propelled tobacoperated bank in Chicago. But
CHIEFS SPEECH
program experimental hous- agency will have the correcco
harvester, now being perThe Barnetts expressed their there were no takers.
attempt to follow the ing the surrounding areas to ing, officials feel a more ap- tions done at its own expense.
fected, will be 15 acres of By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS ler cities
"Wish for the New Year" as NOT PREPARED
prototypes established by the avoid "reinfection," Gilman propriate phrase would be The sponsor, however, would
crop
The
and
that
—
(UPI)
—
for owning a NEW YORK
follows: "May the ideals en- Every day, there are op- tractor
larger centers, they will fail stressed.
field testing. The agency will fall from FHA's good graces
- mounted harvester phrase "urban renewal" genshrined in all prizes for peace portunities going begging be- will be six
to achieve their goals.
not approve new materials or —an incentive for him to make
REDEVELOPMENT
PLANS
major
calls
to
mind
acres. Most small erally
be not only admired but lived, cause Negroes are not pre- farmers
methods which are wholly the repairs himself.
urban
In
submitting
the
Whereas
the
great
proposal
redevelopment
now
metropolitan
raise only one to
that the freedom loving peo- pared or do not manifest any five acres of
untested, at least in the lab- Officials estimate that untobacco.
projects, either public housing centers can set aside in their for redevelopment in Wilmingmust be der a commitment the agency
of the entire earth may interest. For two years. Ne- Mechanization of cotton pro- or high-rental luxury housing, downtown areas large iso- ton, Gilman insisted on a firm oratory. There
a vicarious participation in groes knew that the Murray duction, small acreage
grounds to believe an innova- gave Congress in hearings last
commitment
sections
for,
say,
luxury
from
the
city
that
lated
this
is
far
from
the
whole
allotbut
year, it can write up to $20
ti:e honor." This was para- Superior Products company ments, and the Soil Bank pro- story.
housing in an attempt to draw it would upgrade neighboring tion will work.
was for sale, but none made
The agency might accept as million of mortgage insurance
phrased from Chief Luthuli's
areas
as
a
means
back
from
condition
of
his
unfamilies
of
gram
have
$2
bilalready
led
to
Much
of
the
record
a
any effort to negotiate a deal.
part of a section 233 house a on experimental housing. That
speech of acceptance.
firm has pur- sharp decline in the number lion government aid earmark- the suburbs, the smaller city dertaking the project.
new kind of paint, ventilating would be about 1,000 houses
The card coming from the Now that a
simply
does
not
have
downIn
smaller
city
of
planning,
ansmall
farms,
he
said.
For
ed
for
renewal
projects
in
the
chased the business and is
and heating method, fastening with an average loan of $20,farthest distance was from
moving it to Detroit, a Well example, the number of farms next four years under the 1981 town space for such enclaves. other essential is that renewal technique or wall material. It 000 each.
Chamber member, Eugene
sponsors
plan
Instead,
Gilman
said,
the
their
proposals
operated
by
nonwhite
farmers
smaller
housing
act,
will
go
to
known "leader" is begging
It might take several years
Scott who operates Scotty's
smaller city must plan its re- in collaboration with local is less likely to go for things to put that much insurance in
some of us to organize a mass declined from 581,000 to 286,- cities.
that are not major cost-savers
Drive-In Cleaning plants in
cit:zens.
000
newal
areas
as
multi-faceted
between
1950
and
1959.
And
for
these
with
populaprotest meeting.
or an important part of the force. If by then experience is
Chicago when he isn't in Afri"I don't think we should The average size of their farms tions of 100,000 to 200,000, the developments to attract diWhile a blighted area in one house. Nor will it accept any- satisfactory—the agency promca as he is now. The card was
is
vergent
elements—the
wealless
than
75
acres.
renewal
must
approach
to
be
let 'them' get away with it,"
metropolis is pretty much like thing which must be tested ised to hold losses down to $1
from James Town in Accra
he says. Get away with what? Beale pointed out that in different than that of the me- thy, the elderly, young cou- its counterpart in another me- for a very long time, say two million — Congress might apGhana. The sketch was by the If a
ples,
single
persons,
all
living
1950
about
two
out
of
every
opinion
of
tropolis,
in
the
business is for sale and
tropolis, Gilman said, this is years.
prove an increase in the inartist Vanderpuye-Orgle, a
Negroes don't buy it someone three nonwhite farmers in the Marvin S. Gilman, president of in close association.
not true of the smaller cities, The agency is just getting surance total.
Ghanaian. Scotty is in charge else will—perhaps the "they" South was a tenant, and 90 Renewal Planning Association STRONG FEELING
each of which has a distinct worked out in its own mind
of the American exhibit of
per cent of these and other and an authority on urban re- Gilman and his associates in character.
we hear so much about.
what the rules of the program
dry cleaning machinery at the
nonwhite
commercial
producnewal.
Only local citizens with will be. So far, there has been
There are opportunities. A
a downtown redevelopment
American Trade Show spon- big construction firm has ers were growing either cot- SMALLER CITIES
deep
project for Wilmington, Delaroots in these cities can
sored by our department of
Gilman contends if the smal- ware — that city's first — are have a true "feel" for their only a handful of proposals
asked the Chamber to provide ton or tobacco.
from builders and manufaccommerce. He also exhibited subcontractors for
unique
quality, and should turers. Among
carrying out the planning
decorating,
in Paris.
them are:
thus
be
plastering, tiling, roofing, etc.
about which Gilman feels so
invited to participate —Pressure spraying of conKenya's first supermarket
apREIGN STUDENTS
in
on
a
big
building
project.
strongly.
every
stage
of
Ofplanning and crete walls, plastic plumbing was opened recently in NairoWi TOUR
ficers of the company have
execution,
Gilman
said.
Because "islands of renewand pressurized sewage sys- bi, capital of the East African
Thanks to an invitation been
al" cannot be separated from DISTINCT AREAS
convinced that Negroes
British colony.
tems.
from Kenneth Wilson, general should be employed for this
the main stream of middle- The Wilmington redevelop- Virtually all sewage today
The managers are three Inmanager of the Chicago De- sub contracting. Here is a big
sized-city life, as they can be ment embraces three distinct is propelled by gravity in dian brothers who studied
fender, I met many foreign opportunity. Help me find
in larger cities, redevelopment residential areas, each sepa- pipes which run downhill, supermarkets in Europe and
students from many lands who such contractors.
of a given area cannot be con- rate, yet interlinked into a with pumping stations to raise America before branching out
were making a tour of in- HAS JOB WAIT140
sidered as a self-contained pro- planned entity.
up the waste to a new length from their conventional groteresting spots on the south
When June Sumpter, 4548
Included are town houses, of pipe when necessary.
gram but must be planned
cery store to establish the
side. The affair was in the S. Wabash, is graduated from
each
occupying
its
own
lot
and
with the goal of also upgrad—New kinds of floors, walls, supermarket.
Defender building.
DuSable, Jan. 25, she has a
offering off-street parking, of ceilings and wall coverings.
Eighty-five per cent of their
I understand the group also job waiting for her. Placed by
three basic types to offer
—Spraying steel frames with customers are Europeans, 121
/
2
visited the Supreme Life In- the Distributive Education
choice and variety and in a file-resistant material.
per cent Asians, and the resurance Company of America sponsor of her school to work
price range of $12,000 to $15,- MEET FHA INCOME
maining 21
/
2 per cent are Afriand the Johnson Publishing with Cornelius Lott of the
000. Designed for family liv- Buyers will still have to cans, who have less money to
Company. Edward S. Gilles- South Side Bank, Miss Sumping, the houses are in an area meet FHA income and credit spend.
pie who arranges tours of ter performed her services so
close to schools which should
foreigners through Supreme well that Lott gave her an
encourage revitalization as an
was present as was S. B. Ful- opportunity to serve in a suattractive residential neighler of Fuller Products Com- pervisory capacity.
borhood suitable for family
pany.
She learned that there were
life.
We had some interesting openings with Standard Oil
DETROIT — Ownership and
Neighborhood stores will be
discussions while awaiting the Company, applied, passed the TWO SOUTHSIDE PEOPLE 6849 S. Hartwell, of Wal- use of motor vehicles in the included, and will link the
return of the students from a rigid tests and got a job as honored by Walgreens with green's Warehouse, 4720 S. U. S. reached an all-time high area of town houses with a
tour of the building. I always dictaphone operator, to start engraved watches and special St. Louis: and Leroy Smith, in 1961. An estimated total second section to comprise
like conversation with Fuller upon graduation. We salute gold emblems on their 25th 529 Oakwood lbvd.. employed of more than 76 million motor some 170 two and three-bed- Stops Attacks in Minutes ... Relief Lasts for Hours!
Near York. N.Y.(risessia)-The asthma -in tiny tablets called Privoletests*.
because he so often expresses Miss Sumpter.
service anniversaries were: at the firm's headquarters. vehicles were registered in room apartments. Here again, formula
prescribed more than any These Primatene Tablets open
opinions which are not usually
the country at the year end. proximity to elementary and other by doctors for their private bronchial
We welcome to Chicago, Maurice E. Hendricks (left) 4300 W.Peterson,
tubes, loosen congestion,
pressed. He is strictly a non- Carl Proctor, who with our
Passenger car registrations junior high schools is expected patients is now available to asthma relieve taut nervous tension. All
sufferers
without
prescription.
'form ist
and
a
painful injections.
"free hometown girl, his wife, Barclimbed 1.8 million over 1960, to attract families with school
Medical tests proved this formula without
The secret is-P rimatene combines
' joker" in the sense that he bara Gardner, operates the
bringing the total to approxi- age children.
stops asthma attacks in minutes and
8
medicines
(in full prescription
gives
hours
of
freedom from recurdoesn't always agree with pre- firm of Proctor & Gardner
mately 63.5 million cars.
STUDIO APARTMENT
rence of painful asthma spasms. strength) found most effective in
vailing opinion.
There were 12.5 million
Affiliates, public relations and
The high-rise apartments This formula is so effective that combination for asthma distress.
He dares to challenge what promotion company referred
trucks and buses in operation. will include approximately 95 It is the physician's leading asthma Each performs a special purpose.
So look forward to sleep at night,
so many accept because it is to in a previous column. ProcMotor vehicle production for studio or efficiency apart- prescription-so safe when used as
directed that now it can be sold - and freedom from asthma spasms.
simply popular to accept al- tor was born in New York and
the year totaled approximate- ments, some 190 one-bedroom without prescription
in most states Primatene-980, at any drugstore.
though the expressed opinions attended the City College of
ly 6,670,000 units, 16 per cent apartments of varying design,
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Gas Transmission Co., Monroe, below 1960. The total includes and approximately 95 twomay be absurd a n d even fool- New York and the Los Angeish. I like that. Fuller stimu- les Division of U. C. L. A. He Within recent weeks the Fed- La.
5,550,000 passenger cars, com- bedroom units.
lates deeper thinking.
studied business administra- eral Power Commission has Before this the commission, pared with 6,674,796 million
It is these high-rise units
moved
quietly
to
fortify
its
Democratic
control,
Fuller is impatient with the tion and public relations
now under
units in 1960, and 1,125,000 that are expected to effect the
Negro's constant pleas for through extension courses. He authority over natural gas had ruled it has jurisdiction trucks, compared with 1,194,- major transformation in the
help. He grows weary of did his army stint in special sold in interstate commerce. over intrastate gas mixed with 475 units in 1960.
character of the area under
hearing Negroes blame every- services with the Air Force. The avowed purpose is to interstate gas. It also had set Retail sales of passenger redevelopment, Gilman said.
one but themselves for their P. R. MAN MARIRES
protect the consuming public. up guidelines separating gas cars to domestic consumers in An army of commuters into
shortcomings. He gets tired of He was promoter for the Its latest act was to assert gatherers from gas transport- 1961 are estimated at nearly downtown Wilmington is felt
hearing Negroes talk about Midwest for ABC-Paramount, jurisdiction over pipeline ers.
six million units including im- to represent an excellent poIt is uncertain as yet ports. Expectations for 1962 tential market for the residentheir lack of opportunities. So managed the New York of- mergers involving stock acquisition.
This
whether
any
of
the
decisions
do I.
arose
when
Jersey
sales range from 6.6 million to tial revitalization of the area,
fice of Progressive Talent and
"They won't let us do this was connected with the New Standard's Humble Oil & Re- will be challenged in court.
7.6 million passenger cars, or once facilities for gracious inIn the merger case, which an increase of 10 to 20 per town living are available.
They won't let tit do that. York Jazz Festival. Barbara, fining Co., Houston, proposed
They do this to us. They do having worked with the Ur- to acquire stock of Olin Oil & the FPC has set for hearing cent above 1961.
However, he stressed, it is
that to us. They come into, our ban League and the Oscar C. Gas Corp., New Orleans, and March 27, the commissioners Passenger car imports into only with the addition of the
they
would
decide the U. S. during the first nine town houses and garden apartcommunity and take away all Brown Real Estate office and its pipeline subsidiary, Olin said
of the profits. They won't known as a magazine writer
whether their jurisdiction cov- months of 1961 were down 49 ments that the plan could be
give us jobs. They won't let of note, is very popular. The
ers stock acquisitions. Up to per cent from the same period expected to succeed.
W
rivre
m where we want to. Proctors, as a man-wife businow it had claimed jurisdic- in 1960. U. S. exports of cars
tion only when one company declined six per cent during MEN, AT LAST ITS HERE
won't make us loans." ness team, are already a big
bought the assets or installa- the nine-month period.
G BLOCKED
fake Nets RUMIORtA And kale, kite
• success.
preparation RUM1ORIX
PURCHASE
tions of another company.
A recent study of cars t d,etsrn
Chicagoans are so tense on
leaves oft A ell YSI
.0 *here
Who are these "they" who the school segregation situation
owned by households reported :IANS FORMULA Dab $500 tor a I
net eels
supply Moner-back
so successfully prevent Negro that few pay attention to the
that 40.7 million households, awe
tied Ore, 3 itottiet, send COD Cheri
Americans from making prog- constructive programs introor three out of four families, s Money Order NOW
ress? I often wonder. When duced by Supt. Willis.
own at least one car.
T HE RUMTOREX CO.
Negroes had an opportunity
Several new projects have
239 E. 115th St.. Boa 17
A Doc rofTS FORMULA
to purchase the ground upon been recommended including NEW YORK — All-time
study of recent call reports NEW YORK 29, N. Y.
which the South Center build a guidance program for non- record outlays, in excess of
made during the current year,
ing now stands, there were no school youths between 16 and $35,000,000, by Pepsi-Cola comas well as analysis of -similar
"theys" who stopped them. 21 who do not have jobs; as- pany and its domestic bottlers
annual call reports from banks
I recall vividly that when signment of special teachers for new bottling plants, exmade to the corporation since
riaye.A.e.:a
,!.0.Cam
Dr. E. Franklin Frazier, then to schools in high population pansion and modernization of
1933.
„0.00.0e. mew
.
Ohre. micowk,
an associate at the University mobility areas; assignment of existing facilities and equipsway eou.sa4 mow .13%.
It assumes that the banks of
of Chicago and director of 210 attendance workers to in- ment in 1961 have been anthe U.S. will grow from the
wain are tin Pie lee AO0k,
vINh tree* And maessa. an
research for the Chicago Ur terview parents and seek their nounced by Herbert L. Bar- A definite growth trend for end of 1960 to the end of 1970
h. dry **new each night
ban League, presented his cooperation; to conduct highly net, Pepsi president.
the banking industry has been at approximately the same rate Unwise sating or drinking may boo
irri
4 5, 02
bladder
predicted by Erie Cocke, Sr., at which they expanded from source of mild, but annoying
findings on population move accelerated programs on Satse
yot
Ai nfrilf resttlle..ntzu
m;tokint.
Reviewing Pepsi-Cola's rec- chairman of the Board, Federal
7
,
-nn,
r,it,„
bn,naml,
end of atik:
ment before a group of busi urdays for exceptionally inof
1950
to
the
end
the
ord-breaking facilities expan- Deposit Insurance Corporation.
yttosil 1110OUCTS COMP.
with nagging backache, headache or mu,ness leaders and predicted the telligent students; establish
1960.
Barnet reported: He anticipated that assets of
culla ache' and pains due to over-ext. <ion,
center of the business COM after school reading, mathe- sion program,
strain or emotional upset, are adding Li
Completion of 23 new bot- all banks in the U.S. will reaqh
your mi.ory—don't welt—try Doan's Fills.
munity would be between matics,and English courses in
Donn's Pill. net 3 wars for aPeed7 ro
Michigan end S. Parkway on schools in mobile areas; and tling plants; Completion of 8 $465 billion by the end of "1970
lief. I — They have a soothing effect c,
ir:itations. 2.5 fast pain -relit'.
bladder
warehouses;
distributing
- only nine years away.
to supply information to the new
Mirth. They laughed
ing action on nagging backache. had.
We pick up any StIOY Or
Aches. musculer aches and pains, —
And when we reported tha community through the press, additions and modernization Deposits will probably be
diuretic aellon thro the
wonderfully
total
the land was available for an radio and TV and to coordi- of facilities at 34 installations, about $406 billion; and
unwonted animals
kidneys, tending to increase the output of
of all capital accounts will reach
the 16 miles of kidney tubes. 80, get the
extremely small cost, we were nate and supply information and total floor area
Animal Welfare League
.me happy relief mIllion• hare enjoyed
laughed at. And when it was about the schools to civic construction of over 1.3 mil- about $43 billion.
for over 60 years. Large, economy SW
corpoCall NOrmal 7-0089
save, money. Get Doan's rills todayi
recommended that a holding groups and parents. These lion square feet, an all-time This projection by the
of
*
the
result
came
as
ration
company be formed to acquire programs should be supported. company record.
By A. L. FOSTER
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MostOf$2BillionGovernment Aid For
'Urban Renewal'To Gobo Small Cities
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Kenya Opens
1st Supermart

Use Of Autos
Hits All-Time
High In '61

Asthma Formula Prescribed
Most By Doctors-Available
Now Without Prescription

4

FPC Fortifies Its Rule
Over Sale Of Natural Gas
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by NAT D. WILLIAMS

sure up in mathematics; they
Memphis, along with most of are too weak in English; they
the Mid-South, was "snowed can't write an eligible essay;
they can't stand on their feet
under" last week.
Subscription rote: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, (2-year special Subscriptioe rote $101
The schools were closed. And and make a coherent "talk."
thereby hangs the jist of this They just plain don't know
Tho Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or Photos.
splurge. Closing of the schools how to qualify themselves as
Published Every Thursday by the Hew Tr -St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Peid
is always a matter of concern first-class students ... the preto those who know what quisite of first-class citizens
a... Under Act of March 2, 1879.
at Memphis, T
school work is all about. It is everywhere.
to be assumed that the three It's not a question of backor four days the youngsters ground. It's a matter of chance
lost will be made up later .opportunity. Negro AmerSERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
this year. In Tennessee, schools icans haven't had enough time
are supposed to provide 180 to learn what they need to
know. That's why "Emerdays of class-room work.
Well, now, most Americans gency" school closings, like
are becoming migre and more that occasioned by last week's
convinced that 180 days in snow, should be seized upon
class . . . even in classes that by Negroes as excellent
perform • up to par each of chances for closing the gap
those days . . . is not enough between them and those who
"schooling" to enable Ameri- meet the norm of knowledge
cans to keep up with the rest expected of even the "averof the competitive world ... age" American boy and girl
Russia, Germany, England, today. Snow time shoisld be
Something that was weakly last week was Dr. Owen W. supremacist," which is not for Japan,
extra study time for the Nefor instance.
presiHyman,
retiring
vice
the
best
Mayor
interest
of
former
the
conattempted by
Observant and thoughtful gro . . . all over America ...
Edmund Orgill nearly six dent of the University of Ten- tinuous growth awl develop- Americans,
such as Dr. Con- opportunity time . . . a good
years ago was accomplished nessee College of Medicine. ment of the great potential of
ant, are about to get the world time to hit a lick at the "gap."
by the City Commissioners The appointment of the two our city. Extremes are dan- around
that all Americans need For the Negro's greatest dislast week when Dr. Charles men raised the membership gerous.
to know more . . . especially ability is ignorance. Too many
Dinkins, president of Owen of the board from five to Commissioner James "JimNEEDED "TIME OUT"

..

Our Opinions

Congratulations Charles L. Dinkins

1
Z.L.111fsiwas.',! 4;.•

\atv.:Alt
fkcji,\
•

Lam
L.
the grandchildren Khrushchev Negroes "just don't know"...
college, was appointed to the seven. Authority to increase my" Moore was instrumental
and more and more Negroes
promises
to
possess.
board of directors of the city the number was granted last in naming Dr. Dinkins to the And
what Mr. Khrushchev have got to be moved by the
board. We congratulate Mr.
of Memphis hospitals. Thus, summer.
had to say at that momentous urge of the man who sang, "I
he became the first Negro to Herman A. Gilliam, vice Moore for taking a step in the
time when he made his pro- just gotta know."
ever be appointed to the board president of Universal Life right direction to help create
Incidentally, it should be
mise was not directly beamed
company,
was
apa
climate
in
Memphis
for
the
Insurance
in Memphis.
for Negroes; but let's twist it observed here that the most
proached for the post, how- betterment of all citizens. We
Mr. Orgill suggested, im- ever, he refused to let his feel that Mr. Moore made a a bit ... as occasioned by last effective races in the race for
mediately after he was elect- name be considered for the good choice in selecting Dr. week's school closing snow... acceptance and first class citiand see what conclusions im- zenship are those people who
ed mayor of Memphis in 1956, appointment.
Dinkins, who is a young man
stress this matter of study and
that the late Dr. J. E. Walk- Mayor Henry Loeb was the with great knowledge, energy mediately come to mind.
In the first place, that snow, knowing. Anyone who has
er, president of the Universal only commissioner who re- and practical ideas.
Life Insurance company, be fused to vote for Dr. Dinkins' We congratulate Dr. Dinkins causing the temporary clos- been in attendance at a real
appointed to the hospital appointment. The mayor's re- and Dr. Hyman. We feel that ing of the public schools, gave university, where students of NASHVILLE, Tenn. — At- would seek conferences with secretary of the Maryland Co
board. The idea was defeated fusal did not come as a sur- the city of Memphis will be Negro kids in Memphis and all races study, must have ob- torney General Robert F. Ken- officials in these counties,
mission on Interracial Pro
the Mid-South some mighty served the following: any- nedy's year-end report prais- TWO MORE DESEGREGATE lems and Relations, w.elcom
by "public opinion."
prise because he has displayed richer for having engaged
valuable "catch-up time." And where there are Jewish, ing the "affirmative action" of Two more Florida schools the state board's decision to reAlso appointed to the board repeatedly that he is a "white their services.
by "catch-up time" the mean- Chinese, and Japanese students the local officials in peaceful desegregated in December, one ‘iew its desegregation policies:
ing should be clear. Negro on the campus . . . there's a school desegregation came as in Hillsboeough County (Tam- SHOULD MOVE FASTER
kids are woe-fully behind in whale of a lot of studying. leaders in several states moved pa) and the other in Dade "Enough time has elapsed; we
the matter of scholastic stand- They are minority people toward further voluntary de- County (Miami). The Hills- should be moving faster. After
who see their situation rea- segregation, Southern School borough County officials
ing in these parts.
also seven years we find that at
Whether we like it or not, listically. They don't fool them- News reported.
announced that additional
most a third of Maryland disEven the most cynical observers whenever state laws come into direct con- the facts speak for themselves. selves. They know that they The January edition said new signments of Negro childrenasto tricts are striving for real cornstates
have
law,
the
Federal
flict
with
the
gap
beI.-we
must
admit
that
among us
"just got to know" to schools admitted Negroes for schools with white3 would
In the Eighth grade the fipliance and the eat are moving
position to occupy the the first time in Missouri and come in the next 30 to 90 at a token pace or not at all."
tween the American promise of full li- to give way.
gures show that most Negro be
Neplaces
There was growing evidence that
they feel they should Florida, and official pressure days.
kids begin to lag. By the time
berty for all citizens and the fulfillment
Sands stated in an interview
of that promise is narrower today than groes would make stronger efforts to get they are in the 12th Grade in hold in life.
for more desegregation was Both couaties had assigned for Southern School News that
full political rights. While our leaders high school they are some 23 Negroes have got .to be discussed in Kentucky and Negroes to white schools be- Negroes "defini',..ly" are not
„it has ever been.
As 1961 became 1962, more persons recognize that freedom to vote does not months behind the average sold on the same point of Maryland. In South Carolina, fore but Hillsborough 'is the ci,ntent with the amount of
than ever before were able to exercise automatically assure full exercise of other white child in the South. They view. Snow time, causing where a state law would cut defendant in a school desegrc- desegregation. "There is more
of schools . . . should off funds from a school desegmore fully their rights as citizens of the rights, they point out that the right of are no doubt, much further closing
gation case in which arguments Negro dissatisfaction n o w
suffrage is a helpful tool in securing behind youngsters in the best be regarded as opportunity regated by court order, politi- were heard in December. Earl- than in previous years, " he
United States,
time
by
Negro parents, teach- cal figures suggested local opschool systems.
ier this school year, Hillsbor- said, "and constructing new NeAs 1961 came to an end, the American them.
ers, and
The view tion be allowed.
ough Cot.nty admitted the gro schools is not going to lee
In the political field, as in other areas Now, the reasons Negro should be students.
Negro was in full revolt, more determined
that "this day when In his report to President youngson of the Rev. A. Leon
youngsters are behind is not
sen it.'
than ever to shake loose the remaining of civil rights, we can count on strong the concern of this comment. we are snowbound is a delay John
F. Kennedy in December,
shackles which bind him to second-class support from the Federal government. The major concern is that they day in the final examination" the attcrney general said the Lowry, state NAACP presi- Two Maryland Negro boy.
handischool
for
the
dent,
to
a
had been rejected for transfer in
The department of Justice makes no se- are "behind." And by "be- ... a chance for extra "bon- federal governm int had made
citizenship.
September, will be able to atAs 1962 gets under way, the Negro is cret of its determination to stand behind hind," it is meant that they ing up" . . . a chance to hit a basic change in policy from capped.
moving on a broad front all the way the drive to get the-right to vote every- just can't read up to standard; another lick at that gap which abstention "to affirmative an- A second Negro, Robert W. tend a p.edominantly white
Saunders. Jr., son of the Flori- Harford County high school in
they don't know how to study; really separates the "in's" ticipatory action" in school deacross the South to gain full stature. It is where.
da NAACP field secretary, will February. The county school
While broad gains have been made in they aren't acquainted with from the "out's." Now, what segregation.
a campaign on multiple levels: political,
be transferred to a white ele- board reversed its position in
this field, in at least 100 counties in eight enough books; they can't mea- chubet!!
ATTY. GEN. REPORTS
economic and cultural.
mentary school on Jan. 23.
December.
"I can report to you," the
Major gains were scored last year in Southern states, there is reason to believe
attorney general wrote, "that In their arguments before U. Political figures in South
the Federal courts and we gained a more that Negroes are prevented by outright
the law enforcement officers S. District Judge Bryan Simp- Carolina, one of three states
powerful ally in the Department of Jus- discrimination, or by fear of physical
arid civic leaders in the vast son, Hillsborough County with complete school segregatice under the Kennedy Administration. violence or economic reprisal from exmajority of communities have school officials said the district tion, have given support for
The attacks on Southern barriers of law, pressing the right to vote.
had adopted an official policy flexibilffy rather than rigidity
met their obligatiens."
Testimony given before the United
tradition, and popular attitudes took on
The report on the civil rights of desegeegation several years in meeting the state's school,
Civil
Rights
in
the
States
Commission
on
new force.
field indicated that the admin- ago. A board member, Frank desegregation problems.
While the National Association for the past two years indicate that Negroes have
t
istration would continue to Henderson, predicted that State Sen. Francis B. NicholAdvancement of Colored People contin- to run all kinds of obstacle courses simpwork with local officials and some Negro pupils would be as- son of Greenwood County sugues its unrelenting fight to open all tax- ly to register.
to use its executive authority signed to another all-white gested in speches the possibilIn spite of somewhat discouraging
supported facilities, such as schools, pubrather than press for new legis- school within 30 to 90 days. He ity of something approaching
added that assignment of white "local option" in the handling
lic libraries, and public recreation facili- aspects, the past two years have brought
lation,
ties, a new organization, the Congress of what the commission describes as "dyA southeastern Missouri children to two Negro schools of school desegregation.
school agreed in December to was under study.
Racial Equality has moved into other sec- namic changes in civil rights at levels of
State Rep. Robert E. McNair
admit Negroes after the gover- 11 BIRACIAL SCHUCLS
of Allendale County, a canditors to gain full rights of service in trans- government."
school
Dade
County,
The
and
general
nor,
the
attorney
date
for lieutenant governor in
Through the courts, the Federal govportation, transportation terminals, and
the Missouri Human Rights board routinely assigned a Ne- the 1962 elections, said that
in privately owned places which cater to ernment acted energetically to secure
Commission took a hand in the gro girl to an elementary school different approaches might be
public needs, such as hotels and restau- the constitutional rights of its citizens
matter. Gov. John M. Dalton that had started the school needed in different parts of the
against invasion by the states. It brought
rants.
'
announced Dec. 21 that 18 Ne- year with only white pupils. state.
And, as the new year got under way, suit to protect the right of Negroes. The
groes previously denied ad- Since beginning its desegregaSouthern whites grew more aware that walls of prejudice are crumbling.
mission to Mississippi County tion program in 1959, the disthigh schools would enter Anni- net has established 11 biracial
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••1 and general medicine, espeschools.
ston High in January.
cially in the psychosomatic
The county is in the Boot The Kentucky Board of Ed- Lawyer
disorders, sleeplessenss, faHeel section, which has lagged oration heard a report that 12
tigue, poor elimination, mi•
• graine, enuresis and many
behind the rest of Missouri in new districts desegregated this
441114i.
,
.
•
implementing the U. S. Su- year, putting more than half of
• other conditions. In psycho•
•
preme Courts 1951 school de- the state's Negro pupils in bi'or
.1111
•
• therapy hypnosis is a unique
cision. The rights commission racial schools. But board mem• tool for rapid and painless un•
• covering of lost memories of
and State Attorney General bers indicated some dsisatis-4,
•
Thomas F. Eagleton had inter- faction with the amount of deZ.Zatt
experiences.
past
traumatic
•
•
•
vened in the county's admis- segregation.
•
s
"The patient who cannot and
**************....*******...
.
1..........*****
Henry E. Pogue Jr. suggestsions problem in October after
is so disturbed as to be unable
3itZat5%
'
;z
GETTING "HIP"
'Students who have had only to carry on, can be relieved
the Negroes from Pinhook Dis- ed that segregated districts be WASHINGTON, D.C. — Robert K. Shoecraft of Xenia, 0.
a few sessions have been able dramatically through hypnoTO HYPNOSIS
trict, which has no high school, sent a memorandum reaffirmhas been appointed Attorney
;For a long time I have been to pass geometry and other sis, the Director of New JtA40-4"
had been refused admission to ing the board's 1956 resolution
the Trust Territory
interested in hypnosis. As a such tests with above 90 per York's Hypnosis Consultation
the nearest high school, Annis- urging compliance with the U. General of
BRAD
OF
TIM
.THAT
I'M
GENTLEMEN..
of the Pacific Islands, Secretary
"...AN' NOW
S. Supreme Court ruling.
ton.
matter of fact, I have been cent grades, whereas prior to Center said. "Such people desDESERVE
MUCH
I
HOw
SAY
CAN'T
FIRM.,
I
•
THIS
Wendell P. Butler, state su- of the Interior Stewart L. Udall
very successful in employ- hypnotic conditioning, they perately need this natural form
PARENTS REJECT PLAN
THIS!"
has announced.
Under an arrangement work- perintendent of public instrucins; hypnosis myself. Never- could not read a lesson or pass of relief which is not fraught
An outstanding Negro atsegregated
suggested
that
commission
and
tion,
theless, I will warn you! Never any of the tests."
by
the
ed
out
w i t h dangerous side effects
of therapists in chooses to work in this man- the attorney general, the Pin- diStricts might be given the torney, Shoecraft has served
stibmit to hypnosis being ap- EXAMINATION TIME
such
trancius
a sometimes noted with an inability
many branches of the healing ner just as a physiotherapist hook Negroes would have been Choice of desegregating their as Assistant Attorney General
'stied by non-professional per- "Director Slone said motiva- tranquilizers"
and as Acting Land and Claims
sons. It can be a harmful tion in response to therapy is "She said tie
l aversion tech- arts to gain access to train- or other technician does. This sent by bus to an all-Negro schools or closing substandard
Administrator and has been
practice is common in Eng- school in neighboring New all-Negro schools.
things in the hands of ay un- increased through hypnotic nioue is very effective with ing programs."
land, the Scandinavian coun- Mrdrid County, a 40-mile SCHOOL BOARD INACTIVE associated with the Trust Terskilled person.
suggestion: that many people alcoholism,
diet ENOUGH TIME
improper
I read an article in the who are "blocked" show pro- habits, and drug addiction. -Nurse Slone emphasized tries, and in the Soviet Union, round trip. The students' par- The state board took no ac- ritory Government since Dec"
tion on these suggestions but it ember, 1958.
November issue of the journal gress with hypnosis.
Innumerable alcoholics, for that competent hypnotists are Recent widespread public in- ents rejected the plan.
of the National Medical Asso- .,Since hypnosis is a state instance, stop drinking after thoroughly trained in the pro- terest will soon make this mu- Eagleton warned Mississippi was considered possible that He was recommended for
elation. I want to share this of heightened suggestibility, one to three sessions in hYP- Per management of the pa. tually beneficial arrangement County officials in November the problem of speeding de- position as Chief Legal Officer
more prevalent in this coun- that federal court action might segregation might come up in of the Trust Territory by High
article with you.
the poor student learns how to nosis and are unable to take tient-subject who should be
Choomem
eriasfstionisertheM.f
be taken to force compliance the 1962 General Assembly, s
'Below I am reproducing the concentrate, thinks more clear- a drink,
conditioned as well as in all try." •
irw
st. Negro to
with the U. S. Supreme Court convening in January.
Bride . . . free from my ly, improves his memory and NO BAD EFFECTS .
' phases of trance and the utili- PUBLIC OPINION
the chief mis- ruling. Gov. Dalton entered the Another school desegrega- be appointed to this position.
personal comments.
can recall at examination time. "The same applies to fatten- aation of this state. "Thorough "In discussing
in
arise
issue expected to
graduate fEa
'The article:
asntH
d ceignh_
"The hypnotized subject is ing foods," she said, "although training is very important. conceptions of today concern- negotiations in December and tion
County the legislature was that of School, Xenia, Ohio,
Mississippi
JOYCE SLOAN
not distracted. He concentrates this seems to me a more dif- Sufficient experience is even ing hypnosis, she said some visited
CommisState
people feel that if a symptom twice in one week before the teachers. The
tral State College, Shoecraft
' "A foreign language student completely and learns a great ficult problem than alcoholism, better."
sion on Human Rights, which holds an L. L. B. degree from
learned a working vocrihulary deal more at one time. Ir. Smoking is overcome by the "She said the busy doctor is removed, it will be re- An n is to n District officials
Sclegislative
recommend
Ohio State University.
of 6000 words of Spanish in working with foreign language apt subject within a few sea- often feels that he does not placed by another of a ne- agreed to accept the Negroes. can
governor, has been Prior to his service with the
The governor said he saw no t:on to the goveor,
exactly five hours of intensive teachers a new approach to sions, sometimes one,
have enough time to condi- Wive nature.
of
study
ways
preparing
a
situato
Trust Territory, he engaged in
training under hypnosis, plus learning has evolved especial- "It goes without saying that tion a patient. He may feel "In 20 years of Practice in racial overtones in the
hypnosis, we have never tion but that the problem was speed faculty desi.gregation and the private practice of law and
some study, within a period of ly in the six Latin root long- the alcoholic or compulsive that it takes too long to study
teachers'
Negro
protect
reorganito
jobs
five days, according to a report uages where categories of the eater needs therapy of the hypnosis to gain enough ex- known of negative symptom "purely one of school County in newly desegregated districts. was assistant prosecuting attorney for Greene CoutftY,
by a former nurse, Joyce Slone, cognitive words are assem- proper kind in order to learn perience to practice it skill- substitution — not even when zation." "If Mississippi
the hypnosis is applied bYWould accept reorganization, The Maryland Board of Ed- Ohio.
ih the November issue of the bled. Pronunciation and gram- to handle his problems. Count- fully,
scheduled a special
Journal of the National, Med- mar are mastered earlier with less alcoholics in this country "This is largely true," she theatrical hypnotists whom there would be no trouble," he ucationmeeting for January to The Trust Territory of the
closed
Pacific Islands was captured
professional hypnotists said.
ical association,
the heightened concentration and in many foreign countries added, "but there are many most
frown upon.
Many school districts in discuss "the whole question of from Japanese forces during
more
or
less
through
drinking
stopped
with
have
associated
and
memory
this
Scgave
Slone
"Miss
high skilled professional hypdesegregation and the progress World War II and is adminhypnosis without any psycho- notists throughout the country Such operators are definitely southeast Missou.i, where the
C7implishment as an example trance states."
the overwhelm- economy and traditions are that has been made," as pres- istered by the United States
for
responsible
efbad
and
with
no
therapy
BIRTH
CHILD
build
hypnosis
-can
to
who are able and willing
of how
with mg public opinion that hyp- similar to those of the Missls- sure for more desegregation under a trusteeship agreement
confidence and interest in "She said hvonoqis is use- ferts."
work in full cooperation
with the Security Council,
nosis is to be taken lightly s:ppi Delta region, have nut de- came from several sources.
always
hypnosis
has
"While
where
the
childbirth
-subjects,
in
be
ful
and
patient
psycholodentists
ptior
doctors,
and
or is somethings to 'have fun segregated. Until last Novell- Dissatisfaction with the pace the United Nations. Compri
uleful in teaching languages, child is not exposed to che- been a controversial subject. gists.
type of applica- ber, Missouri stet: officials had of school desegegation is re- of the Mariana, Caroline and
She is director of the Hypnosis micals and where the mother acceptance and understanding "The hypnotist does the with.'on This
a conscientious subject exerted little if any pressure ported mounting among Mary- Marshall Islands, the Trost
tion
Consultation Center in New has no fear, feels no pain. of this valuable tool is becom- conditioning
under
strict causes many good people to for these districts to &UV*. land Negroes. Douglas B. Territory has a population oe
recovers more rapidly. It is ing more widespread, she said.
York City.
gate. The NAACP has said it Sand,, a Negro and executive approximately 77,000 mom
hypnosis."
"In addition, she stated, equally as useful in dentistry Its infrequent use is "due to supervision of the docter• He avoid
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By BENNETT CERF
to
GREAT MOTION PICTURE STAR, fond of referring
His
himself as a bibliophile, died a short while ago.
leatherbeneficiaries, smacking their lips over beautiful
bound editions of Shaw,
MSTOey
Joyce, Hemingway, _qr41.102
VI
Faulkner, etc., expected
to realize a tidy sum from
their disposal. A Los Angeles bookman examined
the collection carefully
last month. Sixty-two of
the costliest bindings encased copies of "The Life
of Alfred M. Landon."
• • •
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Try and Stop Me

MERRY MENAGERIE
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9 ftnished running the

vacuum cleaner two

hours azo."

"Grant a man the Godsent taste for books—and
the means of gratifying it,"
wrote Sir John Herschel
back in 1839, and you can
place him In
hardly fall to make him a very happy man. You
history, with
contact with the best society in every period of
bravest who heve
the wisest end wittiest, the tenderest and
nations,•
adorned humanity. You make him a denizen of all
so& eenporary of all ages."
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Catholic Charities Drive For 1,000 New Volunteers

A one-month effort to recruit the agency
which has the great- readers, typists and clerical
teachers.
at least 1,000 men and women est need."
help of all kinds, we are look- Teachers to conduct a charm
Mrs.
to volunteer regular services in
Reynolds listed some of ing for people who can
offer a course for 7th and 8th grade
more than 30 Chicago Catholic the following specific needs of variety of special skills in girls.
the agencies. Homes for the working with
youthl" said Mrs. Art and music teachers.
Charitable agencies and hosaged need friendly visitors, Reynolds.
Volunteers to assist the
pitals during 1962 will get who call on lonely
aged men She said that
underway Sunday, Jan. 14.
and women lacking friends and specialized type the following mentally retarded.
of
volunte
ers
Roller skating instructors.
Called "Catholic Volunteer relatives. Aged homes also were
in great demand:
Volunteers to work with the
Month," the campaign will need assistance in the infirm- Couples
to
teach
ballroo
m
blind.
look for Catholics willing to aries. Day nurseries need help dancing
in teen-age programs. "Our zuai for the month begive at least four hours regu- in feeding and supervising the
Craft instructors for settle- tween Jan. 14 and Feb. 14 is
larly once a week to settlement the activitiesof their children. ment
houses and homes for the 1.000 volunteers," said Mrs.
houses, day nurseries, homes Hospitals require aid at every aged.
Reynolds. That figure is strictfor dependent children, hospi- point from the admission and
Volunteer librarians f o r ly a minimum.
If we get five
tals, youth centers, homes for information desks to service on childre
ns' institutions.,
times that many, we will have
the aged, specialized agencies the floors.
Woodshop teachers for a use for then: The need
is so
for the handicapped, and cer- "This year, in. addition to boys'
home.
great that we simply can't
tain general community serv- our ordinary needs for aides, Tap-dan
cing • n d ballet have too many applications."
ice programs.
Catholic Volunteer month is
promoted with the cooperation
of the Volunteer Bureau, 123
W. Madison at., the city's central clearing house for all agencies which need volunteer assistance. Men and women who
wish to respond to Catholic volunteer month by offering their
services should call the volunteer bureau, ANdover 3-0640.
HOUSEWIVES TO
VOLUNTEER
M r s. Thomas Reynolds,
chairman of the volunteer
drive, said that the agencies,
located mainly in the city,
need the help of housewives or
retired men or women who
an give their time in the
mornings or the afternoons.
Some of the agencies can use
the aid of employed persons
one evening a week.
"There is a place for every
Catholic man or woman who
earnestly desires to give personal service," said Mrs. Reynolds. "Two factors, however,
are most important in selecting
volunteers. First, they must be
willing to give a specific
amount of time every week. If
the help is not regular, then it
is not of real and permanent
aid to the agency. Secondly, REV. DR. G. W. McMurry,
sociation of the denomina- tire bishops and retired
although there is a wide choice (inset) will be the host paspretion when they meet Jan. lates. The Rt.
Rev. W. A.
of agencies and types of work tor of Metropolitan
AME 10-14. The church that was Hilliard
of Detroit, will preneeded, and most who volun- Zion church, of Birmingham,
built under McMurray's side. Rev. E. Frankli
teer will be able to do work Ala.. during the meeting
n Jackof leadership cost approximate- son, of Washing
ton, 1). C.,
they prefer, all volunteers must the board of bishops and the
ly $500,000. The conference will serve
as chairman at
be willing to accept service in Ministers and Laymen's
As- will be attended by 12 ac- the session.

•

THE CALENDAR club of Walker is general chairma
n.
the Sixth United Presbyter- Appoximately 500 persons
ian church. 1210 E. 62nd st., are expected to attend the
will hold their second an- affair. Left to right: Naomi
nual "Fashion Show and Dargon, E. Putty, Nancy
Tea" at the church, Jan. 28. Brown, Lithe Turner,
chairfrom 4 to 7 p.m. Mrs. Fred man and Mennie Echols.
— -

Standing: Minnie Gist. Milton Thompson., co•chairman;
unidentified guest, Claudia
Hutsell, Jessie Moor., Thelma Riperton and A. Zeno
Baugh. They Cr. members
of the October club who

Biblical Area Is Exciting Late
Comer In Field Of Archaeology
By CLAIRE COX

won a prize for having the
most beautifully, decorated
table. The July club headed
by Mrs. Ora Phillips won a
prise for raising the most
money.

'Methodists To
Hold Race
Relations Day

tween the lands of the Bible sites for the church of the NaNASHVILLE, Tenn. --- Race
NEW YORK — (UPI) — and the people of our day." tivity in Bethlehem, the Church
The scriptures are among the Scientists are laying open lay- of the Holy Sepulchre in Jeru- Relations Sunday will be obworld's oldest writings, but the er after layer of covered cities salem and the Church of the served by Methodist churches
area in which they were born of the Middle tast and trac- Ascension on the Mount of act-pas the nation Feb. 11.
Is a relative late-corner to the ing man's history. Although the Olives. They traveled exten- On that day, members of The
task is only now well started. sively enough to compile a dic- Methodist Church
field of archaeology.
will seek to
he said, it has gone a long way tionary of Biblical place names. promote better
relations beIt has been only in the last —"so far that
the ancient world In following years
tween
the
races,
and they will
came a pil100 or 150 years that tile land of the Bible has
arisen from grim's guide book of the
of the Bible has become an im- the grave of
Holy try to raise 91,000,006 for the
centuries to in- Land and a tour of the
Methodi
12
st-related
Negro colarea by
portant field of scientific ex- trigue the minds,
enliven the a wealthy Roman woman leges and one student center.
ploration. The greatest activi- emotions, and
contribute to the named Paula in 382.
An un- Many ministers will preach
ty has come in this century, education of
modern man."
identified woman left a record on race relations, and offerings
with possibly the major find,
The
scientifi
c
detectiv
of
es
more
who
extensi
ve
travels
in the will be taken for the colleges
the Dead Sea scrolls being dishave been combing the Holy Fourth Century and visits
covered within the last 15 years.
by and student center.
Land for Biblical lore work other persons also have
A service of worship for the
been
The first major key to Bibli- with such monume
recorded.
ntal
reannual observance has been
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Mrs. Ernestine Thedford, affairs officer for the U.S. In- Sigma debating team.
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one
have
They
there.
graduAfter
Miss.
Columbus,
that we mean business
tion by Children's Press, lead- Winter, president of Children's
student committee for certifi- Food Division, received a more level English courses at
Tusat
freshman
a
jr.,
Joseph,
Institute
Tuskegee
from
ation
when
we
say we deal in quality
read
ing publisher in the educational Press.
cation of participation in stu- watch, and his wife, Mrs. Lu- NCC will be required to
in 1939, he became a county kegee.
a minimum of six books "for education."
field.
His space flight predictions
dent affairs. All NCC candi- cille Combs a bracelet.
dates are honor roll students.
By 1976-or at latest 1979- begin with the current Project
You LIKE
)
AStc
The NCC group includes
the U.S. should have an elec- Mercury and plans are now
Ot ..1 Post6o(
cAk.t. Lieu 04 VMS .3.
Ills catty.
trically-powered space ship underway for orbiting AmeriBetty Barnes of Weldon, an
MORN INS?
capable of making the Mars can astronauts around the earth.
honor student who is currentUP
'
"%COWS-AWAKE
round trip-complete with stop- By projecting current research,
ly serving as "Miss North
EVEGN MORNIN'Oct
2 to Pi years Dr. he comes up with authoritative
/
over-in 11
Carolina College."
4:30
Ehricke forecasts. His predicted forecasts of what will happen
Others selected include:
igto4V.
after 1965, when official "timeschedule:
Edward Bosies, Wilmington;
YOU
Flight around the moon by a tables" stop setting dates.
Hayworth L. Bradley, High
Dr. Ehricke predicts that
3-man crew-1968-9.
Point; William P. Evans, PhilaManned landing on the moon Americans will land on the
delphia, Pennsylvania: Alphonmoon in 1970 or 1971-taking
-1970-1.
so M. Gantt, Winston-Salem:
reconnaissance three days each way for the
Manned
Fred C. Icard, Lenoir; Vivian
flights to Mars and Venus- trip in a Nova space ship
Mary Lloyd, Rocky Mount,
powered by atomic rocket en1973-6.
Donnie Rose McNeill, Durhaffi;•
Manned landing on Mars- gines.
Wilma Marilyn Pridgeon, RaThe moon landing will give
1976-9.
leigh; Carolyn Smith, Dunn;
Dr. Ehricke is program di- Americans a head start on
Rose Tate, Morganton; Mary
rector of the Centaur Project reaching other planets, Dr
Alice Williamson, Clinton; and
of Convair Astrona6tics, aimed Ehricke points out.
trArilliam E. Wilson, Durham.
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Capacity Crowd Hears
Author Review Book
At Sarah Brown YWCA

A GUIDE TO GOOD

EATING
•

By

GRACE WILLIAMS

SOCIAL GRACES
We all agree with the experts on child guidance when
•
they say that we should start
The Memphis Chapter of which followed the author's teaching our children social
Co-Ettes,„Inc., presented Mrs. comments on various chapters graces early.
We agree with the speech
Elsie Archer .of New York of the book.
who say that we
specialists
City, author of the popular RECEPTION FOLLOWS
•
should start speech correction
book on teen-age grooming Immediately following the early.
written especially for Negro program, the Co-Ettes were But do we agree with nutri•Plant '
'
, OtIONS861.111 101 1111 ..r.
girls, "Let's Face It," in an in- hosts at a public reception, tionists when they say that
Ushering in a week which political, educational and busiteresting book review pro- where tea, coffee and other good eating habits should be
made Memphis a veritable ness and fine arts scenes of
gram held Sunday, Jan. 7, at refreshments were served to established in the pre-school
winter wonderland of snow the U. S. To mention a few,
4:30 p.m. at the new Sarah H. the Misses Elice Reese and years?
and ice, was the stellar book our A. Maceo Walker, insurLydia Campbell, runner-ups
Brown branch YWCA.
Good eating habits are best
review program sponsored by ance and banking executive,
A capacity audience turned in the recent "Miss Co-Ette taught by example. Children
contest,"
culminated
at
the
the Memphis Chapter of Co- who now spearheads a naout to hear and greet the atishould be permitted to eat Aim
Ettes, Inc., which presented tionally conducted program to
tractive writer who reviewed group's annual Christmas with grownups, and they.
Charity
Ball.
Mrs. Elsie Archer, author of add $3 million dollars to Fisk's
sections of the book and anshould eat what grown-ups eat.
. "Let's Face It," a book on endowment; Frank
Yerby,
swered questions at the end of Members of the Memphis SMALLER PORTIONS
teen-age grooming written author; William L. Dawson. and
chapter Co-Ettes include Miss It's easy to prepare meals
the program.
especially for Negro Girls.
Charles Diggs, both Ti. S. Con- FACING THE TV CAMERA ipants and the audience were Archer, Miss Erma Lee
The occasion brought out Burford, the president; Irene that will suit the whole famiThe charming and person- gressmen, Carter Wesley, pub- .. .The program of the Co- seen by local viewers in the Laws, sponsor; Joyce Glacameramen from Station Taylor, first vice president; ly. Small children need the
able Mrs. Archer, captivated lisher; Roland Hayes, singer— Ettes which featured Mrs. newcast of Monday, January son and Jacquelyn Brodnax. WMCT and photographers to John Hargraves, second vice same foods as their pathe capacity-filled audience at only a few specks on the sands Elsie Archer, New York B. Seated left to right are Standing left to right are
record the gatherieg of charm- president; Paulette Brinkley, rents—but not as much of it.
the new Sarah H. Brown YW- of the graduates of the out- author of "Let's Face It," Co.Ettes and their sponsor, Paulette Brinkley, Lydia
ing Memphis sub-debs, their third vice president and social
Body-building foods need to
CA, where WMCT cameras standing university.
received the attention of with their guests who hold Campbell, \Joan Hargraves sponsor, Miss Erma Lee Laws, secretary; Sallye June Bow- be stressed in the child's diet.
Were at work preceding and DELTA SIGMA THETA cameramen from station the popular book, Irene Tay- and
Brandon. and parents and friends who man, recording secretary; JacCarolyn
during the program, held Sun- SORORITY - has announced WMCT.Scenes of the prici- lor, Anne Burford, Mrs. (Photos by Withers)
quelyn Broadnax, financial Such foods as fruits and vegetattended the program.
ables cereals, eggs, and some
day, Jan. 7, and seen the plans to make a study tour
The h and some new YW secretary and "Miss Co-Ette of
meat, fish or poultry are necesfollowing day at the evening of eight African countries from
branch was a perfect setting 1962"; Beverly Guy, treasurer;
sary for growing bodies.'
newscast of WMCT.
July 28 to Aug. 28, this year.
for the fashionable guests at- Carolyn Br ando n, business
Mrs. Archer, a resident of Countries to be visited are
manager; Yvonne Jordan, Milk is especially important
tending.
New York City, came to Mem- Senegal, Guinea, Liberia, GhaMrs. Archer is a former journalist; Beverly Hook s, because of its high quality prophis from Chicago, and spent na, Nigeria, The Sudan, Kenfashion editor for Ebony mag- chaplain; Jana Davis, chair- tein and high calcium content.
the entire week here.
ya, Ethiopia and Egypt. The
azine, and is currently a rep- man of the junior boardNaf di- Aboout 82 per cent of the calShe appeared before the itinerary also includes a few
resentative of McCall's Fash- rectors; and Yovnne Ovens, cium that children need for
strong bones and teeth comes
student bodies of Hamilton days in Italy and France.
ion Patterns, a consultant for parliamentarian.
and Father Bertrand high Let's hear from the Memphis
a shoe firm, and fashion co- Besides Miss Laws, the rom milk.
schools and LeMoyne college Deltas who may be planning
ordinator of "Back to School' sponsor, Mrs. A. A. Latting is Food for the pre-school child
on Monday.
should be kept simple. Avoid
shows in New York City. Fol- the group's co-sponsor.
to be a part of the tour to
Although appearances had provide the sorority with firstlowing her Memphis trip, she Later the same night of the very salty or highly seasoned
been scheduled at other high hand information on problems
was to give a book review be- program, the mothers of the dishes, greasy foods and ric
schools later in the week, the facing the African continent.
fore the Nashville chapter o Co-Ettes were hosts at a par- desserts.
'
"white menace," as the snow
Co-Ettes and their guests.
HOT SPRINGS, ARK. will
ty given for adult friends at GIVE SAMPLES
was so aptly dubbed by a
PROGRAM
be the mecca of beauticians
the, home of Atty. and Mrs Little ones are keenly aware
local columnist, prevented the
Miss Joan Hargraves, A. A. Tatting, honoring Mrs of the flavors and textures of
from every part of the counconclusion of Mrs. Archer's
food. They're quick to spot
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. Archer.
try who attend the seventeenth
Itinerary, due to the closing
milk with even a slight offB. Hargraves, gave the purNational Convention scheduled
APPEARANCES
OTHER
of schools because of hazardous
flavor or vegetables not quite
pose when the program opApril 27 thru May I.
the
who
was
right,
Roger
House.
Mrs.
Archer,
left
to
YWCA.
Seated,
left
to
right.
MEMPHIS
CO-ETTES
AND
eenditions resulting from the
ened, and Miss Ricki McGraw, houseguest of Miss Laws and up to par. Nutritionists sug'surprise bout of Arctic weath- To be featured will be 75 GUEST: Members of the are Sallye Jui. Bowman, Lydia Campbell, Yvonne
gest that mothers cut cooked
program chairman and daughstudied
beauticians
who
have
her mother, Mrs. Frances
Owens,
Phoebe
W
,
La
Paulette
Brinkley,
Joan
Memphis
chapter
of
Coer.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Mc- Laws, gave appearances at spinach to avoid strings and
will
teach
abroad.
The
clinic
Hargraves,
Irene
Taylor,
vern
Brandon.
Joyce
Glason,
Ettes,
Inc.
are
seen
with
' During the remainder of her
see that the cocoa isn't scummy,
Graw, presented Mrs. Archer
Hamilton and Father Ber- They
Brandon,
Elie*
stay, Mrs. Archer, who was European and American meth- their guest speaker, Mrs. Ann Burford, Mrs. Archer, Caroly
with an orchid corsage. Others
also suggest that chilat
Le
trand
high
schools
and
the house guest of Miss Erma ods; and six university profes- Elsie Archer of New York Jacquelyn Beodnax, Ricki Reese, Jana Davis, Myrna
appearing on the porgam were
dren be introduced to n e w
was
also
college.
She
Moyne
Lee Laws, sponsor of the Mem- sors will instruct. The Na- City, who reviewed her McGraw, Yvonne Jordon Williams, Beverly Hooks and
foods by offering them little
Miss Ann Burford, president
interviewed by Mrs. Martha
phis Co-Ettes, and her mother, tional Baptist Bath House will book, "Let's Face It," Sun- and Beverly Guy. Standing, Maudette Brownlee.
of the chapter and daughter
disc tastes at the beginning of the
Steinberg,
WDIA
Jean
Mrs. Frances Laws, at their be headquarters for the con- day, Jan. 7, at the new
Burford;
meal when they are hungry.
of Mr. and Mrs. P. L.
jockey, on her morning prohome at 1338 Dannavant St., ference.
Miss Paulette Brinkley,
also Then ask if they want more.
Tuesday.
She
on
gram
appeared on Martha Jean's Miss Naomi Gordon of 578 well-written account of how
John
Mrs.
daughter of Mr. and
Make regular servings
made appearances on Monday
morning program on Radio Stephens pl., an employee of Negro society has developed
L. 'Brinkley, who Introduced
small, so the children will
nights at Goldand
Thursday
Station WDIA, and met au- Universal Life Insurance com- into a potent, vital force in
JacMiss
learn to clean their plates. Ofthe speaker; and
smith's, where the books, now
- diences at Goldsmith's fifth pany, was all prepared for American Life.
quelyn Brodnax, "Miss Cofer seconds later.
Archer,
by
Mrs.
autographed
floor bookshop, where her the big snow that fell on the BUT, Memphis and
Mr.
and
of
Ette," daughter
On days when children gm,
Memthe fifth floor book
autographed books are cur- Bluff City last week.
Mrs. William Brodnax, who are in
aren't as hungry as usual, MIP
phians were justifiably proud,
shop.
She was in Chicago for the
rently on sale,.
period
discussion
opened. the
don't worry—don't force them
but not at all surprised to find
Closed schools due to haz- to eat. As a rule,
Mrs. Archer left for Nash- holiday season and became several of our leading citizens
their appetites
ardous weather conditions will be back to normal the
ville, last Saturday via Amer- acclimated to weather that left
next
included — members of the
prevented Mrs. Archer's ap- day.
:Teen Airlines- where she was six inches of snow on the Walker, Kelso and Ish fampearance at our other high For information on
, presented at Tennessee State Windy City.
feeding
ilies.
In a setting of beauty and Mrs. C. W. Hawkins also of
schools, as had been arranged the pre-school child send
university by the Nashville Miss Gordon was one of
for
by guidance counselors who our leaflet
those persons responsible for This is an excellent batting simplicity, Mrs. Annie Able Jackson.
s Chapter of Co-Ettes. Inc.
"Food For Young
cooperated in scheduling ap- Children." Write
the United Negro College average, Per no other city in- became the bride of Rev. J. B. LOCAL GUESTS
` CONTESTANTS FETED
or call t h e
pearances of the author for
THE ABE SCHARFF Fund going over its goal of cluded in the article included Boyd, Wednesday, December
Memphians attending the
Memphis Dairy Council, 195 N.
more representatives than did 20, at the First Episcopal
the benefit of the various stu- Pauline,
BRANCH YMCA gave an ad- $15,000 here last week.
Memphis, Tenn.
our fair city. So, we extend headquarters on Vance ave. wedding were Rev. and Mrs.
ditional vote of thanks to the NEGRO ARISTOCRACY
Members of the East End dent bodies.
Mrs. Able, popular church, C. D. Coleman, secretary of the Flower club exchanged gifts "Let's Face It" is expected
young ladies who raised more Long before the aappearance our hearty congratulations and
Board of Christian Education;
than $1,100 for its recent fall of the Jan. 13 edition of The admiration to Mr. and Mrs. civic and social worker, wore Rev.
The amount of paper a n d
and Mrs. J. L. Tolbert, during their annual party to be high on the reading list
project with a holiday party. Saturday Evening Post, Mem- A. Maceo Walker, Mrs. John- a powder blue Chantilly lace secretary of Evangelism; Rev. held at the home of Rev. and of high school students who paperboard produced annually
etta
Kelso
Hozay
and
Dr.
and
slim
bodice
gave
dress.
The
castin the United States totals
The party, a dual birthday phians in the know were
and Mrs. William Smith, sec- Mrs. Paul Jones of Castalia are interested in good groommore than 34 million tons.
celebration for the runner-up ing about for copies of the Mrs. G. W. Stanley Ish, the an illusion of beauty draped retary and
st., recently. Each member ing and decorum.
director
of
Youth
the
son
and
daughterHer
hat
latter
with
an
over-skirt.
who,
"Secretary of the Year," Mrs. magazine to find out
brought a guest.
Work
of
the
First
Episcopal
in-law
of
Dr.
and
Mrs.
G.
W.
matching
lace
highlighted
of
in
included
Helen Bowen, was held at the from where, were
the
before
Immediately
District; Rev. and Mrs. Robert
home of A. C. Williams. chair- the article, "Our Negro Aris- Stanley Ise Sr. of Little the costume. She carried an
festivities, a brief business sesMcRae,
Ward
Chapel
AME
cited
in
bouquet
encircled
Ark.,
who
are
orchid
hand
Rock,
man of the "Y" project. Tra- tocracy"
church: Rev. and Mrs. R. E. sion was conducted by the preswith white ribbons.
ditional holiday and party fare The Post editor's report on the article.
Honeysticker, Rock of Ages; ident, Mrs. Ethel McMurtray.
Serving
as
matron
of
honor
wealth,
of
world
little-known
America's
All in all.
s
was enjoyed by contestants a
Among members attending
Prof.
0. T. Peeples, Rock of
McRae,
who
was
Mrs.
Robert
gave
a
glamour
and
more
reflects
culture
image more and
and their guests.
were: Mrs. Vera Miller, Mrs.
Ages:
Rev.
and
Mrs.
D.
W.
pale
twilight
a
dress
of
wore
compoof
all
the
the facets
Having fun were "Secretary
Susie Huggins, Mrs. Angie
nents of the melting pot which green with matching acces- Browning. Mt. Pisgah; Rev. Campbell, Mrs. Mary Taylor,
of the Year" Mrs. Carolyn
and
Mrs.
H.
C.
Bunton,
Mt.
was
of
sories.
Her
corsage
"The
American
has made
Champion and her husband,
Mrs. Illie Mae Odom, Mrs.
Storyl
' and "The American miniature orchids centered Olive Cathedral; Rev. and Clara Cockran, Mrs. Hattie
Charles: Mrs. Bowen with her
gd%
Mrs. L. A. Story, Martin Temsossus
ribbon.
rosebud
with
the
vision
of
freedom
Dream"
husband, Howard; Miss FanSCOTT
ple; Rev. and Mrs. P. G. B. Muse, Mrs. Melba Hudson,
HOME
AND HER syApp
Wilson
SERVICE
DIRECTOR
Emma
Lee
Mrs.
and
democracy
that
is
longed
nie Carpenter, second alterRamsey,
Mrs.
Mrs.
Judie
B.
Hentrel, Trinity; Rev. and Mrs.
Mesas
organist
and
served
for
by
rising
nations
throughnate with James Williams;
Marie Jones, Mrs. Mary Alout the world, the time is fast dames Hattie Harrison and C. W. Allen, Presiding Elder len and Mrs. Lillian Bowles.
Mrs. Mary Lewis and Mr.
Memphis District; Rev. D. T.
soloists.
Ketchum
were
Annie
approaching
when
there
will
Lewis: Mrs. Wordie Black;
Among guests were: Rev. Invite the neighbors over for a friendly get-together...
presiding
Elder,
be no need to have two se- Bishop B. Julian Smith and Alcorn,
Miss Carnell Sledge and EdPaul
Jones, Rev. C. H. Webb, you're sure to be a success when you serve these flavorful
District; Rev.
parate societies, but rather one Rev. D. S. Cunningham, of- Brownsville
die Collins; Mrs. Betty Round,
A. L. Miller, W. H. Cockran, Butterscotch-Pecan Tarts. Combining Carnation Eva')
D.
S.
Cunningham, pastor
Miss Arlene Patton and Miss The annual National Defense stream of life based upon the ficiated at the altar banked
Henry McMurtray, Mr. and 'rated Milk, water and packaged pudding mix is an easy
attainments
and with white ehrysanthemums Collins Chapel and the bride's Mrs. John Denmon, Miss /ay to get a rich, smooth filling. For extra lightness,
Willa B. Seymour, all con- Cadet Corps annual ball for abilities,
pastor.
testants making a great con- officers and sponsors of NDCC merits of individuals of the and ferns, highlighted with
Others were Mrs. Annie Rosa Lee Jones, Mrs. Cath- 'hipped Carnation is folded in. The result...delicious,
tribution to the overall suc- units at the seven local high human race. This, then will tall tapered candlelabras which
erine Alexander, Mrs. Mimmie
tractive compliment-getters! Do try them soon!
Ketchum, Mrs. Lucille Perkins,
splendor
as
added
a
touch
of
be
democracy
in
its
truest
and
cess of the project.
Saton
Spencer, Misses Rosa Mary
given
schools will be
Mrs.
Hattie
Harrison, Mrs. and Beverly Jones.
the music played the strains
Also present were Mrs. urday night, Feb. 17, in the purest sense.
C. E. Pope, Mr. and Mrs. James
of Lohengrin.
Frances Hassell, Miss Lois Carver High school gywina- THE P-A-T-S
Next meeting of the club
Brown, Mr. and Mrs. Cleo
Weddington, Miss Lucy Cur- slum, Maj. George Robinson, With the snow and ice on FAMILY AND FRIENDS'
is scheduled for Thursday,
Price,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Elwood Jan. 25, at Mn. Gertrude
icy, members of the contest local commander, announced the run, we hearkened the Members of the family and
Reams, Mr. and Mrs. Otto
committee: Donald Wedding- this week.
Long's home. Mrs. Clara Cockwarm bid of charming Ezelle close friends attending were Johnikon,
Mrs.
C.
H.
Hawkins,
ton, Mrs. Hattie Ballard, Mrs. The first event of the even- Parks to join the members the bride's son, Emerson
ran will be co-hostess, says
Mrs.
Annie
J.
Parker,
Mrs.
Hassell's sister visiting from ing will be the selection and of her bridge club, the P-A-T-S. Able, who escorted his mother;
the club reporter, Mrs. Lillian
Doris Hurd, Mrs. Emma Lee
Mrs.
Katie
Dublin
Curry,
the
Chicago, Ill., Mrs. L. Q. Alex- crowning of "Miss NDCC," for cocktails, dinner
Bowles.
and
ander. Mrs. Black's sister-in- the city queen, from among bridge, last Saturday, at her bride's mother: Mrs. Emerson Wilson, Mrs. Lucille Price,
Mrs
Margretta
Young,
Mrs.
Able,
jr.
daughter-in-law,
Dan
law, and "Y" Executive Di- the seven young women al- lovely home on South ParkBoyd, nephew of the groom; Mariah Wilks, Mrs. Lena
rector Fred Joseph.
ready chosen as "Miss NDCC" 'Way.
Sam Helm, son-in-law of the Reams, John Nevilles and
LES DEMOISELLE'S
schools.
Year
decat their
There post-New
The spacious den of Mr. and The coronation will be follow- orations and red felt place groom; F T. Jeans, grooms- James W. Kerr.
Members of the Alpha GamMrs. John Childers, at 1921 ed by a banquet in the beauti- cards with top-hatted snow- man; Mrs. Eva Carman MarQuinn, was the setting for the ful cafeteria of the school. It men gave the New Year's tin. Mrs. Bertha Taylor. Mrs. ma Chi sorority served as
LES DEMOISELLE's New will he followed by the ball. greet,ng and marked places for M. L. Adams and John Q. hostesses at the 'reception
weletrfollowed the ceremony.
Young.
Year's party for their hus- VALENTINE THEME
conversation,
dinner. Good
Coming to the wedding
bands. Delectable food, games "Backdrops
representing music, and feminine bridge
and dancing provided much each school's area will be deco- fun made the affair most plea- from out-of-town were Bishop CLEANING
fun to the members and their rated by its art department," sant, as one and all prepared B. Julian Smith, Chicago, Ill., SILVER PLATTERS
Dr. M. L. Darnell of the Phil- To clean decorative work on
husbands, including Frank and
Maj. Robinson explained, "and to return to various jobs after
Veola LeMondue, Mary and we expect all of them to ex- days of idleness which did, lips School of Theology at At- silver platters or serving bowls,
lanta; Rev. G. H. Carter, pub- use a cotton swab dipped in
Russell Gregory, Vernell Tolceed those they had last year, however, bring about a well- lishing agent, Jackson, Tenn.; silver cleaner.
lison and Dr. J. G. Hawkins,
for
the
rest-break
appreciated
comfavorable
drew
Dr. C. A. Kirkendoll, presiValor and Robert Boyd, Nora which
•
ments from both young peo- rest of the school year.
RUTTIRSCOTCH PECAN TARTS
dent of Lane college at Jackand Nathaniel Jackson, BerEzelle's prizes were conver- son, Tenn.; Prof. F. T. Jeans,
and
adults."
ple
(Makes 124-inch tarts)
nice and Samuel Allen, Marie
sation-piece ladies handbags financial secretary.
Day
will
be
the
Valentine's
Jackson,
Automobile, Furniture
1 cup water
1 package tsy, ounces)
and Leon Berkley and special
... and "your scribe" was Tenn.; Rev. and
decothe
cafeteria
motif
for
Mrs. J. M.
guests, Fannie and Dorsey
Signature
butterscotch pudding mbt
1 Isospoon vanrna
elated over hers, a handsome Hill. presiding
rations,
while
decorations
in
elder, JackThere is a r
why people
West, Dr. Robert Miller and
1 tablespoon (1 envelope)
2 tablespoons orange juice
black broadcloth, embellished son-Oakland
the
gymnasium
ballroom
will
District.
and
lik• to do business with us.
Audrey Miller, the letters the
with gold leaves and jet headunflavonsel gelatin*
/
1
2cup sugar
You, r00. will Iiko our cow.
houseguests of the Gregory's center around the schools' ing. Others equally as proud
1 cup chopped pecans
mascots with a lowered ceiling
1 Vs cups Parise can)
Seoul treatment end desire Sr
NATIONAL FRONT
over their lovely prizes were
of balloons.
help you.
undiluted CARNATION
12 4-inch baked
UNIVERSITY
is
preFISK
'Open I hur sday end Pride,
The art department of the Alice Helm. Rose Coleman.
EVAPORATED MILK
pastry shells
paring to celebrate its cen- host school will be
Studio At
Nights Unt// 114.10 P. M.
responsible Wilhelmien Lockard and Mintennial in 1966. having evolved for the major
Saturdays 1:00 to I:00
MIX pudding' and gelatine in
(about 1 minute). Add orange
portion of deco- nie Davis. the latter also a
Dials riussucs (JO
from a little school founded
319 BEALE STREET
Juice. Whip very stiff (2 mire
saucepan. Add I sup Carnation
guest.
rations.
Horne Owned Home Operortid and water. Cook over low beet
ate* longer). Fold in sugar
on little more than faith by
Other members of the "Irrearly itched to death
Music
for
the
ball
will
be
IN
WE
SPECIALIZE
DIXIE
directions.
package
Fold whipped Carnation anti
according
to
white members of the ConJean
P-A-T-S attending were
years.Thea Iformula
furnished
by
Ben
711
Branch
and
FINANCE COMPANY
Cool until thickened and mix- chopped pecans into pudding
•Fornily Groups
gregational Church and the
Evans, Ethel Isabel. Euralia New wondercreme.Now
mixture. Spoon into tart shag
••vi. like Its say v•• •o vest ture mounds from spoon (about
Freedmen's Aid Society against the Largoes.
• Church Groups
Fletcher, Mollie Carter, and I'm happy," writes Mrs.
Place pecan half on top of eacte.
loon
request'
46 minutes). Peat until light
ofL.A.Calif
the backdrop of a , nation reHazel Lee. Other special guests P.Ramsay
• Horne Photos
vanilla.
Chill
re..
•
fluffy.
Add
tart,
if denired.Chill 2 to 3 hours
Front
Supervised
Etornined
and
ho
and
relief
blessed
Here's
eovering from a civil war, INDOOR PLANTS
were Josephine Wood, Fannie tortures
of •Iginel
• News Photos
maining Carnation in refrigerat, in refrigerator.
the State Department of
with the purpose of training To keep indoor plants grow- Johnson, Jean Harris, Rubye rectal itch, cbsfinu, rash
Insurance and Sculling
or tray until soft ice crystals
• Weddings
and eczema with an amazing new aciimtifle
and educating young men and ing straight, frequently rotate H. Gadison, Velma Williams, formulicalledLANACANE
Thisisuieeties
form around edges of tray (111
Note: About 1,4 cup fining in
2 LOCATIONS
• Receptions
ha r ten Arran
women irrespective of color. the pots on the window sill Meryl Glover, Myrtle Smith, toed cared creme kills harmful
Whip until aUff
each tart
161 S. Main. JA. 7-Fl5S1 to 20 minutes)
while it soothes raw, irritated and ineseed
Its illustrious graduates have about a guarter turn so they Gloria White, Jewel Gentry tissue. Stope mrstching—on speeds Magog. JA A 5835 or WH 6-3289
C.614 rested OR U.S.A.(ZS ,
152 Madison, JA.
Doe's suffer I Get LANACMay deedplifeer
•
dominated' the civic, eocial,'abeorb sunlight evenly.
and Celestine Owen.
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• BY MARJORIE I. ULEN

Mrs. Annie Able Becomes
Bride Of Church Official
In Impressive Ceremony

Flower Club Holds
Annual Party At
lome Of Mrs. Jones

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS

Carver To Host
NDCCAtAnnual
Ball Feb. 11

•

NEED CASH!

Pictures Tell A Story

ERNEST C.WITHERS
Photographers

Woman Tortured
by Agonizing ITCH

—Quick Loans—
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Beauticians To
Hold National
Conference

INTERESTED
IN A

by
Anna C. Cookej
-

34s4eri

BUSINESS
CAREER?
Registration
for 2nd
Semester
Begins
January 16
at
• HENDERSON
BUSINESS
COLLEGE,
INC.
("Where
Dreams
Come
True")

Beauticians from every part
of the country are expected to it4
of
It seems as the main topic etta Henderson, because
attend the 17th National Confor discussion is the weather illness of her mother. Mistress
vention schdeuled to be con- By CARLOTTA WATSON
nerves." This confusion in the
program
ceremonies
for
the
of
ducted five days in Hot Musing: Your emotions pro- mind is not remarkable at all,
and we can certainly say "Mr. was Mrs. Mildred Hay, presithru
Springs,
Ark..
April
27
duce most of your physical since until recently confusion
Snow" paid us a visit this year dent of the Jackson Alumnae
May I.
disease. Probably no greater also existed in the medical
by issuing in 1962 in grand chapter. Sharing in the observsame
Also
convening
at
the
confusion, exists in this con- mind. Functional disease, or
style.
ance was Beta Chi chapter on
time will be the Annual Edu- fused world than the one in emotionally induced illness as
Last Saturday, was a snowy Lane's campus. A "coffee" folClinic of the United the minds of non-medical it had best be called, is every.
cational
day but a few brave, dynamic lowed in the home of Mrs.
Beauty School Owners and people concerning the type way you look at it, a very,
Deltas travelled to Humboldt, Essie Perry for a Delta get-toTeachers Association as well of illness loosely and errone- very
remarkable
disease.
Tenn. for the regular monthly gether with their honored
as the Alpha Chi Pi Omega ously described as "It's your John A. Snider, Md. . .(How
meeting. Hostesses were Sorors guest.
Sorority and Fraternity.
to Live 365 Days a Year).
Cottrell Thomas. Louise Coop- BRIDGE PARTY
On the agenda is an interDear Mrs. Watson: I have
er, and Dorothy McKinney in Guest of Mrs. Willie Lou
national clinic for "advanced
enjoyed My children up to
the home of Mrs. Thomas.
Fogleman last week was her
study of hair styling and
now, but now my daughter
The business session was sister, Mrs. DeLois Wilkinson of
beauty culture by, leading
(I dare not say my little girl)
conducted by President Mil- Nashville, Tenn. While in the
Negro beauticians."
who is a teenager, has become
dred Hay and an unique city she was entertained with
To be featured will be 75
so sullen; so moody and so
idea was carried out during the a bridge in the home of Dr. and CHRISTIAN SERVICE CLUB Queen. treasurer: Earnestine beauticians who have studied
unpredictable, I am at any
social hour. It was the "grab Mrs. E. L. Carter on Castle held its annual party recent- Roberts, secretary: Ann Haw- abroad. They will head a clinic
wits end. The other day she
present
Bresperson
Heights.
Two
tables
made
up
chaplain,
Vashti
kins,
ly at the residence of Mrs.
aimed at raising the educabag" when each
was getting ready to go to a
grabbed a gift and it was most the Bridge-coffee. Players in- Ethel Webb, 695 N. Fifth at. t o n. recording secretarys tional standards of beauticians.
movie. We were discussing the
of
cluded
and
Willie
some
Mesdames
V.
M.
Bell,
Brown
what
them
Gretchen
see
guests
help
About 40
amusing to
The clinic will teach Europshow, and I left the room.
them received. Gifts were also V. F. Walker, Catherine Taylor, to celebrate w it h a pro- A. Clark. Amongguests ean and American methods
When I returned, she had not
members
C.
P.
Bigger,
E.
M.
Perry,
M.
Clark,
servwere:
Mrs.
L.
among
food
was
Alice
gram
before
exchanged
of hair styling, hair cutting, WASHINGTON, D. C. — only changed her mind withwas
M.
Hughes,
and
your
dinner
scribe
first
row
Mr.
And
Mrs.
Kpody
Hassell.
delicious
Pictured
in
the
ed.
sorority
a
tinting,
Delta
Sigma
Theta
after
bleaching, art of makeout reason, but had pulled off
served with baked ham being Lovely prizes were received are: left to right: Mrs. Ethel Ernest Seay, Mr. and Mrs. up. manicuring and hair con- announced recently plans to her clothes and was crying
by Mesdames Taylor and Bell Webb, club reporter and the Lee Lewis, Mrs. Goldby, Mrs. ditioning treatment.
the main course.
make a study-tour of eight her heart out. . .about nothSix university professors African countries from July ing. Now just what can I do.
Applications are now com- for high score and Mrs. Hughes, hostess and Mrs. Laveria Al- Rosie Bates, Jerome Tymes,
ing in for the third annual received the consolation prize brook. Second row: Mesdames Andrew Jones, Mrs. Lillian will instruct the methods of 28 to August 28, this year.
Why are they like this. MothAddie Merryweather, Bettie Wright, Mrs. Georgia Ivory. teaching psychology; business The countries to be visited er.
Miss Bronze West Tennessee for low score.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
T.
R.
White
Dotson,
A.
Walter,
Mrs.
president:
Susie
Laura
Wiladministration,
home
econoPageant. This spectacular afare Senegal, Guinea, Liberia, Dear Mother.. No need to befair will be staged this year on were very proud of their re- Marks, vice president, and kins, Mrs. Elizabeth Neely. mics, political science and vii- Ghana, Nigeria, the Sudan, come distracted. Being moody
cent
house
guest.
It
was
the
Bessie
Jefferson.
Joseph
Campbell
and
Willie
cational
Standing
education.
Friday, March 9 at the Merry
Kenya, Ethiopia and Egypt. is often spoken of as chat‘
Dr. Richard V. Moore, pres- The itinerary also includes a acteristic of the teen-ager.
High School Gymnasium. Watch sister of Mr. White, Mrs. Carrie are Mesdame Allis B. Mc- J. Roberts.
White
Ulis
of
South
Bend,
Ind.
ident
of
Bethune-Cookman
colfor publicity on entries.
few days in Italy and France. This is probably true, but it
Many Jacksonians possibly relege, is obtaining professors The purpose of the tour is also exists in adults, although
FOUNDER'S DAY OBSERVTD
member her as she began her
for
the
academic
classes.
Nonto provide the Sorority with we have learned to control the
The 49th Anniversary of the
teaching career in the Jackson
members are invited to this first-hand information on prob- expression of our feelings
Founding of Delta Sigma Theta City
Schools at South Jackson.
clinic.
lems facing the African con- better. We have also learned
sorority was observed on Sun- SUDDEN
DEATH
The National Baptist Bath tinent.
to limit the spread of our
day, Jan. 7 in the Lane col- Off to
Chicago last week was
House, 501 Malvern ave., in
Under Delta's International fears, have learned to reaslege chapel. Speaking to the
J. A. Cooke, athletic director
Hot Springs, will be the head- project, one of five such public sure ourselves even though the
theme "The Challenge of Greek
at Lane college. The occasion LONDON — (UPI) — A 54- I just have a hunch, that's all quarters of the 17th National service projects, the Sorority actual immediate problem may
Letter Organization in Our
was the American Football year-dlo Englishman, who is Maybe it's from the line in my Convention.
equipped the maternity wing of be no less. Remember conChanging Society" was Miss
Official of Conference are: the Chania Medical Center, cerning your teen age daughCoaches association which is mourning two "wives" both palms."
Maggie McDowell, southern rethe
same
afternoon.
buried
on
Fuller-Wall's old "entangle- Mrns. Marjorie S. Joyner, na- (now called Riruta Clinic) re- ter, looks, phrases, little neggional director of the sorority. affiliated with the National said Tuesday there might be
tional
supervisor; . Bernice cently erected in Kenya as lects, have power to spread,
Miss McDowell, who resides in Collegiate Athletic association two more marriages "in t h e ments" were simply that he
Kent, grand basileus; Lucille Africa's first navtie-operated like a drop of ink in water,
Memphis, Tenn. is an instruct- which was holding its 56th cards" for him.
married a rich woman in 1936
Schuler. national president; hospital.
over whole areas of their feelor in business education at Anniversary convention. The And he did not rule out the with whom she shared a manand Mae Garris, national treameetings were held at t h e
Under its International pro- ings, and over large sections
sion outside London and who
Melrose high school.
life.
double
new
possibility
of
a
surer.
Conrad-Hilton Hotel.
ject also, Delta helped rehabili- at a time.
An outstanding feature on The members of the Jackson Stanley Fuller-Wall's double left him $84,000 when she died.
tate and build roads for a
These are moods. They have
the program was the honoring City Teachers' association were life ended when both women— They had no children.
Haitian village stricken by acquired a rather bad reputeof Mrs. Mary Lane for her shocked last week over the
his legal wife and the other During World War II, anothei
sudHurricane Hazel in 1954, and tion for two reasons — first,
service she has given to the den death of one of the fellow who bore him five children— woman came into his life—a
grants annual scholarships to because you know what a
died. They were buried Mon- second "Mrs. Fuller-Wall"—a
community in the past and is teachers in the city. She
was day at almost the same hour. 44-year-old woman who bore
two students at the Delhi gloomy person can do to a
continuing to give despite fail- Miss Mentha Simmons,
Los Buenos Amigos club has School of Social Work in party, and second, because
teacher
ing health. She is especially for a number of
o in an him four daughters and a son made
h
w
Fuller-Wall,
years at South
plans to elect officers Delhi, India.
with little effort they are
chose to at- out of wedlock.
noted for her personal dona- Jackson elementary
school. agonizing decision his 82-year- Every Tuesday and Friday, for 1962 during the first meet- Taken auring the Sorority's available to control. Youth
funeral of
tions of food and clothing -to Services were held from
the
tend
Westly
"Angel," said Fuller-Wall would travel from ing of the New Year which is 50th anniversary celebration, resent being at the mercy of
the underprivileged.
Chapel Methodist church on old legal wife,
the mansion it, a flat to spend to be held at the home of J. which lasts until August 1963, even their own moods esReciAccepting the presentaton Thursday afternoon with Rev. he probably would not remar- time with the sickly woman. C. Crable, 1494 Alcy rd., Fri- the tour will cost each parti- ally if they feel that it could
made by Mrs. Daisy T. Shaw, Easely officiating. Our sympa- ry ''for a long time."
Tuesday, as on any other day, Jan. 19 at 8 p.m.
cipant $1,799, including all be controlled and isn't. So you
IN THE CARDS
was her daughter, Mrs. Henri- thy goes out to the family.
Tuesday, Fuller-Wall went to Miss Alice Cooper is presi- transportation costs, first-class as a mother hope and assume
interan
in
added
he
But,
16,
Angela,
children,
dent
of the club. Miss Theola hotel accommodations, two that maturity brings a greater
see his
view with United Press Inter15, Stella, 13, Joyce, M. Johnson is secretary and meals a day and a complete control of your daughter's
national, "I think it's in the Gloria,
8.
Stanley,
11,
and
Joe
Lewis
is club reporter. sightseeing program.
moods.
cards for mg to have two ilther
wives. Not at the same time,
years.
of course—in different

Delta Sorority
Plans Tour Of
African Nations

Man Who Led Double Life
With 2 May Marn Again

Los Buenos Amingos
To Elect Officers

SWINGIN'
WITH THE L's

the bolt of extra energy.
Don Brownlee has joined the
Accredited by Accrediting
"playboy" club, and its getting
LAURA WILEY and
hard for Juliana Potter to make
LOIS BOLDEN
Commission for Business
her way up the field to catch
him?
This is Laura and Lois bring- Webb. We hear that you have Georgia Cochran and Evelyn
Schools
ing you the latest haps in the been moved out of circulation Bolden are dedicated members
world of social and jive events with Georgia Games. Don't be of the "WOB" club?
she
since the beginning of this
ashamed Morris, you're not Doris Fant has confessed
Approved for Training of new year. We would like to too
the first one it's happened to. never really cared for Charles
express to everyone a "happy Peggy Walker has her eyes Fife?
Veterans under G. I.
and fruitful New Year.t'
Pete Casher and Deola Gill
cast on Bethel Harris.
dish
"LIMELIGHT THE WEEk"
We're sure that Shirley are stirring up a good
Bill of Rights
The glowing light this week doesn't appreciate this at all called "Red Hot Romance?"
falls on a versatile and well- Peggy. If you want to talk this Some people who need this dish
liked young lady. She is Miss thing over, she will be in the are Mary Weeks, Larry JohnDelores Washington a senior Gym every day.
son Carol Gates, Lue Amy
at Manassas High school, who CITY-WIDE TOPS
Gant, Beverly Guy and RuMyers.
at 1450 Jefferson.
Man.—Rudolph Myers, Willie dolph
COURSES OFFERED resides
SOCIAL NEWS
She is a member of the Jo Smith;
B.T.W.—Booker T.
Spanish club at Manassas. She Jones, Vivian
The Sheiriettes Social club
Barnes; Carver
also belongs to the Teen —Charles
gave a very important party
Cabbage, Ruby HarTown Singers, and is known dy;
on December 26, 1961, starting
Douglas—Edmond White,
for her excellent vocal talents. Lois Jubirt;
at 8 o'clock and ending at
Bertrand—Paul 12:00. This was a private affair
She is a member of the Little
Rock Baptist Church where she Hawkins, Jana Davis; Hamilton for the club members only.
holds the position of second —Marlin Tate, Sammie Ed- The party was given at
wards; Melrose — Larry Mit- Campbell's Photography. Studio
director.
Besides being well-liked by chell, Lydia Campbell; Lester— and it was decorated in gala
Christmas colors. The affair
her friends, she is known and Bishop Trotter, Ruth Davis
was really swinging. Some of
admired for her frankness and DID YOU KNOW
Gloria Barber has flipped the couples on the scene were
wonderful sense of humor.
President Lois Bolden, and
So good luck to you, Miss over Michael Braswell?
WaShington. May all your en- Larry Johnson is crawling Sammie Hill, recording secon begging knees?
retary Laura Wiley and Otis
deavors be fulfilled.
Lawson Rowe is out to be Thomas,
Dollie
secretary,
CALENDAR EVENTS
Beverly Guy is no longer in caught? You better watch out Jackson and Clarence Bolden,
circulation with the big Billy Lawson because D.J. and C.J. Cora Jackson and Malfred
Doss. This means that a certain are on your trail or you gas Bolden, Evelyn Bolden and
Curtiss Smith, Maxine Perry
young lady and Simone Mc- pipe.
Morris Webb, a certain old and Mack Lawrence Moore,
Anulty are rejoicing!
Willie Jo Smith has informed flame says that all it takes is Verna Hooker and Howard
us that Evonne Lester is try- a match and the blaze will Finley, Norman Daniels and
ing to take her position with flare up! What do you intend Thomas Bowen and many,
m o r e. Everyone enjoyed,
James Walker, but that she's to do about this Morris?
not worried, because Evonne Lewis Thomas and Clyde themselves.
Day & Night
Jones are battling on the hill We would like to informknows where the pc:liver is.
Cora Jackson and Malfred (TSU) over Dorothy Frannlin young ladies in their sophmore,
Classes
Bolden are hanging by a string who resides here in dear old junior, and senior years in all
city high schools, that the Sherwhile a certain man is steadily Memphis?
standing by ready to clip the Billy Doss is taking on more iettes Social Club has opened
than
he
can
bear? Some one is membership for you.
string any moment. You had
better watch out Maltred be- going to put. the hurt on you If you wish to join, please
Billy,
so
you
better be careful' write a letter stating facts
cause this young man is dangerfrom now on!!
about yourself and why you
ous!
Elizabeth Hill and Herman Norma Daniels and Hamilton would like to become a memFlynn
are
finally
trying
to ber of the club. Address your
Chalmers are really going
warm up their romance? We letters to the president, Miss
strong!!
wonder
if
Charles
Franberry Marva Bolden, 2034 Corry
It seems as though Staton
Parham was a victim of that and Charles Brown gave him Street, City.
familiar disease, "Put Down
For Classy College Boy."
People are beginning to
wonder when L. M. Carroll
and Dollye Jackson will get
together on their hopeful' romance.
Andrew Matlock has an adrvith.—
mirer and won't believe it.
You had better wake up
Andy, and do something about
it. We can assure you its true
Accredited by Accrediting and you won't get this chance
Commission for Business but onde in your lifetime so
"Fly while you have wings."
Schools
The rug has finally been
pulled from under Morris
By
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DESIGNERS' LOOK FOR SPRING, '62 IS SOFT AND EASY IN THEIR SUIT COLLECTIONS
By
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SUITS FOR SPRING 1962 are
pictured above for every
fashion conscious style. Photo
loft: A dress and jacket costume from Cell Chapman's
Spring collection. The slender

dress of a beige raw silk plaid in peppermint pink and
mixture has a pleated white white with a pink linen
chiffon bodice and a high- blouse is from Maurice Rentrising waistline. The hat is ner's collection by Bill Blau.
an Emme Original. Photo 2: The coat, tailored with patch
A coat costume of wool Glen pockets on the slant, falls

short of a matching frontpaneled skirt. The blouses
slightly at exactly waistlength. Photo 3: The bright
and narrowly-sashed way of
a Spring '62 coehun• by

Branell— a jacket open to
show the waistline. Red linen-like silk is the fabric.
Photo second from right: Junior Sophisticates' open neckline white wool suit showing
a coffee brown crepe blouse

is designed for Spring, 1962 blue, black and white a r • white textured silk o •• rby Anne Klein. Jacket but- represented in this suit of im- blouse is banded at the hip
tons are brown leather. photo ported silk t w a • d. The in blue and black grosgrain
4: A textured look is shown straight jacket is hip-length . . . a marvelous and irrein this tri-color three piece with elbow length sleeves sistible lookfor Spring.
ensemble by David Kidd for and the neckline rising to a (photos courtesy of the new
Arthur Jablow. Midnight flat mandarin collar. T h e York Couture group.)

Branell Firmly Endorses The Slender Fitted
Silhouette For The Fashion Scene This Spring

Registered Nurses Sought
To Teach Free Adult Class

Professionally active and in- Chicago chapter, reports.
Branell gives firm endorse- chiffon is the runaway favorite Many stop just short of the with a dramatic panel down
actie women among Chricago- "Registered nurses are needwaist. Longer jackets go just one side of the skirt. Another,
ment to the slender, fitted in the collection.
land's estimated 23,000 regist- ed," she said, "to teach t h e
The coslume look, for which to the hipbone and are usual- in brilliant red, has a slim
silhouette as first on the
ered nurses are being sought to ever-groiring number of hosand deeply tucked tunic effashion scene for Spring 1962. Branell is famous, continues ly belted in.
teach Red Cross courses in pital classes for expectant parBeneath almost every jacket fect.
Waistlines are prettily small to reign supreme here for
Mother-Baby Care and Care ents, and to teach home nursBut white chiffon is outagain and more often than not Spring. There are numerous is one of Branell's neat little
of the Sick and Injured, Mrs. ing in schools, communities, and
nipped in with contour or dresses with ensembled jack- dressmaker blouses to com- standing here and is shown in
Chalkley J. Hambleton, chair- hospitals throughout Cook and
wish belts. Skirts are slim- ets or coats, as always, but plete the costume, sometimes a series of dresses that are
man of Nursing Services for the DuPage counties.
lined, and the midriff area has the neat little dresses more in a small and interesting allover tucked or lavishly em"The demand particularly is
with
paillettes,
been noticeably pared down. than ever have personalities print or sometimes in white broidered
great within Chicago," Mrs. Wr
rhinestones or beads.
But while the fitted look is of their own this season. Far or soft-toned silk.
Hambleton noted.
A fascinating new innovaArtificial flowers, attached
always carefully drawn from being mere "basics," they
An instructors' conference in
throughout the collection, it have been given special stand- scarfs, crisp white collars or tion for cocktail and evening
Mother-Baby Care will be held
decorative buttons are used wear is introduced in a new
Is done so by means of shap- alone detailings.
Tue sd a ys and Thursdays
The costume theme con- frequently to add an extra "glitter jacket" Waistlenght
ed seaming or unseen darts
through Jan. 18 between 9 a.m.
and as neatly tailored as dayand tucks that create an al- tinues to be important in the feminine touch.
and 3 p.m. at 175 E. Chicago
For evening, Branell likes time toppers, these are deways-proportionate and easy- collection's suits as well, both
The Unit League of First Aid ave.
to-wear shape. Clever devices in the three-piece theory and a slender siren look, and high- signed in pale wool houndsNurses gathered recently in the Instruction in "Care of the
for movement and dimension in their new and more delicate lights an array of slim-lined tooth checks and are comspacious home of Mrs. Babe Sick and Injured," known
embroidered
with
are also used to keep the appearance. Jackets have been sleeveless chiffons. A dinner pletely
M. Braggs, 5656 South Parkway as home nursing, will be offersparkling
paillettes.
shortened quite perceptibly. dress layers green over blue,
line supple.
for its annual yuletide party. A ed Saturdays from 9 a.m.-3
A recurring motif has a
GIRL SCOUT ROUNDUP. up. The 10-day encampment delicious turkey dinner was p.m. on January 13, 20, and
smooth fitting bodice in front
Mrs. Charles U. Culmer of of 10,000 teen-age girls and served and gifts were exchang- 27 at Red Cros chapter headwith eased fullness or flare
Libertyville. Ill., national adult leaders in Vermont ed.
quarters, 529 S. Wabash ave.
A highlight was the installaat the back. On a dress, this
president of Girl Scouts of next July will be filmed and
classroom
in
Supervision
tion
of
officers
for
1962.
The
is sometimes done with a
the U.S.A., met recently at presented in an hour-long
teaching will follow both conRev.
Esther
Greer
of
Metropolimodified blouson back. Short
with
naWhite Plains. N. Y.,
telecast over the the CBS
ferences. For more information,
jackets of costumes frequently
Charles G. Mortimer, chair- tionwide network in Septem- tan Community church officiat- phone Wabash 2-7850, Nursing
ed
during
the
inspiring
installaa
highhave flyaway backs or dimenRoundup
will
be
outstretched hands of the aud- Diane Melindez, Beverly Wil- man of General Foods Cor- ber.
By THERESA FAMBRO
Services.
sional details set to the rear.
poration, to complete ar- light of the 50th anniversary tion ceremony.
"Cherry Flip," "Bachelor's ience, as the Leon Abby Trio son, Frankie Warden, Janet
The new slate is spearheaded
which
is
Scouting
Girl
rangements
for
filming
the
of
CASE IN POINT
Emerald," "Rosebuds on the played "June Is Busting Out Foucher, Slvyia and Sandra
by Mrs. Elma Foster, president.
Hilliard, Mary Brown and Ani- 1962 Girl Scout Senior Round- being celebrated this year by Mrs. Florida Taylor is first
Skirts, too, are a case in Snow", "Seven-Sister Roses". All Over."
members.
3,500,000
point. The majority have a "Sweet Talk With Hot Lips". No show is complete with- ta McWhorther.
vice president; Mrs. Lillie MitAdding finishing touches to
narrow cut, but there is al- "Back Talk", 'Tea For Two", out a commentator, and Ann
chell is second vice president
ways room for motion. Hem "Lemon Ice". "A Date At Tif- Boyd filled the bill most effi- the show were furs by R. J. Mcand Mrs. Susie O'Brien is third
slashes allow for walking ease fany's" and ''Le Nuit" were ciently. Colorful David Kellum Farland, Jewelry by Gloria
vice president.
decor
by
Veron some; others have slight some of the provocative cha- handled all introductions in his Cornish and set
Other officers are Mesdames
Guider.
non
flares or flounces at the knee peaux designs that were shown usual informal style.
Minnie Madison, recording secarea. A new bias-cut skirt Sunday at the Seventh Annual MODEL LOVELIES
The crowning -event of the
retary; Anna M. Brackson, fithe
model-ramp evening was the awarding of By AGALECE W. MILLER talented member, Helen Ford nancial secretary: Rosa Brazzicombines a softly flaring front Designers Chapeaux Extrava- Gracing
with a straight back. Careful- ganza .
. Spring Fantasy were LaVergne Gill, Josephine door prizes, which included a
Eubanks, provided the narra- eston, corresponding secretary;
Chicago's distinguished Ally controlled pleats or pleat- sponsored by Volunteer Service Wight, Harriet Johns, Doreen broadtail collar trimmed with
tion which introduced each Jeanette Waters, assistant secClub,
pioneer
orpha
Culture
ing effects are used to main- Guild of Provident Hospital. Hill. Lauren Cress, Connie mink, a mink collar and a
number sung by- the group. retary; Gladys Stevens, treasof
soganization
in
the
field
Ruth
urer: Markaret Burnell. chaptain the narrow look on the "Blossoming Into Spring" Conn, Patricia Startz
leopard collar.
EXCHANGED
GIFTS
lain and Luvenia L. Holley, recollection's fuller skirts.
Six lucky women were the cial and cultural activities.
was the theme chosen as a Oussley. Dorothy Bingley, Carthe
reEntertainment
over
Fabrics have been chosen backdrop to portray the many rie McDuffie, Jackie Paradise, recipients of designer-h a t s marked its 36th anniversary m•ainder of the afternoon was porter.
\
The Unit League of First
to underline the crisp designs hats that surely tantalized mi- and Marcella Pride.
that were raffled off at the end with a festive luncheon in late spent in the annual exchange
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Spearheading the benefit social rooms in Lake Meadows. ing of pleasantries which marks So. Cottaeg Grove on Jan. 15 at
The membership, executing
7:30 p.m.
ning, they are predominantly
The guest chapeau designer Margurite Gillern. Other mod- show were the hard working
the meeting of all good friends.
matte-finished as well as light for the show that was held at els were fluids. Ereatha, and Chapeaux Extravaganza com- one absentee, and a large numPlans for the occasion were
ber of invited guests gathered
in weight.
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Alert Cop Saves DuSable
Senior From Freezing

By SALLIE BUTLER
is a member of the group. Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Paul Simms is manager.
The timely arrival and vigil- long time for a bus, he bece
Johnson, and Mrs. Wanda Technical Sergeant Leo ance of a Third district police very cold in
the zero weal .
Wadsworth, Chicago, and Mrs. Harwell of Stewart AFB, N. officer cruising along South and finally started to walk. s
Lone Martin of New Orleans, Y., and Airman Second Class Chicago ave. at 3 a.m. New
he did so, he fell into the snowLa.; and Johnnie Williams of E. Williams Perkins of Truax Year's Day, saved the life of bank and was unable to get
East Chicago, Ind., were the AFB, Madison, Wis., Janeth an 18-year-old senior at Du- up.
dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Harwell, Mrs. H. A. Harper, Sable High school.
Mitchell was not intoxicated.
Claude Williams, Christmas Mrs. Guy Rich and children, The student, James Mitchell, the
police officer stated. _A
day. Mrs. Johnson and Mrs. were dinner guests of Mr. and 1243 W. Taylor st., was on the nurse at the hospital notified
Wadsworth are the nieces of Mrs. G. E. Harwell of 1013 verge of freezing to death Mrs. Ruth
Mitchell, mother of
Mrs. Williams.
Fields st., on Dec. 30, 1961. while lying helpless in a snow- the victim, who went to the
Mrs. Sadie Williams was one
Miss Janeth Harwell was bank just off the east cross- hospital, and took her son
of the guest enjoying a lovely home for the Christmas holi- walk of the street divider on home
as soon as he was able
brunch with Mrs. Coleman day from the University of S. Chicago ave. about three to walk.
Givens, 4026 Carey at., East Wisconsin, Madison, Wis. She blocks east of So. Park.
Later Mrs. Mitchell said
Chicago, Indiana Thursday is a junior.
His rescuer was Policeman her son told her he had been
morning.
Rev. and Mrs. A. R. Burns, J. Celmer of Beat 318. In his out with some friends in a car.
The funeral of Elder L. B. Rev. and Mrs. W. H. Robin- report the officer said, he was When they started back on
Burrell, 82, "PastOli of Burrell son, Rev. Devashir, and Mrs. cruising along So. Chicago ave. their way, home and reached
Chapel Pentecostal"thurch of Juanita Wilson were the din- when he saw Mitchell lying the vicinity where Mitchell
God in Christ, 1022 Cleveland ner guests Dec. 30 of the Spi- in the snowbank. Two witness- was found, he said he told his
it,, was held Saturday. Dec. rituletts at the horrie- of Mr. es, Rufus and Jack Montgom- friends he
would take a bus at
30, at the Mt. Zion Baptist and Mrs. Nathan Mack. All re- ery, ages 30 and 28 respective- that point and
they could go
church.
ceived Christmas gifts.
ly and both of 822 E. 44th st., on. They then drove off.
Elder Burrell died Dec. 26 The New Year dinner guests aided the policeman in placAsked whether her son,
at St. Margaret hospital. Elder of Rev. and Mrs. E. L. Smith ing the victim in the squad been drinking or not, M
Burrell was the first to or- were Mrs. E. A. Weal y, a Cat
Mitchell replied: "I don't
ganize a Pentecostal church friend, of South Bend, Ind., Taken to the Jackson Park drink myself and I don't
perin Hammond many years ago. and daughter, Mrs. Sylvia hospital, he was treated by mit my son to drink. He is a
He was well loved in Ham- Mays of Chicago, Ill.
Dr. Silverman. When he was senior at DuSable high school
mond, and many souls have The Senior Usher Board of able to talk, Mitchell explain- and cannot afford to mix alCHICAGO METROPOLITAN agents who achieved out- row, are Robert S. Hill, who George S. Harris, president; came to Christ under Elder St. John AME Zion church ed that as he waited a long, cohol with books."
MUTUAL Assurance com- standing results during the has 31 years of service; John H. G. Hall, treasurer, and Burrell.
celebrated their Christmas
pany paid tribute to its ad- year. Thomas P. Harris, third D. Smith, 33 years; John H. Melvin McNairy, director
His survivors are his wife, party on Saturday. Dec. 30, at
ministrat ve employees and from left, front row, the Hall, 34 years; Oscar Brig- public relations. Zeb Perkins. Leedonia; daughter, Mrs. An- the home of Mrs. Rober t
agents recently by awarding chairman of the board, con- ham, 18 years. Second row. who retired after 34 years nualla Dixon, Gary; son, Jo- Blackmon, preRident.
service pins for employment gratulates members. Others left to right, are Lorenzo D. is not shown.
seph; sister, Mrs. Emma How- The members had guests
of five to 30 y•ar a and to shown, left to right. front J o n • a. agency director:
ard, both of Memphis, Tenn. and everyone received lovely
Bishop C. E. Bennett offici- gifts. Rev. T. L. Daniel, pasBy WM. PASSMORE
were his sisters, Mrs. Ulysses
ated. Burial was in Fern Oak tor.
cemetery, Gary. Hinton Fu- The Senior Choir of St. John
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Harris, Rivers, sr., and Mrs. Minnie
East Chicago.
neral home, East Chicago, was AME Zion church celebrated 4922 Melville ave., have re- Moore, both•of
••
in charge.
their Christmas party at the cently returned home from a
Rev. Paul Simms, jr., and home of Mrs. Stephen Wilson, brief vacation to Hurtsboro, Mrs. Ada Tipp, wife of Rev.
his daughter, Mrs. Ida Bea 1042 Cleveland at. A lovely Ala., where they visited rela- T. J. Tipp, pastor of St. Mark
AME Zion, left this week for
Clar k, drove to Hammond. time was spent, and each tives' and friends.
Lancaster, S. C., to attend fu•••
Mrs. Horace Butler and her member received gifts.
neral services of her sister
On Tuesday, Jan. 16, at 6:00 the Chicago Association of husbapd drove to Indianapolis The Sunday School of St.
Mrs.
Eva
Washington
and
who died last Saturday. She
p.m., Area III of the Chicago Junior Chamber of Commerce. for a family Christmas dinner. John AME Zion church celePark District, in cooperation Featured at this year's pro- ' Dinner guests of "Mother" brated their Christmas party granddaughter Bobbette was accompanied by daugVi
By LOUISE WATSON
with the Chicago Association gram will be dance numbers Butler were: Mrs. Arthur on Wednesday, Dec. 27, in the Thomas, both of 5029 Melville Mrs. Evelyn Brown of C
of Junior Chamber of Com- from Ogden and Hamilton Clark, 535 Blake, where the church basement. Mrs. Ste- ave., left last week for an ex- go, Ill.
tended vacation to Oroville,
When you read this column, I would like to thank Mr. merce, will conduct its annual Parks, trampoline acts from dinner was held; Mrs. Deva- phen Wilson, superintendent, Calif.. where they will be the T he Christian Education
the New Year will be about Blackwell and other staff mem- Junior Citizens Program at the Washington Park and a gyro shir and Rev. William Fuqua, and Miss Louise Powell. sec- guests of Rev. and Mrs. P. C. Board of St. Mark AME Zion
Fieldhouse, wheel number from Madden Dave Hart and other relatives. retary, were in charge of the
Park
church Sunday School will
two weeks old. The past year bers of the Chicago Defender Hamilton
Harrison. Rev. Harrison was
Park.
of 1961 has been an eventful for printing this column in 7200 S. Normal ave.
Gospel music was rendered by party. Everyone reported a former pastor of the Greater present School Supt. Dan Simon at its regular monthly
one, both on the international their paper. In closing, I am, Each year the Chicago park Guest speaker for the even- the Starlight Five. Mrs. Clark lovely time.
First Baptist church of this program Sunday evening, Jan.
aid national level. The year 'again asking for news for this District conducts a Junior Cit- ing is John Dallenberg, recreacity before receiving the Cali- 21, 1962, at the church at 6
at 1961 has been the year of column from all of the North izen program to pay tribute tion supervisor of Chicago
fornia.
p.m.
to outstanding teenagers par- Park District. Dallenberg will
man's conquering of the final Shore area.
•••
The program will be called
frontier, that of space; it has Forgive me for being person- ticipating in programs of local present certificates to each repRev. and Mrs. Iverson Ward, "Family Night." Songs, skits
been a time of continuous al and talking about my af- parks and playgrounds. These resentative of Area III parks
4913 Melville, have returned and readings will be given by
strife and bloodshed by na- fairs, but I am sure you will outstanding young people are and playgrounds.
home after motoring to Ath- various families of the church.
tions, notably African, seeking understand this once if I use selected by each park on the These honorees are: Fuller
ens, Ga., where they visited
contribution
to
of
their
basis
Mrs. Carl Riggins, jr., presipeace and independence; it just a little space to brag
Park, Ardessia Groze, 257 W.
Mrs. Ward's mother, of that dent of the Christian Educahas been a year of never-end- about my new granddaughter. the local park recreation pro- 46th st.; Hamilton Park; Earline The Fair Store's fifth and each customer was another.
town.
They
reported
as
having struggle in the United She was born Dec. 20 in Com- gram, scholarship, and leader- Martin, 6653 S. Stewart ave. newest branch store at the Today, in spite of its growth ing a safe and enjoyable va- tion Board, stated that there
will be awards given to the
States of minority groups munity hospital to my son-in- ship potential.
and William Saxton, 522 W. new Ranhurst Shopping Center to an 11-story, block-long loop cation.
child that has the largest famagainst discrimination a n d law and daughter, Mr. and By their attitudes of good 70th st.; Jackson Park; Martha in Mount Prospect, Ill., will store with three — and soon
*
•
•
Mrs. James A. Hutchinson. She sportsmanship, enthusiasm for Hathaway, 6257 Harper ave., exist largely because of prin- to be four — handsome mod- Percy Conner, Sr., 4739 Mc- ily attendance.
prejudice.
willAnd on the local scene,--Sevv- weighed seven pounds and five wholesome activities, and
ciples laid down 87 years'ago ern, suburban stores, The Cook ave., is confined to St. She also extends a cordial
been and John Hubbard (jr.), 6557
invitation to the entire co
Fair still prides itself on maineial, events have happened to ounces and is named Gail Joy, ingness to help, they have
S.
Minerva
ave.,
Lowe
Playby the Fairs founder.
Catherine's hospital. Also con- munity to be - present at
taining a friendly, personal inmake brighter the picture in and is just about the most chosen to represent their re- ground; Richard Smolik, 815
Lehman
J.
1875,
E.
fined
to
St.
Catherine's
are
Back in
program. James Davis, Su terest in its customers' needs
oar town of eventful banish- beautiful, etc. etc., baby ever spective parks and playgrounds W. 50th at., Madden Park:
Will Waxton, 4856 Melville
started out with a 16-foot wide
where they have participated
ment of discrimination and born!
E. 32nd wood building just north of and problems. It still shops for ave.; Mrs. Vinnie Orea, 4901 day School Supt. and Rev. T.
William
Armstead,
601
J. Tipp, pastor.
Mrs. Jodie Bacon, 1944 Grey with such distinction.
it merchandise on the basis of
bigotry.
will St. and Mozella Edwards. 410 Adams on State st.—and some quality first — at a low price. Alexander; Mrs. Lillie WilThere was organized the ave., spent the holiday season They and their parents
pl., Moran Playground; firm ideas about how to do
E.
36th
Vernon
ave.;
Carrie
banquet
to
liams,
449
Randhurst, The Fair's newEvanston-North Shore Com- in Denver, Colorado with her be honored at a
Hamilton Park. At Donald Drag, 5643 S. Racine business. Turns out they're est addition which will open Watkins, 4025 Drummond at.,
mittee of the Chicago Urban son, Clarence Bacon and his be held at
girl ave., and Darlene Raftery, still good ideas—so good that
a
and
this
time,
a
boy
this fall exemplifies the most and Mrs. Carolyn Beecher,
League. Mr. Lestre Brownlee, family.
to represent 5535 S. Aberdeen st., Ogden The Fair today, under the di- modern in department store formerly of East Chicago and
one of our town's well-known The Evanston Ministerial Al- will be selected
Perkins,
1147
W.
Diane
rection of J. P. Hansen, the
III at the city wide finals Park;
now of Gary, Ind. Also Mrs.
newspapermen, is chairman, liance held New Year's Day Area
and Julian store president, still practices planning. Randhurst also beThursday. Feb. 15 at the Chi- Marquette rd.,
comes the Fair's fourth branch Dallas Perkins of E. Chicago.
and many prominent and in- services at New Hope CME
SherAda
st.,
Rucker,
6139
S.
them faithfully.
Park District Administrastore; the others being Oak We sincerely hope and pray
fluential citizens are active church, Rev. 0. I. Naylor, pas- cago
man Park; Diane Ledebuhr.
tion Building.
Lehman's first idea was that Park, which opened in 1929. that the above patients will
tor. Rev. Ernest P. Pettigrew,
niembers.
ave..
5630
S.
Loomis
StatewaY
An outstanding panel of
recovery.
the store should supply Evergreen in 1952, Old Orch- have a speedy
The NAACP, under the cap- former president of the Minis•••
judges chosen from the area Park: Harris Mullen, 3549 S. "everything for
everybody ard in 1956.
able leadership of Mr. Kewan terial Alliance and former pasL.
Sandra
Federal
st.,
and
will be on hand to make the
Mrs. Hester Frith, 4930 Mel- Parkway Community House.
Evans, is continuing to do a tor of New Hope church was selections for the city-wide Smith. 3616 S. State st.. Wash-'under one roof" — and at The Fair customers can find
moderate prices, tailored to eveything from garden tools ville ave., was hostess to the located at 500 E. 67th st., will
Wicks,
magnificent job of bettering the guest speaker.
Larry
ington
Park;
event. They are: Mr. B. Dilhold its 24th annual meeting
race relations in Evanston; and Will my readers who gave worth, Commission on Youth 5442 Prairie ave., and Ruth the needs and purses of the av- to baby bassinets; from -work American Beauty and Art
at the Meadows Club, 3211 S.
many other civic groups, too holiday parties and dinners Welfare of the City of Chicago; Woodruff, 5615 S. State st, erage American family. De- clothes to the latest fashions; Federated Club when it met
Ellis, Tuesday, Jan. 16, at 6
munerous to mention here, please send me news of these Mrs. Alineda Robinson, execu- Woodhull Playground; William pendable quality — that is, for every member of the fam- in her home last wek.
p.m.
have done their bit civic-wise, events so that I may chronicle tive director of the Southside Colon, 7405 S. Dante ave., and merchandise that would give ily in every one of its five Mrs. Thomas Gibbs, president, presided over the meet- Daniel P. Harley, 621 E. 63rd
them in this column? Any and Community committee; Mrs. Carol Anne Finn, 7718 S. East good service, regardless of rfiendly stores. '
In our town.
ing. Plans were completed for pl., is executive director.
price — was another of his
On the social scene, many all contributions will be wel- Exie Jones, executive director, End ave.
Municipal Judge Sidney H.
a "Coffee Hour" to be held
ideas. A personal interest in
significant affairs stand out in come.
Woodlawn YWCA; Joseph Mer- This year'S" co-chairmen for
Sunday, Jan. 21, 1962, at the Jones, a long time supporter
retrospect: The unique and deDeverEsteban
are:
Area
III
execuScout
ton, asst. district
First Baptist church, 4901 Mc- and friend of Parkway, will
lightful "Passports to Fashtive of Midwest District; Mrs. anez, supervisor of Jackson
Cook ave. Mrs. Johnnie Wil- rev ie w the history of the
ions," theme of the Junior
supervisor
Carter,
Park,
John
of
president
Walker,
Fred
Rev. John J. Tillman re- liams, noted Lake County neighborhood center from its
Women's Auxiliary annual
American Friendship Club; and Hamilton Park and Matthew
pulpit of Bethel Welfare Supervisor, will be inception up to the present.
Fashion Show; the breathtaka representative designated by Moran, supervisor of Area III. Provident Hospital School turned to the
Parkway Community H
La- guest speaker.
ingly beautiful second annual The snow and sleet yielded
of Nursing, 426 E. 51st st., will Baptist church, 5810 S.
succes- After a most interesting is reorganizing the total
Debutante Cotillion in July; a rhapsody of golden notes
be host to students from South fayette, after closing a
revival with Dr. H. H. meeting, the meeting was ad- eration in order to provide
the supper dance sponsored by against our window panes. The
Side high school during open sful
Matthews Bapt- journed and the club was more adequate services to the
Las Alegras club; the First An- melodious tunes played a
house activities at the school Harper of St.
the community. An announceserved a delightful repast.
ist church, Memphis, Tenn.
nual Civics Awards Ball given sweet lullaby to all, but the
on Friday, Jan. 19.
•••
ment of these plans will be
Rev. Tillman asked memby the Chessmen, and many, morning sun showed many
Mrs. Betty Gross, director of bers and friends to attend Sun- James H. Hardaway, 3843 made at the annual meeting.
many other affairs that space stalled cars and cluttered
aoes not permit me to list sidewalks. The young genera- Children, who quickly shout boy who moved to Detroit and nursing at the hospital, said day services at 11_ a.m. He Carey St.. has returned home The guest speaker will be
high schools and churches in will render a special sermon from Oceola, Ark., where he Paul Jans, newly appointed
Dere.
tion loved the fresh snow.
"hi ,C ham p," shoppers and fought his way to boxing's the area have received invita- entitled "The Problem of attended the funeral services executive director of the Hull
I wish to take this opportu- Those who didn't amuse
several South- richest prize, is one of the tions asking students who Leadership." R e v. B. T. of his uncle, Rev. George House Association, who will
in
storekeepers
nity here to thank many in- themselves by building snow
side and Westside neighbor- greatest and most popular might be interested in nursing Blumenberg will be his guest Pugit.
speak on the subject, "Neighdividuals for their contribu- men turned to the more conhoods are being pleasantly champions in ring history careers to attend the event. at the 3:30 services.
Also accompanying him borhood Centers Today."
tions to this column, namely structive snow-follie. They
as Joe Children who weren't born
this
week
surprised
Mrs. Esther Colvin. whose took their snow scoops and
Loui s, former heavyweight when he vacated his crown in
kitty and charming news went from door to door, askchampion steps up to 1949 recognize him instantly
notes have made delightful ing residents to let them clean boxing
and call him "Champ", reportsays hello,
and
them
reading; Mrs. John Galloway, their sidewalks for a small
idol of ed George Jones. sales manBomber,
Brown
The
Mrs. Albert Small, who is one charge. This was a public
fight fans, ager of Joe Louis Milk cornof this column's most consist- service rendered by many who two generations of
on retail p a n y, who is accompanying
calling
continue
will
ent contributors; Mrs. Andrew never realized the importance
stores this Louis on the tour.
dairy
grocery
and
Cooper, Mrs. James / Avery, of their little job.
for Mrs. Helen Thornton, presiMrs. William Johnson, Miss The North Roseland resi- week on a good will tour
pan y. dent of the company, said
Rosemary Brown and many, dents can boast of their young Joe Louis Milk corn
last Fri- Louis is making surprise vislitany others.
men. Little Ronald Cooper and Louis began his tour
break its because he could not poshis brother of 9703 LaSalle de- day, but took a one-day
requests if
cided to make an honest dol- Monday to keep a banquet sibly meet all
anlar or two by taking their speaking engagement in Buf- scheduled visits were the
nounced. He will cover
shovel in hand and braving the falo.
Louis, an Alabama farm main Southside and Westside
freezing temperatures.
shopping districts, however.
The Roseland district not
On the tour, Louis passes
only has the very young to
out souvenir folders giving his
salute, but the young adult is
record as champion.
filling the spotlight also. Miss
Carol Jean Anderson, attractive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Anderson of 9654 LaSalle, is graduating from John Marshall
The Central Englewood
Harlan High School on Wednesday evening, January 24 Youth Service will hold its
1962. The Andersons ha v e regular monthly meeting Js. Last rites from St. Paul CME
three other children, including 16, at the Southtown YMCA, church were held recently for
John Burley Saffold, who died
a son attending college in Ohio. 6545 S. Union, at 8 p.m.
Miss Beulah Jackson of 716 In its effort to curb juvenile in Cook County hospital. BurEast 92nd st., president of the delinquency the group has ial was held in the Saffold
near Lexington,
new Roseland Civic Charity or- planned a film showing on cemetery
EDWARD C. LOGELIN, vice ganization reports a prosperous venereal diseases among teen- Miss.
president of United States year in the making for 1962. agers. Dr. Evans W. Thomas, Born in Lexington, Miss.,
Steel Corporation, will address With her goal of ten Christian an experienced syphilologist Aug. 1, 1880, Saffold attended
the congregation of M on u. women she plans for communi- and former director of syphilis Alcorn A&M collegee.
mental Baptist church. 729 E ty service to be their pur- service at Bellevue hospital in He married the former
Oakwood blvd.. Jan. 21, at 11 pose. Miss Jackson reports that New York City, will be the Barth Black of Columbus.
a.m. His subject will be "Se- Mrs. Ida Taylor of 9662 South guest speaker.
Miss., and nine children were
Dr. Evans. consultant to the born to their union.
crets of Church Leadership.' Union ave., will meet with the
SI:eight, 4529 Indiana eve. to a number of children who party has been held. M
Logelin was recently elected club at their next meeting. Mrs. Board of Health in • Chicago, Saffold is survived by five THE MISSIONARY Fi•ld
Mrs. Speight and her daugh- turned out for the affair. Speight is shown passing
'president of the Chicago Board Taylor is the former president has lectured on venereal dis- brothers, five sisters, 40 grand- Workers held their annual
ter. Mable. presented gifts This is the second year the out gifts to children.
of Commerce and Industry. Dr. of the Mount Union Baptist eases to medical groups in children and 36 great-grand- Christmas party recently in
the h o m• of Mrs. Ann
many states
children.
Morris H. Tynes is pastor.
Church Usher Board.
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Park District To Hold
Junior Citizens Program

In The News

Fair Building New Unit
Based On 87-Yr. Principle

Paul Jans To
Speak At
Parkway House

Fete Students

North Roseland

Joe Louis Greets Kiddies
At North, West Centers

Group To
Show Venereal
Disease Film

Hold Rites For
J. B. Saffold

Rev. Tillman Back
In Bethel Pulpit
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New, Old Ram Owners Feud Over Team
eControl, Majority Seeks New Prexy
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Sports

Baylor, West Favored Over East
In Tonight's NBA Al tar Game

LOS ANGELES (UPI) — A his partners who sold enough'club and Reeves said he did
showdown battle over control stock over the years to out- not know what the next step
by Fred Schaus of The Lakers. Schayes missed one because
By NORMAN MILLER
of the Los Angeles Rams pro vote Reeves broke out six would be.
WILL LEADS EAST
of an injury.
The
—
(UPI)
LOUIS
ST.
—
football club broke out with years ago. A compromise was The Pauley group said it did
For the East, Chamberlain This year Schayes will play
youth,
Western
with
Division,
approval
the majority stockholders an- effected under which Pete not feel that league
will open the game at center, with a face mask to guard a
:Ilouncing election of their of- Rozelle, now National Foot- was necessary for them to
of Jumping leek Shelley Me- speed and Elgin Baylor was with Dolph Schayes of the broken cheekbone. The sixAy BILL LITTLE
over
favored
East,
the
which
Commissioner,
of
control
over
club
take
the
League
'''llcers and minority partner ball
Milian, formerly of Bradley,
Syracuse Nationals and Tom foot-eight Syracuse star's 1311*Van WAIVES terming the action took over as general manager because all of the partners WHO WILL REPEAT?
now a Detroit Pistons' ve- has experience and the re- Hetmohn of the Boston Celtics point scoring total is second
bounding strength of Wilt at forwards, and Bob Cousy to Pettit's 142 in All-Star mit- •
and the partners let him run previously has been accepted With 1981 very much in its teran.
Chamberlain and Bill Russell, of the Celtics and Richie petition.
" The majority group dis- the club and settle disagree- by the league as co-owners. infancy, speculation is in the FULLER WAY AHEAD
The original dispute stemmed air concerning whether 1961's On the list of public golf in Tuesday night's National Guerin of the New York
closed that wealthy oilman ments.
Auerbach was required t,o
Ed Pauley had been elected That five-year agreement from the opposition of the sports champions can remain courses recently integrated, Basketball Association All- Knickerbockers in the back- make two replacements among
'chairman of the board of under which Reeves had a 50 other owners to Reeves' ex- the king pins in their res- was the Fuller Course, located Star game.
his reserves because Laity
court.
Baylor, who was called into Baylor, whose scoring aver- Costello of Syracuse broke Isis
partners at a meeting attended per cent vote on club affairs ercising complete control oves pective fields.
in Fuller State Park. Ironicaltwo
army
the
weeks
ago
when
al
president
1961.
as
of
close
policies
club
again
the
titlists
with
the
ended
all
local
owners
these
except
Can
by
age was second only to Cham- wrist and Tom Gola of the
ly enough, white golfers have
The majority stockholders met though he did not own the come out on top? Basketball played on the previously all- he had a 38.3-point scoring berlain's in the NBA., was Philadelphia Warriors has nbt
: Reeves.
Reeves owns 33 per cent and chose Pauley as chairman, majority of the stock. They - Douglass and Carver (Prep Negro 18 hole layout. When average, has been given a 48- the lone unanimous choice fully recovered from a broken
of the stock and functioned Levy as vice chairman and claimed that when Reeves, a League Co-champs); Bluff the city was shelled by the hour pass from Fort Lewis, for an All-Star berth in the hand.
" as president under a compro- Seley as secretary. Comedian busy stockbroker, was un- City Coaches and Officials barrage of suits by local ci- Wash., to play in the N.B.A.'s voting by sports writers and Sam Jones of the Celtiks
• mise agreement that expired Bob Hope owns a small block available the club's affairs (Park Commission League); tizens, the whues were asked 12th annual All-Star Classic. broadcasters.
W113 chosen to replace Cc(eAnd his presence in the Cousy and Schayes are the tello, giving Auerbach an opCarver (District 1); Booker T. to use their own courses.
Dec. 31. He immediately said of stock but normally does came to a standstill.
III); Fuller is one of the most West lineup led East coach "granddaddys" of this All-Star portunity to use four members
(Region
Washington
p election meant nothing not take part in the meetings.
Boston Celtics to concede: Classic. Both have been chosen of his world championshib
ause Pauley and the part- Reeves admitted that three
Track and Field - Melrose trying for local !Inkster..
Arnold (Red) Auerbach of the for every All-Star game since leans at the same time, if Ile
(Prep League); Baseball era siding with him — Fred courses of action were open —
KC.
TOPS
LEMOYNE
West has a better ball- the start in 1961, although chooses.
"The
Booker T. Washington (Prep
Levy and J. Hal Seley — had formation of a new agreement
•
LeMoyne went into this past club."
League); Manama (Play-off
thrown the partnership into among the partners, the buywith
Monday
game
night's
BETTER
BALANCE
Carriers
Letter
Winner);
dissolution and under that ing or selling of the stock of
Dillard university of New "They have better balance
(Semi-pro); Football (Prep
condition it took unanimous the opirosing factions and a
Orleans, sporting a three- and they're a good deal
League) Manassas; Blues Bowl
igreement of all partners act court case to interpret the
game winning streak and younger,"
Auerbach
said.
ownership status.
(Manassas); Tennis (Men's
for the club.
ranking among the top five "But the East still can win the
Singles) Ear Gregory; (Men's
-- The feud between Reeves No formal action has been
in team offense, according to game. It will be a matter of
Doubles) Alphonso Yates and
who brought the Rams here taken yet by the Pauley group
a recent NAIA statistics re- desire—who wants to win the
Anthony Katoe.
from Cleveland in 1946 and to exercise control over the
lease. Dillard represents a most."
THE "LIMB"
contrast in styles, depending A sellout crowd of nearly
By RAYMOND F. TISBY SPORTS HORIZON PICKS:
largely upon a deliberate ball 15,000 was expected for the
ITTA BENA, Miss. — Mis- Basketball: Washington and
But then he called Fullmer
SAN DIEGO, Calif.—The
control-game against the tor- game at St. Louis arena.
sissippi Vocational college's Lester.
middleweigfiC
rid fastbreak of the Mad The six-foot-five Baylor will proposed light heavyweight "a stubborn
athletic director-Head Football Track and Field: Melrose Magicians.
title fight between champion championship co-holder anct
in
start
the
forecourt
with
forcoach Douglas T. Porter,
and Washington.
Archie Moore and bull-should- therefore one who doesn't
merly of Memphis, busily Baseball: Washington and The Purple Wave defeated Bob Pettit of the St. Louis ered Gene Fullmer may not qualify."
Hawks;
Walt
Knoxville
last
rookie
college
Bellamy
week
outfor
country
scouting the
Hamilton; Yankees and Dodlike Fullmer," Moore emi,
115-97, soaring over the cen- of the Chicago Packers will be turn out to be as good as the "I
standing prep gridiron talent gers.
verbal battle which began phasized, if somewhot sleepily;
SAN FRANCISCO. Jan. 15 Owens would not be in the to add to his '62 edition of the Football: Washington and tury mark for the seventh time at center, and Oscar Robert- Sunday night and promises "and therefore do not want toi
this season. The Mad Lads are son of the Cincinnati Royals
(UPI) — R. C. Owens, the thinclads of the Saints when Delta Devils, announced to- Melrose.
cause him grief in Utah (Full:
to run to fight time.
San Francisco Forty Niners they took the floor here day the signing of 16 much- Southland Park: Greyhounds averaging a phenomenal 109 and Jerry West. Baylor's Fullmer, recognized as mid- mer's home state) nor makg
points for six home games. teammate on the Los Angeles
wandering flanker, was sched- against the Hawaii Chiefs.
sought high school and junior (All eight of 'em).
Their overall average is 97 per Lakers, will start in the back- dleweight champion by the enemies by destroying his:
to check in with the San After clo6rig fast under Al college players to letters of THE INEVITABLE
court. They will be coached National Boxing Association, fistic career."
contest.
Saints and mull Brightman to post a 20-17 intent.
some
We've been expecting
challenged Moore while mak- Moore is recognized at
over the prospect o f becoming mark in the first half of the Looking forward to the '62 incidents to develop from the
ing his acceptance speech at champion of his division in
American Basketball League season with hopes of bettering seating policy at Memorial
a pro basketball player.
the Boxing Writers' Associa- Europe and four states, inBut owner George McKeon campaign, the Forty Niness the Devils' 2-5 record of '61, Fieldhouse for Memphis State
tion dinner after receiving the cluding California and New
has emphasized that the Saints had a 1,000 average going Porter said the addition of the basketball games. Only the
Edward J. Neil "Fighter-Of- York.. The National Boxing
would not deal with Owens for them in the second half, 16 grid stalwarts from Ten- Negroes who are students at
Association champ, Harold
The-Year" award.
until it was positive that his thanks to beating the Pitts- nessee. Mississippi and Louisi- the university are allowed to
Johnson, is recognized as titleVenerable
Archie,
01'
who
connections with the Forty burgh Rens, 102-87, last Wed- ana will greatly strengthen attend games on campus. Many
!"'
loses few battles whether they holder everywhere else.
nesday. The game was played the Devils in all positions. of the Tigers' opponents use
• Niners were severed.
However, Moore refers to
be in the ring with fists or
The six foot, three inch "al- as a second half contest thanks Signed were: Tacklers — Negro players who compete
Johnson as "My No. 1 conout of it with words, countered
ly ooper" frcm the College to the ABL's slightly confused Isadore Berm, 230 lbs., Lan- with one another with little
tender," and said to make a
with a few verbal lefts and
bout between Fullmer and
.ol Idaho did not come to terms schedule.
dry High, New Orleans.; Tom- or no friction. Memphis State Official statistics released in individual free throw shoot- rights of his own—and
told
with the Forty Niners before Mike Farmer and Whitey my Greer, 315, Lester High, encounters most of these in- Friday by NAIA ranked Le- ing and 21st in individual rehimself more attractive Fullnot
Fullmer
to
off
"bite
more
mer first ought to fight a
the late pro football season Bell remained on the Saints' Memphis.
William terracial teams on the road: Moyne college's 210 - pound bounding.
Tenn.;
than
can
he
chew."
opened and played out his casualty list. Farmer is going Jones, 220, Father Bertrand however, San Francisco State freshman guard, James Gordon, The National Association of
elimination with Johnson. "
INDIGNANT
around with his neck in a High, Memphis; Edward Up- and New Mexico State made of Louisville, Ky., in first place Intercollegiate Athletics rank-opinion for them.
brace as the result of a col- shaw, 215, West Amory High, pilgrimages to Memphis as a in individual field goal shoot- ed LeMoyne's captain, Daivd Moore, who registered for
_JUNKETS AROUND
Since then, Owens has lision with Bill Spivey of the Amory, Miss.; Clinton Vasser, part of extended road trips. ing. In 10 games played, he Gaines, junior forward from his 1962 California boxing
junketed around the country Los Angeles Jets. Bell has a 220, West Amory High, and
The seating policy was put made 72 field goals out of 107 Detroit, twenty-fifth in indivi- license by giving his age as
and up into Canada. The guess bad ankle.
Fred Johnson, 225. Broad St. to a test when an unidenti- attempts for an average of 172. dual scoring. In 10 games, Gain- 45—although he probably is
Ron Horn and Rolland High, Greenwood, Miss.
fied Negro allegedly purchased Gordon was ranked over such es piled up 229 points for a closer to 48—was not to be
k that he has been checking
outmaneuvered when awaken' with various football teams Todd, who joined the Saints Also Jimmy Spratt. 218. a ticket from the Goldsmith's men as Hatch of Northwestern 22.9 average.
hough he wouldn't confirm midway through the first half guard, West Amory High; A.C. downtown ticket office. The State in Louisiana, Brown of LeMoyne was ranked sev- ed by United Press Interof the season, are filling in for Thomas, 188, end, Coleman basketball fan, requesting that Howard Payne in Texas, Day enth by NAIA in team field national and told of Fullmer's
remarks.
And the chances were that the veterans.
High, Greenville, Miss.: half- his name be withheld from the of Central State in Ohio, Beaty goal shooting, fourth in team
backs — Cluster Daughtery, papers, was refused admis- of Prairie View in Texas and offense and thirteenth in win- • "This is an odd hour to
contact me regarding a fight,"
185, Father Bertrand High; sion to the New Mexico State Sullivan of East Texas State. ning margin.
• Gordon also was ranked 30th
Frank Ratliff, 170, Coahoma contest two weeks ago.
LeMoyne's fast-moving bag- he said indignantly, directing
Junior College, Clarksdale, The Westerners were led by
ketball team is coached by Jer- his disgust to Fullmer. "You
Miss.; Luther Shumaker, 170, their ebony star, George
ry C. Johnson, who is in his have just wakened me from
Choctaw High, Ackerman, Knighton. Although he fouled
fourth year at the college. The slumber and at any other time
Miss., and Roosevelt Walton, out with nine minutes left in
Johnson - coached Magicians I would have a stock answer
the game, Big George kept
185, Broad St. High.
have cracked the 100 mark sev- for a stock question."
The sagacious boxer then
Fullbacks signed were Jim- his team in contention by
en times this season.
•
chuckled, to prove he wasn't
scoring 24 points., His early
-All
190,
Henderson,
State,
my
Basketball
at
LeMoyne
haywill
for
.America
of
dustries
-The 60th anniversary of
ARCHIE MOORE
Willie Raffle, exodus was instrumental in
be sidetracked this week and entirely serious.
600dwill Industries in the ing an approved program of Landry High;
the 85-70 victory for MemHigh,
Bayou
Mound
185,
most
of
next
week
°perand
there
and
services
workshop
observed
e
United States will be
***********************Int****************t'
will not be another home
Mound Bayou, Miss., and Dot- phis State.
' during 1982, according to an ations for handicapped people. tie Veasley, 185, Tipton St.
A statement was released
game
until
Feb.
2
when
Alabased
was
accreditation
The
L.
-;announcement by Marvin
Miss. Char- by a Memphis State official
bama AdsM shows here. First
McPheron, executive director on the rating of approximately High, Kosciusko.
185,
Prentiss
Ward,
semester examinations a r e
(Miss.) after the ticket mix-up. He
les
program
the
of
features
125
of
Industries
'of the Goodwill
we
'If
saying,
as
quoted
was
underway this week. Students
ranging from its charter and Institute was signed at quar- are not pushed, some day
Memphis. .
will register for the second
of •n
Along with the national organization structure through terback.
a
have
might
State
Memphis
semester field week.
retirecognition of the founding of accounting practices, workshop Starting with cautious than
school."
integrated
fully
The Magicians will hit the
that MVC "has more
Ebonite—Columbia—Brunswick
the first Goodwill Industries operations, services to handi- cence
road next weekend, playing
the hectic This same official advised
a.
'program in 1902 in Boston, the capped people and collection held its own" in
students
freshmen
the
of
one
Talladega college at Talladega,
recruiting wars, Coach Porter
Goodwill Industries here will of materials.
eager)
all-Memphis
(a
former
Ala.,
Jan. 28, and Tuskegee at
expressed pleasure in having
be observing its own 34th an- The Goodwill Industries acagainst trying out for the team
DAVID GAINES
Tuskegee, Jan. 27. They will
"Your Bowling Equipment Headquarters"
creditation program operates "those fine young men cast because "the time isn't right
eiversary this year.
at
be
Lane college in Jackson 4( 2975 LAMAR
FA 7-5122 t
i
Dr. Edgar J. Helms began in the same manner as pro- their lots with us" and added for it."
Tenn.,
Jan.
30.
":•••.****************************************
Goodwill movement by go- grams for other institutions that the names of others who VANATTA ON THE SPOT
out himself with other peo- such as hospitals, the national have signed letters of intent Being unable to use sepia
pie collecting the cast-off organization stated in an- with the college will be an- players has placed Coach Bob
clothing of wealthier families flouncing the award to the nounced later.
Vanatta in an unfamiliar posiIn Boston for distribution to Memphis Goodwill. The action since coming to Memphis
organ
on
based
is
creditation
SO
was
demand
The
needy.
the
State from Bradley where
great he soon established a ization, administration, facilimany of his outstanding teams
pattern of employing people ties, operating performance
had star Negro players. Vanatmany
to repair articles which were and services to clients.
NEW YORK — Arthur B ta was responsible for
then sold at low cost in the PIANO-COFFIN-TEETH
on the Bradley team that deattorney,
York
New
Spingran,
Looking back over the years,
organization's store.
feated his own Tigers in the
some of the most unusual was re-elected president of the 1958 NIT finals in New York.
940.000.000 INCOME
the
for
Association
National
Goodwill Industries has de- items are donated to Goodwill.
television
Advancement of Colored Peo- Recently, on a local
veloped into the largest net- The items include a Grand
show, Vanatta sang the praises
monthly
regular
ple
the
at
work of workshops for all Steinway piano, velvet and meeting of the association's
types of handicapped people satin quilts, false teeth, a glass
board of directors here last
In the world. The 125 Good- eye and even a coffin.
week.
will Industries extend their Last week — a week when Also re-elected were Bishop
HUNK 1 DORY
BROTHER BOB
operations inty over 3,500 many large donations were
Spottswood,
Gill
8:30, 11 to 1:30
Stephen
to
6
to
4
11,
to
10
6,
2
to
1:30
rewe
cities in the United States, received — is when
of directors;
serves over 40,000 handicapped ceived the Steinway piano chairman, board
Alfred Baker Lewis, treasurer;
people annually and have a said a clerk at the Goodwill
FRED GRODON
Seven teams, including six
combined income of over store at 94 N. Second at. She Dr. Harry J. Greene, assistant
and one from
schoOls
high
from
Wilkins
Roy
and
treasurer:
"all
being
described it as
$40,000,000 annually,
he YMCA, are participating in KEEP SHAPE
secretary.
al Goodwill Indus- carved in the grand style of executive
The
the 1961-62 basketball schedule Petticoats dried on an open
was
It
ago.
record
long
in
acsold
received
t week
tries
of the Abe Scharff branch of
credi tiop from Goodwill In- time. It was on display' only woman. There was a ready the YMCA, and leading o u t umbrella will keep their original shape longer.
several days when a person sale for the quilts.
with a perfect score of five
AT LAST IT'S HERE with a large home purchased Others at Goodwill recalled
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a lady living in an antebellum Discarded items donated to
2355 Pork Ave,,ue
home in Mississippi gave non- profit Goodwill, an agen- Lester
3
2
1Goodwill six quilts made of' cy of S. U. N., provides jobs,
FA 4-9148
,
Carve?
velvet and satin scraps The job training and rehabilitation
4
4
LIMITED TIME oNLY
hand stitching on these quilts, for handicapped people, . as Douglass
nearly a half century old was does all purchases made in the '
5
5
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exquisite. recalls the young three ()noriwill stores.
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3 Memphis Men

Sign With MVC
Grid Players

Moore-Fullmer Verbal
Battle At Writers Dinner

49ers Owens May Play
ProBasketballWithSaints

dirncisco

NAIA Ranks Magician
Tops For Field Goals

if

Goodwill Industries Observes
60th Anniversary During 1962

Attention, Bowlers!

FREE,

BEN WOOD BOWLER'S SUPPLY

Spingarn Reelected
NAACP President

Hamilton Leads
Hi-Y Basketball

AMISON'S SPECIAL

0

Buy Your 1962

NEW FORD
USED CARS

LEARN TO DRIVE

From Us
FINANCING
TOUR

TO

SUIT

PURSE

oHULL—DOBBS
•

World', 101000 Cord

If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's license

120 Acres
Near Cairo, III.
$14,000 TERMS
FULL SET OF TOOLS

Call Tenn. Slate Driling School

Chwriers

THIRD g GAYOSO
JA 6-8871

FARM FOR SALE!

BR 6-4121

CONTACT:

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605 S. State St., Chicago 9, III., KE 8-1112

REU BEN
WASHINGTON
Sunday — Sign On
To Sign Off'

4
8
0
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and training and upgrading
for our workers must be the
concern of every local community. We must have a sound
base in the national economy
else our precarious econortfilk
,
position could become tin
means of throttling our drive
toward first-class citizenship."
ASSAULT.
NEW YORK — An accel- crimination in federally-aided WILL BROADEN
Regarding full citizenship
erated program to enlarge job housing.
rights during the past year,
opportunities for Negro work- NO APPEASEMENT
the
NAACP leader said,
ers, to increase the Negro vote, The civil rights problems,
"Whereas other groups have
and to speed desegregation of Wilkins said, "cannot
be
school and other public in- solved by executive action worked on a project basis,
one
stitutions and facilities was alone, as was recognized by striking at one problem in
pledged by NAACP Executive the Democratic party plat- locality, usually with the
same technique, the NAACP
Secretary Roy Wilkins in his form. Until the Kennedy adactivity has stretched across
report to the NAACP member- ministration sponsors at least
ship at the Association's an- the legislation on the items the nation and has dealt with
a wide range of phases of the
nual meeting recently.
pledged .in the party platform central problem, including
Reviewing events of 1961, of
it will be subject to schools,
housing,
emWilkins noted "the sobering criticism in the civil rights ployment, the franchise, instatistics upon the loss of em- field. The record, over as many tra- and interstate travel, poployment by Negroes," the years as the President is old, lice
action, recreation, local
'extremely token basis" on reveals that what we frankly state and
federal legislation,
which school desegregation call the racial bloc in Congress and with
administrative and
proceeded, the "basic error" cannot be appeased; it has to executive
procedures. A va.
of President Kennedy's "an- be defeated."
ety of techniques has been et
nounced policy of no legislaWilkins
reported
that ployed. Our protest, picketi
tive action on civil rights," and "during the year, the all- and
selective buying campaigns
the contribution of the Free- important assault upon em- extended into
many states
dom Riders in "dramatizing ployment discrimination has and localities."
the denial of equality in inter- continued and been intensiWilkins said, "We Shall enstate travel."
fied. The sobering Statistics large our
operations, sharpen
The report, submitted on upon the loss of employment our assault,
and broaden the
Jan. 2, commended President by Negroes and of the re- attack in
1962. We will do
Kennedy "for his personal strictions upon those still em- this not only for
ourselves,
role in civil rights and for ployed dictate high priority but for our
country."
the very plain indications of his for the fight for equal opconcern that conditions be portunity in employment. In
improved,"
but
expressed northern industrial centers UNUSED SOCKETS
"disappointment" with
his one out of every three Negro
Screw a blown fuse into all
failure to seek new civil workers
was
unemployed unused sockets. This can save
rights laws and to ban, by sometime during 1961.
a curious child from a shockexecutive order, racial dis"Employment opportunities ing experience.

11.11.1b

Wilkins Reports Loss
In Negro Employment

DOWN TO EARTH
Faun Talk
By James G. Gregory

uct which Is passed into dairy
RADIATION FROM MILK
products. Scientists then must,
NOT SERIOUS THREAT
At the present time there help farmers select sources ofl
is no reason to be more con- animal food that contain low]
cerned about fallout in dairy amounts of those radioactive
products than about natural materials which are -aeedily
radioactivity with which man passed into dairy products.
has lived for eons, say scien- 12 PER CENT
tists at the U-T Agricultural In two case s, radioactive
Research Laboratory. There is materials which are non-essome radioactive material in sential elements resemble eleevery quart of milk purchased; ments are nutritionally essenbut also there are bacteria tial. These element pairs are
and slight traces of some agri- strontium-calcium and cesium-potassium.
cultural chemicals.
Dairy cows consume large Children get considerably
amounts of roughages and con- less strontium with their calvert this roughage into hu- cium through a milk source
man food. Since all animals than from a grain or vegetable
continuously ingest peacetime source. In the case of cesium,
radioactive materials, scien- children would get approxitists must first determine the mately equal amounts of ceamount of each fission prod- sium with their potassium
from either source. It is known
that a dairy animal will use
calcium on preference to
strontium, but will pass cesium into milk slightly more
readily than potassium. Ap
proximately one per cent of
WLOK, is shown making the Left to right are: Atty. A.
the strontium an animal takes MONEY SMILES at Mutual
W. Willis, executive vice
deposit to lovely Mrs. Helen
into her body will pass into Federal Savings and Loan
Whalum, new account tel. president; Mrs. Whalum,
Radio
milk, whereas about one- Company: WLOK
ler, while the Mutual Fed. Rev. Ben F. Hooks, vice
tenth of the cesium and 4 to station deposits 25,000 in
eral Savings and Loan offi. president.treasurer; and C.
Tennessee traffic fatalities 12 per cent of the iodine will Mutual Federal Savings and
clads smile with approval. C. Sawyer, president.
Loan at 588 Vence ave. Jack
rose 12 per cent during Decem- pass into milk.
Maurer, general manager of
ber as compared with the same
period of the previous year.
Department of Safety figures
show that 72 lives were lost in
traffic in December 1961 while
a toll of 64 was reoorded in
December of the previous year.
Howard.
SPOTLIGHT
State Safety Commissioner
This week the limelight falls GIRLS
Greg O'Rear said that ran-offon the cool and very popular Glendoline Warren, R uth
roadway accidents accounted
William "Swish" Brocinax. Wil- Davis, Jackie Walker, Roby
for 22 of the deaths while 10
The graphic story of the liam is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Herron, Jackie Foster, Bonnie
pedestrians were killed and
ride in the history William T. Brodnax and resid- Kind, Betty Jones, Delores Purseven persons died when their most daring
told to all es with them at 1894 Ferber. dy, Betty Cunnigan and Joan
vehicles struck fixed objects. of America will be
America on Lincoln's birth- He is a senior at Father Ber- Ford.
A train-car collision resulted
when an epic trand where he is a member BOYS
in one fatality. A total of 32 day, Feb. 1'2.
showing the of the band, glee club, and Billy Doss, Richard Jones,
persons were killed in collis- documentary film
determination of choir. He is also the president Duane Milan, John Swift, MacAGENTS WANTED
HELP WANTED
ions involving two or more courage and
the Freedom Riders and the of the CSMC, and the feature Arthur Roberts, Walter Winvehicles.
GOOD WORKERS
15
Main
South
429
which editor of the "THUNDER". frey, Jimmy Jackson, Sherman
Pull or part time in Memphis. Send
Of the total 72 deaths, 58 awesome mob brutality
released Socially Swish is the spokes- Yates, Willie Kimmons and 10 MEN
with name, address, and
10 WOMEN patcard to
were males. Eleven out-of- they faced, will be
Dept. D; 107 S. Strattelephone
ford Drive;
apply
state residents died in Tennes- simultaneously in cities across man of the KOLASS. In reli- Charles Powell.
TUCSON,
ARIZONA
gious life he is a member of FAMOUS LAST WORDS
see traffic accidents during the nation.
PRODUCTS
FULLER
The film, which hasbeen St. Augustine church. After
John White:—"Course Now."
December. The oldest person
LIVE - IN MAIDS, NEW
killed . was 81 years of age produced under the direction graduation he plans to further Jenny Wray:—"S W I S H."
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS! YORK $130 - $220 MONTH
while the youngest was two of the Congress of R acial his education at Quincy col- William Hayes:—"I'm shy."
20-35 YEARS
Equality (CORE) from pic- lege in Quincy, Ill. His ambi- Joan Hampton: — "You're M•n-wom•n, 18-52. Start high as
months.
02.00 a week. Pr•paratory train- Tickets. expenses advanced Send
tures taken of the "Rides" tion is to become a Foreign right."
ISSUES WARNING
ing until appointed. Thousands at REFERENCES.
is
a
MALLORY AGENCY, LT 3-1200
Language teacher. So hats off Lyncha Johnson:—"I'm the jobs open. Exp•ri•nc• usually un-1
"January could produce seri- through the Deep South,
576 Merrick Rd., Lynbrook. N.Y
necessary. FREE information on
MELLO DO."
ous driving conditions for Ten- stark naked revelation of an to a fine young man.
salari•s,
requirements.
Writ•
jobs,
revolution
MacArthur Roberts: — "I've TODAY giving phone. Lincoln
DID YOU KNOW
nessee motorists," Commis- historic social
For Sale
which actually took place be- Milliard Brown is talking got to sound on the babe."
Service, Pekin 74, Illinois.
sioner O'Rear said.
FAMILY PLOT
cameras
the
Romeo McNairy:—"I got to
to Betty Cunnigan?
"We can most assuredly ex- fore the lens of
Will Sell Cheaply - Leaving Teen
Call EX 7-700
pect cold weather with icing in the hands of some of the Roby Herron is planning on press home."
cameramen
in
FOR
SALE
Paulette Brinkley: — "It's
conditions that create driving most competent
enrolling in Memphis State
production of oxyWorldwide
0,,.4 tip Per.•entt On
the nation.
hazards," he continued.
(How about that Vivian Bar- Gran."
gen has reached 73,000 tons
Fr•nel, Provincial Furniture
Toward
"Rides
historic
The
"A good thing to keep in
nes)?
L.ving Room Din.no Roo..
a day, about half of which is
mind when driving is the im- Freedom" which challenged Oscar Reed is on the loose?
Bedroom and Srereo
used in the manufacture of
travel
Crow
Jim
South's
Talaphon•
GL
8.8357
portant role good vision plays. the
Carla Cunningham has Macchemicals, chiefly ammona.
in
an
resulted
and
facilities
A clear windshield and back
Arthur Roberts ... Mary
glass are very essential for Interstate Commerce Commis- Townsend doesn't know which
end
such
ruling
to
sion
safe driving. The few minutes
Joyner she wants?
it takes to scrape ice or. snow travel, captured the imagina- Carol Thompson has been re- Dean-Registrar Thomas I.
other
no
world
as
the
tion
of
from the glass is well worth
ceiving letters from TSU? . . . Willard announces that the
It. It could mean the difference movement has in recent years. Kay Joy claims she can get deadline for receiving combetween a sate journey or a 'WORST AND BEST'
any COUNT she wants (Look plete applications and requirements
of
admittance
to
trip marred by a traffic mis- "All of it is there," one of out Harry Mitchell)?
hap," O'Rear said.
the producers of the film said Leo Kolheim is not satisfied Owen college for the Spring
Last January was the safest this week. "It's spectacular, with having a fan club at every Semester is Feb. 5, as this will
be the last day of registration.
month of the year for highway it's terrifying and it's terrific. school?
Registration for the Spring
travelers in Tennessee. A total This is America at its worst Ruby Hawkins has lost her
Semester will be held Jan. 29of 42 trffic deaths were re- -- and at its best."
ouch?
corded, the lowest monthly
The film is expected to be James Kilgore fell through 30 and classes will begin Jan.
toll during 1961.
viewed by an audience of Dorothy's ceiling? Percy Ward 31.
hope that every driver in more than 3,000,000. The Feb. admires Penny Ishmael?
our state made safe driving 12 showing has been set for Sherry Jones is "Miss Fine"
one of his or her most import- Baltimore. Bost on, Chicago, around Bertrand?
ant new year's resolutions. Re- Detroit. Jacksonville. Kansas Vera Merrit is popular?
(LICENSED BUILDER)
member, safety is a GQØD City. Mo., Los Angeles, Mont- Dorothy Graham has a secret
COMMERCIAL A N D
INDUSTRIAL. S P Itraveling oompanion.
gom er y, New Orleans, New admirer at Manassas?
CIALIZING IN PATCHYork City, Norfolk, Richmond
ING, BRICK WORK.
Charles Whisy has been singneed capable and aggressive display adverWALKS AND DRIVESt. Louis, and Washington. D. ing, "I'm Blue?"
WAYS NO JOB TOO
tising salesmen and saleswomen to wprk in adSMALL OR TOO LARGE
TOP COUPLES
PLASTERINO
ability to
'
vertising field with experience and
Proceeds from the showing Beatrice Woods a n d Lee
16) NEPTUNE ST
of the film will be used to fur- Echols.
sell. You must be a (Go-Getter). Good starting
JA 6-5374 (After 6 p.m.)
ther the work of CORE. Lo- Amy McNairy and Charles
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
cal organizations may sponsor Whitsy.
JA 5-6041
a showing of the film by writ- Claudia Nevels and Robert
NEW YORK — In 1961, for ing to CORE, 38 Park Row,"Hound" Williams.
the first time, the general New York 36, N. Y
Lydia Campbell and James
fund income of the National
Moss.
Association for the AdvanceLynn Howell and Timothy
ment of Colored People, ex58 Premier Lincoln
Warr.
the
for
examinations
ceeded $1,000.000. Alfred Bak- Final
Yvonne Owens and Joseph
1479 Central Avenue
held
Jan
be
will
er. Lewis, NAACP treasurer. fall semester
Sandwich.
Baby-Taking Care of Car'Ma
Beautiful admen Red
reported at the association's 22-25. at Owen College, an- Georgia Hawkins and Billy
Better Than New Inside and
Looka
ThomDean-Registrar
annual meeting.
nounces
Davis.
Out. Equipped With Record Player
And AU Other Powers
Income for this fund. Lewis as I. Willard.
Jackie Walker and Homer
Price $1700.00
35.000 Miles
reported on Jan. 2. amounted
The semester will end Jan. Fouche.
to $1,018,857.70 through Dec. 26.
Call JA 6-6360
Bettye Laster a n d James
D Marshall.
26. More than half of the sung OWEN ALUMNI - 12
Ask For A. D. Aaron
$558,787.34. came from local The Owen College Alumni Faye McDay and Clarence
branches in the form of mem- Association is scheduled to
berships and special contribu- hold a regular meeting Friday, Jan. 19, at 7:30 p.m. in
tions.
Despite increased income the Room 25 of the college adassociation incurred a net op- ministration building.
erating loss of $131.254.79 be- Committee for the Annual
Spiritualist Reader & Advisor
cause of rising costs and ex- Founders Day Observance on
panded program activities. The March 23 will be selected.
"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS
deficit was met by transfer of All members and prospective
WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
money from the reserve funds members are urged to attend.

State's Traffic
Death Toll 72
For Last Month

'Freedom Rides'
Memphis
Young
Shown
Be
To
Lincoln's Day

1969,

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section
Call

JAckson 6-8397

. . .70

3 Lines For 2 Weeks . . . .
3 MEN.

Feb. 5 Last Day To
Register At Owen

6

1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter

NAACP Income C.
Tops Si Million

Owen Exams Slated

TROOPER TIPPG GAY:

FOR SALE

CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
—9 —

You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender

Call or Come In Today,
'G000 V15IRILITY
MEAN& SAFER DIZIVING•

Hurry! Call JA 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.

3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—.—

We

The New Tri-State Defender
236 South Wellington Street
JAckson 6-8397

MADAM
DONNA

I give you seldom failing advIceupon matters of life, such
as love, courtship, marriage, divorce, law suits, speculation and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fall to reunite
the separated, cause speedy and happy marriages. Overcome enemies, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumbling blocks, and bad luck of all kinds. I lift you out of
sorrow and trouble and start you on the path to happiness
and prosperity. Th•re is ho heart so sad or hr,mor so dreary
that I cannot bring It sunshine; in fact, no matter what may
be your hope, fear or ambition, I guarantee to tell it all before you utter a word to in. and after I am finished. If you
ore not absolutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word
and claim above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A
BROWN AND WHITE TRAILER WITH TWO LARGE BLACK
HANDS----5 miles north of Millington on Highway 51 N. at
Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT BE MISLED BY ANY OTHER
READERS. LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Daily and Sunday
Tuesday Is My Day Off
Munsford Tenn.
PH. TE 7-3852

SAVE 111$ — Buy Thousands of Itmes
at wholesale. Send 111.00 (refundable/
for large illustrated catalog. Armonst
of California, P.O. Box 3117, soar
wood, California.

Live - In Maids
New York
$230 - 111110 MONTH. 10-3a YEARS
nada, expenses advanced. Send Ref

Baker Electric Co., Inc.

Joh
goo

F
IV

2219 Young Ave.
BR 6-0016
Licensed & Bonded Electricians
Free Estimates
We wire new room additions,
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
hot water heaters, electric heat.

Sodium chloride — common
salt — has been called the
"edible gem." It is the only
stone eaten diiectly by man.

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

YMCA
N:EDS YOUR SUPPORT NW
JOIN TODAY!
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THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19.Dormitory Rooms: — Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath — Clean Wash Rooms — Showers . . .
Weekly Rates: $5 — 10
2. Modern Swimming Pool
Year Round Swimming: 715s30 ft.
Owing — Swimming — Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3. Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
1200 sealing capacity
For Leagues. Tournaments, Competatiye
Matches, Cl
Boxing -- Community Programs
4
7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings — Clesset — Forums —
Conferences - Teas — Socials
ANNUAL

Irg
"r

$10.00 DOWN
Own a beautiful home site on
Grenada Lake in Carver
Subdivision - Easy
Point
terms, wonderful resort area
for fishing, boating, s w i mming, hiking and just plain
living. Call me for complete
information and pictures. Mr.
Ruby Fent - BR 6-7090.

'sense
MALLORY AGENCY. LY 3-2300
MO Mrrick Rd.. Lynbrook, N.Y.

—.-

i

I

$90 Weekly Earnings
Axe
- 45. High School Education
Men •Ith sales experience preferreo
Mum oe neat in appearance. Car in
5. Able to furnish a"mi.
PROMO liON TO
QUALIFIED M EN
w.lte to P.O. Box 311 —
Details
MAIDS - N.Y. TO COO WE. TICKETS
sent - Jobs waiting M & M Agcy.
110 POST AVE.
WESTBURY, N. Y.

SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED

C. J. MACK

ta

JOIN THE "Y" TODAX:
RATES $7

_ $10 — $25

See

MADAM BELL

1 he

(English Lady)

km
scr(

YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY

sail

l'his is her new office at the Missita
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL
back after a long time of being away
and at last she is back to stay in her

or

new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discouragel
If any of these are your problems, come let MAI)AM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to You
just as she would read an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come see MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, just over Missismippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED BRICK
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (Sha
never had an office in West Memphis.)
Catch yellvw bus marked Whitehaven Slate Line
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.
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